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Despite its numerous successes, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is

known to be incomplete. In this thesis, we explore a variety of topics regarding

physics beyond the SM (BSM).

In the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the leptons and

Higgs have separate superpartners; however, it is possible to construct a model

where the Higgs is the superpartner of one generation of left-handed leptons. In

Chapter 2, we explore various implications of this Higgs-as-slepton model, in par-

ticular on electroweak precision and neutrino experiments. In Chapter 3, we use

the model to explain various excesses reported in leptoquark and W ′ searches by

the CMS experiment in 2014. These excesses were observed in electron but not

muon channels, hence suggesting the violation of lepton universality, a hallmark

of the model.

In Chapter 4, we propose a supersymmetric left-right symmetric (SUSY LRS)

model that can explain various excesses reported in W ′ searches by the CMS and

ATLAS experiments around 2014–2015, but at the same time generate a large

tree-level Higgs mass, hence resolving the usual issue of the Higgs mass being too

small in the MSSM. In the most basic SUSY LRS model, a large Higgs mass also

requires a large tan β (the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation values in

the model), whereas the excesses seem to favour a smaller value. We resolve this

tension by introducing heavy down-type vector-like quarks that mix with the light



quarks; a large tan β can now still remain consistent with the excesses.

Lepton flavour models based on A4 symmetry are popular because they pre-

dict a tri-bimaximal mixing pattern for the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata

(PMNS) matrix, often regarded to be in good agreement with experimental mea-

surements. However, recent results from the Daya Bay and RENO experiments

have shown that the θ13 angle of the matrix is rather large, contrary to the pre-

dicted mixing pattern. We investigate in Chapter 5 whether a model based on the

SO(3) → A4 symmetry-breaking pattern can accommodate these recent results.

The enlargement to SO(3) is intended to motivate the A4 from a UV completion

standpoint. We find that contrary to typical A4 models, the SO(3) → A4 model

does generally predict a large θ13 due to mixing in the charged-lepton sector.

In Chapter 6, we present a new mechanism for freeze-out dark matter which we

call co-annihilation. This differs from most freeze-out mechanisms in that depletion

is driven not by Boltzmann suppression, but by out-of-equilibrium decay that

eventually “switches off”. Such a model is hard to probe using direct detection and

collider production experiments, but should present enhanced indirect detection

signatures.

Hydrogen-antihydrogen (H-H̄) oscillations are forbidden in the SM and hence

represent signs of new physics. In the interstellar medium (ISM), any H atom

that oscillates into H̄ may subsequently undergo annihilation with other atoms,

producing γ-rays that can be detected in astronomical surveys. While a bound on

these oscillations was originally derived by Feinberg et al., we re-evaluate the bound

in Chapter 7 using a more comprehensive theoretical framework, a multiphase

description of the ISM, as well as recent γ-ray data from the Fermi Large Area

Telescope.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Why high-energy physics?

Gently treading along the leaf-littered trail of Sapsucker Woods, the foliage grad-

ually falling away to reveal the quiescent water of Sapsucker Pond reflecting the

orange-hued sky of a clear autumn dawn, one often encounters a myriad of avian

life: perpetually-optimistic chickadees foraging in the pines; a pair of stunningly-

plumaged wood ducks swimming among the reeds; from afar a downy woodpecker

whinnying and drumming on a hollow log. Yet any bird, from the smallest hum-

mingbird to the largest ostrich, begins with the humble egg: a relatively simple

package comprising the shell, the albumen (or egg white), the yolk suspended in

the middle by gelatinous strips called the chalaze, various membranes, and a col-

lection of cells called the germinal disc [1]. Remarkably, only minimal external

influence, in the form of gas exchange and heat transfer, is required for the spon-

taneous development of a much more complex structure within this package: an

intelligent hatchling, with the capability to grow, communicate and learn.

It is hard to see how advances in high-energy physics could in any way facilitate

our understanding of this miraculous transition. Even if we know all the elemen-

tary laws and have the computational ability to perform any required simulations,

as Steven Weinberg puts it [2]: “... all you have would be a mountain of com-

puter tape. How in that mountain of computer tape would you ever recognise the

properties that interest you ...?”. The ability to reproduce phenomenon through

computer simulations does not imply the ability to understand the physics behind

the phenomenon. Rather, entirely new concepts have to be developed as we delve
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into systems of increasing size and complexity, the notion of emergent phenom-

ena [3]. Furthermore, the energy scales involved in these phenomena are typically

low enough that using a low-energy effective theory in place of the Standard Model

(SM) as the elementary description is often more than adequate.

With this in mind, what makes it still worthwhile to pursue research in high-

energy physics, when it seems that so much more can be learnt from developments

in the field of emergent phenomena?

1. Incomplete description of elementary laws. Despite the tremendous successes

of the SM and general relativity (GR), there still remain many phenomena

that can only be explained by modifications at the level of the elementary

laws. Examples include rotation curves of spiral galaxies [4], neutrino os-

cillations [5–7], as well as anomalous results from various low-energy ex-

periments [8, 9]. The same is also often true for observations that contain

imprints of the early universe, for instance the cosmic microwave background

(CMB) [10–12], and the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry [13]. The

types of modifications required are generally well agreed-upon: neutrino

masses [14, 15], dark matter [16], baryogenesis [17] and the inflaton [18–21];

however, none of the proposed implementations have been experimentally

tested to the point of widespread acceptance. Therefore, from the explana-

tory perspective, meaningful progress can still be made by advancements in

high-energy physics.

2. Unsatisfactory theoretical status. Efforts to address theoretical concerns in

established theories have at times led to unexpected developments. Perhaps

the most famous example is the unification of electromagnetism and optics

by James Clerk Maxwell [22], after he introduced the displacement current

2



to restore mathematical consistency between Ampere’s law and the charge

continuity equations1. At present, various theoretical aspects of the SM

remain unsatisfactory, in particular the fine-tuning required for the Higgs

mass-squared [23,24], the strong CP angle [25], and the cosmological constant

[26]. The resolution of these issues may well bring forth a significant leap in

our understanding of the elementary laws.

3. Unexpected spin-offs. The specific needs of high-energy physics have at times

given rise to ideas and innovations that eventually found widespread use out-

side the field itself. For instance, the challenges of information management

in large-scale high-energy physics experiments involving collaborators world-

wide ultimately led to the development of the World Wide Web by Tim

Berners-Lee in CERN [27]. Another potential example currently unfolding

before us is the AdS-CFT correspondence [28]. The sheer difficulty of coming

up with a consistent ultraviolet (UV) completion of quantum gravity have

played a major role in string theory [29, 30] entering the mainstream, after

the Green-Schwarz mechanism [31] kickstarted the first superstring revolu-

tion by demonstrating that string theory could be one such UV completion.

Rapid developments since then have culminated in the discovery of the AdS-

CFT correspondence by Juan Maldacena, which is now beginning to find

applications in other disciplines such as nuclear [32] and condensed matter

physics [33].

4. Objective reductionism. Imagine an impossibly powerful computer capable

of simulating macroscopic number of low-energy particles interacting via all

the known elementary forces, to any desired level of numerical precision.
1Although some have argued that Maxwell’s original motivation was to establish electromag-

netic duality between Ampere’s law and Faraday’s law, and not because of the said consistency
issue.
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Then in principle, practically any low-energy experiment can be replaced by

a numerical simulation on such a computer; progress in entire disciplines can

continue uninterrupted without any new physical experiments as long as such

a computer is at their disposal. Again, it is important to point out that these

simulations do not lead to an improved understanding of the phenomena

observed, and are simply proxies for physical experiments. As explained

by Philip Warren Anderson [3], fundamentally new concepts independent of

the elementary laws may have to be discovered in order to understand the

phenomena. However, it is also clear that such a computer can never replace

a high-energy physics experiment trying to discover physics beyond the SM.

Therefore, the elementary laws are also fundamental in a different sense of the

word, in that they are always specified at the “input level”, and can never be

discovered even in principle without a physical experiment. This argument

is closely related to what Weinberg2 referred to as objective reductionism [2].

This thesis is a compilation of the author’s work over the past six years in the

field of high-energy phenomenology. The work covers an extremely wide range

of topics: from supersymmetry to left-right symmetric models, from flavour to

neutrino physics, from dark matter to astrophysical bounds on SM-forbidden pro-

cesses. This reflects the highly diverse nature of the field, and also perhaps (more

negatively) the lack of focus on the author’s part, not unlike a foraging chickadee:

at times gleaning for insects in pine needles, de-fluffing cattails by the water, and

grabbing sunflower seeds from garden feeders.

Given the range of topics involved, this thesis is structured as a thesis-by-
2Contrary to folklore within certain circles, Weinberg did not disagree with Anderson’s view-

points about emergence [2], nor did he promulgate the phrase “a theory of everything” which
in fact he disliked [34]. The Anderson-Weinberg debate was ultimately about whether objective
reductionism justified a higher funding status for high-energy physics.
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publication rather than a single coherent monograph. Each subsequent chapter

corresponds to a single publication and is intended to be self-contained. In the

next section, we provide a brief synopsis of the motivations behind and the main

results of each chapter.

1.2 Chapter synopsis

1.2.1 The Higgs as the slepton (Chapters 2 and 3)

Supersymmetry

The gauge hierarchy problem refers to the observation that radiative corrections to

the Higgs mass are typically much larger than the measured value, implying that

there must be almost complete cancellation between the bare Higgs mass and the

radiative corrections, hence leaving a much smaller value. A well-known approach

to avoid this fine-tuning is to enlarge the space-time Poincare symmetry of the

SM into what is commonly known as supersymmetry (SUSY) [35]. Exact SUSY

ensures that all bosons must come with degenerate fermionic superpartners, and

vice versa. Since fermionic masses are protected from power-law divergences in the

radiative corrections by chiral symmetry [24], this degeneracy implies that all scalar

masses are similarly protected. Indeed, one can show that exact SUSY implies

the presence of additional interactions required to make the existing Lagrangian

supersymmetric, and these interactions lead to new radiative corrections to scalar

masses that cancel the original quadratic divergences.

Even if SUSY exists in nature, it cannot be exact since no superpartners have

5



MSSM
Hidden sector

(M���SUSY)Mediator (M)

Figure 1.1: Standard picture of SUSY breaking.

been observed so far, despite their supposed degeneracy with the SM counterparts.

Breaking exact SUSY allows the superpartners to become more massive and hence

out of present experimental reach, but it must be done in a way that does not re-

introduce large radiative corrections to the Higgs mass. At the level of an effective

theory, this involves adding only a restricted set of non-supersymmetric “soft”

terms, typically characterised by a mass scale msoft, to the original supersymmetric

Lagrangian. In doing so, the superpartners gain additional mass contributions of

order msoft, which we can then set to be much larger than the electroweak scale

vH to push them out of present experimental reach. On the other hand, some

fine-tuning is required to prevent vH from being raised to the same scale as msoft,

so msoft is usually assumed to lie just within one or two orders of magnitudes of

vH to limit the severity of this “little hierarchy problem”.

While the restriction to “soft” terms might seem rather arbitrary, it is actually

supported by the standard UV picture of SUSY breaking (see Figure 1.1): One first

defines the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) containing the SM

particles and their superpartners. Next, spontaneous SUSY breaking occurs in a

hidden sector at a scale M���SUSY, the effects of which are then communicated to the

MSSM via some mechanism characterised by a very high mediation scale M . One

can then show that in this picture, the low-energy effective theory only contains

the supersymmetric MSSM Lagrangian, “soft” terms with msoft ∼ M2
���SUSY/M , as

well as highly-suppressed “hard” terms that are usually ignored.

6



The MSSM

At the level of an effective theory, the MSSM is often regarded as the minimal

supersymmetric extension of the SM. We describe some of its features below.

• All particles are assumed to come with a superpartner. The fields of a particle

and its superpartner together form a superfield.

• Since the Higgs superfield Hd contains a chiral fermion (the Higgsino), a

second Higgs superfield Hu with opposite hypercharge is required to ensure

the cancellation of gauge anomalies. In other words, the MSSM is really a

supersymmetric version of the two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM).

Introducing Hu also resolves a problem with up-type quark masses. Up-type

Yukawa terms in the SM cannot be incorporated into the supersymmetric

Lagrangian with just Hd alone, due to what is known as the holomorphic-

ity requirement. At the same time, they are also “hard” terms and hence

expected to be highly suppressed if added directly as a non-supersymmetric

term. This suppression makes it hard to explain, for example, the size of the

top mass.

• An additional discrete symmetry called the R-parity is often imposed to

forbid terms in the full Lagrangian that violate the conservation of baryon

and lepton numbers B and L. All SM particles have R-parity +1 and their

superpartners −1.

The Higgs as a slepton

Since it has the same gauge quantum numbers as a left-handed (LH) lepton, could

the Higgs actually be a slepton? In that case, we no longer need to introduce the

7



superfield Hd, since the Higgs can now be embedded within one of the LH lepton

superfields. We present the usual objections and how one might be able to get

around them. For simplicity, we assume the lepton generation whose superfield

contains the Higgs to be the electron unless otherwise specified.

• In this setup, the supersymmetric Lagrangian contains Dirac mass terms of

the form

−gvH√
2
e−W̃+ − gvH

2
νeW̃

0 +
g′vH

2
νeB̃ + h.c., (1.1)

where e− is the electron, νe the electron neutrino, W̃+,0 and B̃ the Winos

and Binos, and g and g′ the electroweak gauge couplings. If W̃ 0 and B̃ also

acquire Majorana masses from the “soft” terms, diagonalising the resultant

mass matrix then shows that the physical neutrino has a Majorana mass of

order v2
H

msoft
, which is way too large.

To get around this, one can impose an U(1)R symmetry that forbids Majo-

rana masses, and at the same time introduce new adjoint superfields ΦW and

ΦB, as well as “soft” Dirac mass terms

−MW̃ψ
0
W̃
W̃ 0 −MB̃ψB̃B̃ + h.c., (1.2)

where ψW̃ and ψB̃ are the fermion components of ΦW and ΦB, and MW̃ and

MB̃ mass parameters of order msoft. Doing so now allows the physical neu-

trino to remain massless, while the physical gauginos become Dirac particles

with masses approximately MW̃ and MB̃. These gauginos are called Dirac

gauginos to contrast them with the usual Majorana gauginos in the MSSM.

Also note that R-parity is no longer required since the U(1)R symmetry al-

ready forbids terms that violate B and L conservation, even though some of

the terms allowed by U(1)R symmetry actually violate R-parity.
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• By removing the superfield Hd, one is also forced to remove Hu to avoid

gauge anomalies3, hence causing the issue of up-type quark masses to return.

In other words, one can only introduce SM up-type Yukawa terms as “hard”

terms, which as mentioned before are typically highly suppressed and hence

cannot explain the top mass.

One solution is to assume that new physics beyond this supersymmetric effec-

tive theory occurs at a scale Λ not far above msoft, and that the new physics

allows the usual suppression factor msoft
M

in these hard terms to be replaced

by a less severe factor of msoft
Λ

. (There is still a factor of 1
M

implicit in msoft,

which cannot be removed given the way SUSY breaking is communicated to

the low-energy sector, but it is irrelevant to the discussion here.) As long as

Λ remains sufficiently small, the “hard” terms can now generate the top mass

without much difficulty.

• In this setup, the down-type Yukawa term for the electron cannot be incor-

porated into the supersymmetric Lagrangian, due to mathematical results

involving the contraction of two identical SU(2) doublets. (The muon and

tau Yukawa terms are unaffected.) Nonetheless, just as above, we can still

introduce this as a “hard” term, and invoke the new Λ scale to ensure that

it is not overly suppressed.

To conclude, while there are numerous challenges in constructing a Higgs-as-slepton

model, these challenges are not insurmountable. Such a model has indeed been

proposed in [36]. Strictly speaking, this model is not more minimal than the MSSM

despite the absence of the superfields Hu and Hd, since new adjoint superfields ΦW

3Of course one can introduce yet another superfield to cancel the anomalies induced by Hu,
but this defeats the point of trying to find a more minimal supersymmetric extension than the
MSSM.
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and ΦB (and also ΦG for the gluinos) have to be introduced to provide Dirac

partners for the gauginos, not to mention the low UV cutoff Λ of the model.

Chapter 2, based on published work with C. Biggio, J. A. Dror and Y. Gross-

man [37], examines various phenomenological consequences of the Higgs-as-slepton

model.

• Due to Eq. (1.1), the massless physical neutrino is not purely the electron

neutrino νe, but instead contains a small mixture of the new adjoint fermions

ψ0
W̃

and ψB̃. The same can actually be said of the physical electron, which

is not purely e− but contains a small mixture of ψ−
W̃
. On the other hand,

this mixing is absent for the muon and tau generation, hence implying a

violation of lepton universality. This allows us to probe the model using

precision electroweak and neutrino experiments.

• Since neutrino masses are small but nonzero, the U(1)R symmetry must

ultimately be broken to allow Majorana masses. Presumably, this might

occur through gravity mediation to account for the smallness of the breaking.

By examining how this breaking is communicated to the neutrinos (which the

mixing discussed above has a direct impact on), one can impose constraints

on the model using measurements of the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata

(PMNS) matrix [15,38].

• The U(1)R breaking discussed above implies that terms that violate B and

L conservation are now allowed. Results from proton decay experiments can

hence impose additional constraints on the model, in particular the size of

the U(1)R breaking.
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Chapter 3, based on published work with B. Josh and J. A. Dror [39], uses the

Higgs-as-sneutrino model to explain the excesses seen in three separate searches

during Run I of the CMS experiment. Two of them were leptoquark searches

(coloured bosons that can decay to a single lepton and quark), based on pair-

produced leptoquarks decaying to eejj and eνjj final states [40, 41], while the

third was a search for the WR gauge bosons (predicted in left-right symmetric

models), based on decays to eejj [42]. An intriguing fact is that no excesses were

seen in the corresponding muon channels [42, 43]. Therefore, had these excesses

been genuine and not just statistical anomalies, this would imply a violation of

lepton universality in the new physics being discovered. This makes the Higgs-

as-slepton model particularly attractive since the non-universality is a hallmark

of the model, and not just an ad-hoc model input. We find that the model can

indeed simultaneously explain the excesses seen in all three searches, with a first-

generation squark playing the role of the leptoquark, and the WR excess mimicked

by gluino-squark production.

1.2.2 Supersymmetric left-right symmetric models and the

2TeV diboson excess (Chapter 4)

Just as the electromagnetic gauge group U(1)Q is the unbroken subgroup of the

larger electroweak gauge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y , it is certainly plausible that the

SM group (before further symmetry breaking) is itself the unbroken subgroup of a

larger group. For example, in grand unified theories, the larger group is a simple

Lie group like SU(5) [44] or SO(10) [45, 46]. Another example is the left-right

symmetric (LRS) model [47,48], which we briefly review below.
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In the minimal LRS model, we begin with the gauge group SU(3)C×SU(2)L×

SU(2)R×U(1)X , which undergoes the breaking pattern SU(2)R×U(1)X → U(1)Y

at an energy scale vR � vH . Just as the SM left-handed (LH) fermions form dou-

blets under SU(2)L, the right-handed (RH) fermions form doublets under SU(2)R

(which necessitates the introduction of the RH neutrino to pair with the RH

charged leptons). The SM Higgs has to be embedded within a SU(2)L × SU(2)R

scalar bidoublet Φ, so that one can form Yukawa terms involving both LH and

RH fermions. The bidoublet also implies that this is effectively a 2HDM. How-

ever, different scalar fields are required to achieve the required breaking to U(1)Y

at the higher scale vR. This is usually a complex SU(2)R triplet ∆R, although

a doublet HR can also be used. The advantage of using ∆R is that it can gen-

erate vR-scale Majorana masses for the RH neutrinos, which through the seesaw

mechanism implies small but nonzero masses for the light neutrinos. Finally, the

breaking generates heavy gauge bosons W ′ and Z ′ with masses of order vR. W ′

comprises mostly the SU(2)R gauge bosons WR but also contains a small compo-

nent of the SU(2)L bosons WL due to the Φ vacuum expectation values (VEV).

The WL component is responsible for the diboson decay channel W ′ → WZ.

Around 2014–2015, a number of searches by the CMS and ATLAS experiments

reported excesses that hinted at the possibility of a W ′ with a mass near 2TeV.

Among the most significant are [49] based on the diboson decay (with the two

bosons decaying hadronically), [42] based on decays to eejj, and [50] based on dijet

decay. Chapter 4, based on published work with J. Collins [51], was motivated by

trying to understand the implications of a LRS model consistent with these excesses

on SUSY. In the MSSM, after the fine-tuning (associated with the little hierarchy

problem) required to generate the right electroweak scale vH , it turns out that the

physical Higgs boson often ends up becoming too light. This issue is potentially
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resolved in a SUSY LRS model since the new gauge bosons in the LRS provide

additional contributions to the Higgs boson mass. However, the combined gauge

boson contributions scale as cos2(2β), where tan β is defined as the ratio of the

two Higgs VEV in the bidoublet Φ, so we require a relatively large tan β near 10

to ensure that the combined contributions stay large. On the other hand, the ratio

of the diboson to dijet partial widths scales as sin2(2β), so a large tan β implies a

small ratio of partial widths, which was inconsistent with the relatively large ratio

observed in these excesses.

We found that the contradictory requirements on the size of tan β (Higgs mass

versus partial width ratio) can be resolved by introducing heavy (TeV-scale) down-

type vector-like quarks, and allowing them to mix with the usual light quarks.

Since the vector-like quarks are singlets under SU(2)R, this mixing will reduce the

couplings between W ′ and the physical light quarks, hence boosting the ratio of

partial widths so a large tan β can now be accommodated. Doing so also resolves an

issue with quark mass ratios: Due to the holomorphicity requirements from SUSY

discussed in the previous section, there is only one way to couple Φ to the quarks,

hence implying only one set of Yukawa coefficients. As a result, the quark mass

ratios mu : mc : mt should be the same as md : ms : mb, clearly in disagreement

with experiments. While this issue may be addressed by introducing a second

bidoublet, mixing with vector-like quarks can also achieve the same effect, since

the amount of mixing can be made to vary between generations, hence providing

an independent means to modify the quark mass ratio md : ms : mb.

We also checked that our model can be made consistent with constraints from

flavour physics [52]. For example, we found that unlike in the SM, the Z boson here

can contribute tree-level flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC). This is partic-
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ularly noticeable in the coupling to RH down-type quarks, where the flavour non-

diagonality comes from the combined effects of mixing between light and vector-like

quarks, and between Z and Z ′. These FCNCs imply certain constraints on the

Yukawa couplings in our model but do not rule the model out.

1.2.3 θ13 in A4 lepton models (Chapter 5)

One curious aspect of the SM is that certain patterns can be observed in the

quark and lepton mass spectra, as well as in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

(CKM) [53, 54] and PMNS matrices. Should we simply regard these patterns as

ad-hoc, or do they arise from some underlying new physics? For the latter, one

class of models can be described as follows:

1. First, one introduces a family symmetry, as well as a number of scalar fields

called flavons. Additional fields may also be introduced as required, e.g.

right-handed neutrinos.

2. Next, one assigns group representations to all the fields, and write down the

most general Lagrangian consistent with the family symmetry, except with

certain constraints on the coefficients so that the flavons can acquire VEVs

that are aligned in a certain manner. (These constraints should be rather

general and not require any fine-tuning.) Hence, the family symmetry is

spontaneously broken either completely or to its subgroup(s).

3. One now writes down an effective theory below this breaking scale with

the flavons replaced by their VEVs, i.e. the VEVs enter the masses and

Yukawas of the effective theory. At this stage, if additional heavy fields are

still present, further steps may be required to reduce it to the SM or νSM
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(SM with dimension-five Weinberg operators [55] responsible for Majorana

neutrino masses).

With the right choice of family symmetry, fields and representations, the de-

sired patterns in the fermion mass spectra and mixing matrices naturally emerge.

Perhaps the most famous example in the quark sector is the Froggatt-Nielsen

model [56], based on a U(1) family symmetry. Our focus here will be on lepton

models based on a discrete A4 symmetry, where A4 is the point group of a regular

tetrahedron.

For a while, the PMNS matrix was thought to be consistent with the tri-

bimaximal mixing pattern [57]

UTBM =


√

2
3

1√
3

0

− 1√
6

1√
3

1√
2

1√
6
− 1√

3
1√
2

 . (1.3)

Note that this pattern implies θ13 = 0 under standard parametrisation. As a result,

A4 models have become popular since they can reproduce such a pattern together

with the correct lepton mass spectrum. However, recent measurements by the Daya

Bay [58] and RENO [59] experiments have reported a relatively large θ13 value at

around ∼ 0.16, hence throwing the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern into question.

While A4 models and their UV completions now appear to be less motivated, it is

still worth asking whether these models can accommodate the measured θ13 values.

Chapter 5, based on published work with Y. Grossman [60], examines the size

of θ13 in a particular UV completion of an A4 model [61]. The details of the model

are as follows:

1. The model, assumed to be valid up to a cutoff scale Λ, begins with a contin-
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uous SO(3) family symmetry. This is first spontaneously broken by a flavon

T to the A4 subgroup at a scale vT ≡ 〈T 〉, hence recovering the A4 model.

2. Subsequently, the A4 is spontaneously broken by flavons φ, φ5 and φ′ to

the Z2 subgroup for neutrinos and Z3 for charged leptons, at a scale v ≡

〈φ〉 ∼ 〈φ5〉 ∼ 〈φ′〉. (Strictly speaking, A4 has been completely broken, since

neither Z2 nor Z3 remain as symmetries of both sectors simultaneously.) This

breaking pattern is standard in most A4 models.

3. The model includes three heavy RH neutrinos, which can be integrated out to

generate very small masses for the SM neutrinos via the usual Type I seesaw

mechanism. The resulting light neutrino Majorana mass matrix takes the

form

Mν =


a 0 0

0 b c

0 c b

 , (1.4)

due to the remaining Z2 symmetry dictating the form of the RH neutrino

mass matrix prior to integrating out. To reproduce from this mass matrix the

light neutrino mass hierarchy inferred from neutrino oscillation experiments,

one requires M � v � vT � Λ, where M ∼ 1014 GeV is the usual Type I

seesaw scale. Since Λ is ultimately limited by the Planck mass MPl, this

implies a relatively squeezed hierarchy of scales.

4. The model also includes three heavy charged leptons, although the SM

charged leptons already start off as massive, unlike the neutrinos. The re-

maining Z3 symmetry imposes the following form on the light charged-lepton

Dirac mass matrix:

Ml =


a′ b′ c′

a′ b′ω c′ω2

a′ b′ω2 c′ω

 , (1.5)
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where ω ≡ e2πi/3. Note that this does not include any seesaw-like contri-

butions from the heavy charged leptons. The forms Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5)

together imply the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern of the PMNS matrix.

We now summarise the main results of Chapter 5. The model description

above ignored the seesaw-like contributions to the light charged-lepton mass ma-

trix. However, a careful analysis shows that these contributions are actually im-

portant, and in fact the leading contribution is as large as the starting mass matrix.

However, it turns out that the leading contribution still preserves the form of the

mass matrix given in Eq. (1.5); the form is only modified at the next leading order,

a factor of O( v
vT

) smaller. From this, one can show that θ13 is expected to be of

order O(mτ
mµ
· v
vT

). Given the squeezed hierarchy of scales in the model, a θ13 of

order O(0.1) is actually a natural outcome.

A secondary result of Chapter 5 is as follows. Since 〈T 〉 specifies the unbroken

A4 subgroup of SO(3), the VEVs 〈φ〉, 〈φ5〉 and 〈φ′〉 have to be aligned in a certain

manner relative to 〈T 〉 so that the subgroups Z2 and Z3 remain unbroken in the

relevant sectors. A common approach to generate a nonzero θ13 is simply to allow

the VEVs to become misaligned. We verify that the misalignment method also

works for the SO(3)→ A4 model discussed here.

1.2.4 Co-decaying dark matter (Chapter 6)

The total mass of a galaxy or galaxy cluster appears to be many times larger

than the luminous mass, based on astrophysical observations such as the rotation

curves of spiral galaxies [4], and the velocity dispersion of elliptical galaxies [62]

and galaxy clusters [63]. The most compelling explanation of the discrepancy so far
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is the presence of dark matter (DM). While baryonic DM candidates such as non-

luminous gas and dust clouds as well as massive compact halo objects (MACHO)

are known to exist, measurements of emission and absorption lines together with

micro-lensing observations [64] have indicated that they only make up a small

fraction of the missing mass; most of the mass must be non-baryonic. Cosmological

observations based on the CMB in conjunctions with galaxy surveys [65, 66] and

theoretical considerations from structure formation [67] have shown this also to

be the case on the cosmic scale, with the additional requirement that the main

contributions cannot come from hot DM candidates such as the SM neutrinos. (A

DM candidate is hot if it was still relativistic when the cosmic horizon had grown

large enough to encompass an amount of mass comparable to the DM halo of a

large galaxy.) This implies the need for a cold DM candidate that lies beyond the

SM.

Many classes of DM models have been proposed over the years, including axions

and axion-like particles [68], asymmetric DM [69] and freeze-in DM [70], but the

most common ones are still those based on thermal freeze-out. These models

contain the following elements:

1. The DM is assumed to be produced in large quantities in the early universe,

e.g. after reheating from inflaton decay. The same is also assumed for other

hidden-sector particles that might be part of the model.

2. There exist reactions that deplete the DM. For instance, weakly-interacting

massive particles (WIMP) [71] and their variants [72] usually rely on 2-to-2

annihilation of DM to SM particles, e.g. AA→ γγ, where A indicates a DM

particle. Other models such as secluded [73] and cannibal DM [74] also use

2-to-2 annihilation but to metastable hidden-sector particles that eventually
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decay to SM particles, e.g. AA → BB with B → γγ. Self-annihilations

such as AAA → AA have featured in self-interacting DM (SIDM) [75],

strongly-interacting massive particles (SIMP) [76], and elastically-decoupling

relic (ELDER) [77].

3. Physical conditions exist so as to drive the depletion of the DM. In all the

examples cited above, the depletion process keep the DM in chemical equilib-

rium either with the SM, a hidden sector, or itself, with chemical potential

µA = 0. As the DM cools to temperature below its rest mass mA due to

Hubble expansion, its number density nA is now suppressed by a Boltzmann

factor. Note that the DM may take on the SM temperature, e.g. in WIMP,

secluded DM and SIMP, or it may be thermally decoupled from the SM

and hence follow a different temperature, e.g. in cannibal DM, SIDM and

ELDER.

4. The depletion eventually terminates, leaving behind the DM as a thermal

relic. This is commonly known as freeze-out. Freeze-out is often due to

Hubble expansion both diluting and cooling down the DM to the point where

the depletion reaction rates are no longer fast enough to keep the DM in the

abovementioned chemical equilibrium. (Mathematically, a non-zero chemical

potential now builds up so that further cooling does not lead to continued

Boltzmann suppression.)

Chapter 6, based on published work [78] with J. A. Dror and E. Kuflik, is mo-

tivated by the question of whether it is possible to come up with a different mech-

anism to drive DM depletion other than the ubiquitous Boltzmann suppression at

µA = 0. The basic idea is to have the depletion driven by out-of-equilibrium decay

that can eventually be switched off. This is achieved with the following setup:
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1. The DM candidate A can undergoes 2-to-2 annihilation to a metastable par-

ticle B, which then decays to SM particles. We assume mass degeneracy

mA = mB, so their number densities nA and nB are equal as long as they

remain in chemical equilibrium, i.e. when the 2-to-2 annihilation remains

active.

2. We also assume that A and B have been chemically and thermally decou-

pled from the SM very early on, and that there are no active self-annihilation

reactions. (These assumptions distinguish our model from secluded and can-

nibal DM.) Therefore, Boltzmann suppression of nA does not occur when the

temperature falls below mA, since the chemical potential µA is not required

to be zero. In fact, what drives the depletion of A is the out-of-equilibrium

decay of B causing nB and hence nA to decrease with time. We call this the

co-decay mechanism.

3. Eventually, the 2-to-2 annihilation terminates so A and B are no longer in

chemical equilibrium. Freeze-out has occurred since nA no longer tracks nB

which continues to decrease.

Another way to distinguish the Boltzmann suppression and co-decay mecha-

nism is to look at the chemistry. At chemical equilibrium, the net depletion and

regeneration rates must be equal. In the usual suppression mechanism, decreasing

the temperature alters the balance between the two reaction rates, leading to a

new equilibrium density (nA)eqm that is suppressed, especially when the tempera-

ture falls below mA. The relation between (nA)eqm and time is only indirect, via

Hubble expansion causing the temperature to decrease in time. In contrast, in

the co-decay mechanism, decreasing the temperature does not directly alters the

balance. Rather, what alters the balance is now the slow removal of the reverse
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reactants B via out-of-equilibrium decay; hence (nA)eqm decreases in time. Tem-

perature still plays a role here, albeit a very different one, by affecting the rate of

B decay through time dilation.

We perform analytical calculations of the relic abundance, which we then ver-

ify with numerical simulations based on the Boltzmann equations. We find that

co-decay can be a viable DM freeze-out mechanism, producing the right relic abun-

dance while satisfying constraints from Big Bang nucleosynthesis, the CMB, uni-

tarity of the 2-to-2 annihilation cross-section, as well as the model assumption of

the decay being out of equilibrium. The extremely weak coupling between the

dark sector and the SM (required for their early decoupling) makes the mecha-

nism hard to probe using direct detection and collider production experiments;

however, signatures from indirect detection are enhanced. Finally, we provide a

simple but concrete model of a co-decaying DM using gauge bosons from a dark

SU(2). The W 1
D and W 2

D bosons play the role of the DM candidate A, while the

W 3
D, through mixing with the SM Z0 via a dimension-six operator, plays the role

of the metastable partner B.

1.2.5 Hydrogen-antihydrogen oscillations in the interstellar

medium (Chapter 7)

Baryon and lepton numbers B and L are often said to be conserved in the SM.

However, these conservation laws are accidental, in that they are not imposed on

the model, but rather the consequence of including only (super-)renormalisable

gauge-invariant operators of dimension four and lower in the Lagrangian4. Higher-
4Actually, even in this case, B and L conservation are violated by non-perturbative corrections.

These corrections may play an important role in the early universe [79], although their present-
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dimension operators are inevitable when we derive the SM as the low-energy ef-

fective theory of a UV completion, many of which allow processes that violate B

and L conservation. (We denote these violations by ��B and ��L respectively.) Some

examples are listed below.

1. Dimension-five Weinberg operators generate Majorana masses for the neu-

trinos, and also allow ∆L = ±2 processes such as neutrinoless double β

decay.

2. Dimension-six operators such as QQQL
Λ2 and ucucdcec

Λ2 [55] allow ∆B = ∆L = ±1

processes, such as proton decay via p→ e+π0.

3. Dimension-nine operators such as QQQQ(dcdc)∗

Λ5 and ucdcdcucdcdc

Λ5 [81] allow ∆B =

±2 processes, such as neutron-antineutron oscillation n↔ n̄.

4. Dimension-twelve operators such as QQQQQQLL
Λ8 [82] allow ∆B = ∆L = ±2

processes, such as double proton decay via pp → e+e+, and hydrogen-

antihydrogen oscillation H↔ H̄.

By using the same scale Λ in the��B operators above, we have implicitly assumed

that these operators are generated by the same new physics. We can then compare

the probabilities of the corresponding��B processes. Dimensional analysis based on

“wavefunction overlap” suggests that the probability of proton decay over a dura-

tion t is of order
[

Λ4
QCD
Λ4 ΛQCD · t

]
. while the probabilities of n-n̄ and H-H̄ oscillations

are of order
[

Λ5
QCD
Λ5 ΛQCD ·min{t, 1

|∆nn̄|}
]2

and
[

Λ5
QCD(αme)3

Λ8 ΛQCD ·min{t, 1
|∆HH̄|

}
]2

re-

spectively. Here, me is the electron mass, α the fine-structure constant, and ∆nn̄

and ∆HH̄ energy scales related to matter effects (discussed later). We see that the

higher the operator dimension a process relies on, the more suppressed the prob-

day effects are unobservably small [80].
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ability. Given the already strong experimental constraints on proton decay [83],

detecting the other ��B processes would seem even less likely.

However, the previous assumption that these operators share the same Λ can

certainly be violated. For instance, consider a UV completion like [82] where only

processes with even-numbered ∆B and ∆L are allowed. In the low-energy effective

theory, one then expects “allowed” operators like QQQQ(dcdc)∗

Λ5 and QQQQQQLL
Λ8 to have

Λ of order the scale of this UV completion, whereas “forbidden” operators like QQQL
Λ2

now have much higher Λ values that depend on the scale of further UV completion

where these ∆B and ∆L selection rules break down. This then leaves open the

possibility that the��B oscillations may still be detectable despite the proton decay

constraints, provided that the separation between the two Λ scales is large enough.

One way to detect H-H̄ oscillation has been proposed in [84]. Hydrogen exists

mostly in atomic form in the Hi regions of the interstellar medium (ISM). Should

a H atom oscillate into a H̄, the H̄ may then annihilate with another particle to

produce γ rays. Therefore, diffuse γ-ray measurements can be used to constrain

the oscillation probability after subtracting known astrophysical background.

Chapter 7, based on published work with Y. Grossman and S. Ray [85], re-

examines the original bound derived in [84]. The motivations for doing so are as

follows:

1. Matter effects. In the ISM, H-H̄ oscillations become suppressed due to in-

teractions of the atoms with other particles and each other. In the original

analysis, only the annihilation of H̄ with other H atoms was accounted for.

However, given the wide variety of processes the atoms can take part in,

from elastic scattering to photo-ionisation, it is not clear whether such an
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approximation is justified.

2. Structure of the interstellar medium. In the original analysis, it was implicitly

assumed that most of the H atoms detected along a line of sight by 21 cm

line survey come from Hi regions with similar properties. However, we now

understand that there are actually two Hi phases with different physical

properties. This affects how the γ-ray data should be interpreted for the

purpose of constraining the oscillations.

3. Availability of cross-section data. Significant progress has been made in the

field of computational atomic physics since the original analysis. In particu-

lar, scattering amplitudes and cross-sections of many processes are now avail-

able over a wide range of energies. This allows us to reduce the uncertainties

in our calculations since we no longer have to rely on order-of-magnitude

estimates most of the time.

4. Improved γ-ray data and background subtraction. The original analysis was

performed using early γ-ray data collected by the Small Astronomy Satel-

lite 2 [86]. With the recent deployment of the Fermi Large Area Telescope

(LAT) [87], higher quality data is now available. In addition, significant

progress have been made in the modelling of diffuse γ-ray backgrounds from

cosmic-ray (CR) interaction with matter and inverse Compton scattering of

soft interstellar photons, hence allowing for more accurate background sub-

traction.

While we are ultimately only interested in an order-of-magnitude estimate, we

want to reduce the uncertainty in each step as much as is reasonable to limit the

cumulative uncertainty. Doing so allow us to discover, for instance, that elastic

scattering actually has a greater effect on the oscillations than H̄ annihilation,
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contrary to the original assumptions in [84]. At the end, we derive an updated

bound that is approximately one order of magnitude weaker than the previous

result.
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Chapter 2
Probing a slepton Higgs on all frontiers1

Chapter abstract

We study several aspects of supersymmetric models with a U(1)R sym-

metry where the Higgs doublet is identified with the superpartner of a

lepton. We derive new, stronger bounds on the gaugino masses based

on current measurements, and also propose ways to probe the model up

to scales of O(10TeV) at future e+e− colliders. Since the U(1)R sym-

metry cannot be exact, we analyse the effects of R-symmetry breaking

on neutrino masses and proton decay. In particular, we find that get-

ting the neutrino mixing angles to agree with experiments in a minimal

model requires a UV cutoff for the theory at around 10 TeV.

2.1 Introduction

The LHC collaborations have recently discovered the Higgs boson at around

125 GeV [88, 89], but have yet to find any of the particles which should have

appeared below the TeV scale as required to solve the hierarchy problem [90].

This suggests that if supersymmetry (SUSY) is present at the TeV scale, it devi-

ates from its most naive implementations. There are many suggestions as to how

Nature could be supersymmetric but still avoid the bounds applied by the LHC.

In particular, there has been a lot of interest in substituting the R-parity of the

Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) for a continuous R-symmetry,
1Based on C. Biggio, J. A. Dror, Y. Grossman and W. H. Ng, JHEP 04 (2016) 150,

[1602.02162].
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(U(1)R) [91, 92] (see [93–113] for recent work in this direction).

One interesting feature of imposing a U(1)R symmetry is that it allows the

ordinary down-type Higgs to be in a supermultiplet with one of the charged-lepton

doublets,

H ≡ (H, `L) (2.1)

and still avoid phenomenological bounds. This intriguing possibility has been

discussed in several recent papers: see [36, 101, 107] for model building, [114] for

stop phenomenology, and [39] for a suggested explanation of the recent eejj, eνjj

excess [41, 42] as well as further discussion on light squark phenomenology. For

the purpose of this work we will focus on the possibility that the Higgs doublet is

identified with the selectron doublet, though much of our discussion will be more

general. This is motivated in Section 2.2 as it naturally explains the smallness of

the electron mass.

While it is more economical to construct SUSY models where the Higgs is iden-

tified with a slepton, usually this causes phenomenological difficulties due to viola-

tion of lepton number. In particular, the Kähler potential generates electroweak-

scale Dirac masses between the partner neutrino (defined as the neutral fermionic

component of Le) and the gauginos. As a result the partner neutrino generically

becomes too heavy. This problem can be avoided by introducing a global sym-

metry to forbid Majorana neutralino masses, and adding additional adjoint chiral

superfields as Dirac partners of the gauginos. This ensures a massless physical

neutralino that can be identified with the neutrino. However, due to the small-

ness of neutrino masses, it is important that the symmetry be preserved under

electroweak symmetry breaking. This requires that the global symmetry be an

R-symmetry such that the neutrino be charged under the U(1)R but still leave the
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Higgs uncharged.

One may wonder why there aren’t additional constraints from the many ex-

periments probing lepton flavour number violation. This is because these models

generically only have lepton number violation for one flavour (in our case the elec-

tron). The stringent limits from lepton number changing processes rely on violation

of at least two lepton flavour numbers (most notably µ→ eγ, which requires muon

and electron number violation).

In this work we explore how Higgs-as-slepton models can be further probed

in several different ways. A generic feature of these models is a mixing between

the electron doublet and the gauginos, resulting in the physical electron doublet

no longer equal to the corresponding gauge eigenstate. This mixing puts bounds

on the size of the wino and bino masses. Previous papers have emphasised the

corresponding bounds from the high energy frontier through neutral and charged

current universality measurements. In this work we explore the limits from low

energy measurements of GF . We find these to be more stringent then the high

energy constraints for bounds on the bino masses and competitive with bounds on

the wino masses. Furthermore, we look at the discovery potential of the future

e+e− collider program. Intriguingly, we find that such a machine has the potential

to probe this variant of supersymmetry up to O(10TeV).

Another aspect of the model which we will examine is the breaking of R-

symmetry through Planck-scale effect, naturally generating a small parameter in

the theory. This is responsible for generating neutrino masses which would other-

wise be zero, but may also lead to effects such as proton decay.

Experimentally, there has recently been significant development in the neu-
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trino sector. The differences in the squares of the neutrino masses and the three

neutrino mixing angles have been measured [115]. Having the Higgs be part of a

supermultiplet with the lepton has crucial implications in terms of neutrino phe-

nomenology, the consequences of which we will explore. Planck-scale suppression

of R-symmetry breaking effects lead to naturally small neutrino masses. Assuming

this is the only source of neutrino masses, we find that in order to obtain the large

mixing angles measured by neutrino oscillation experiments, the model typically

requires a low cutoff scale of at most O(10TeV). In other words, a generic minimal

supersymmetric model with the Higgs playing the role of a slepton requires a low

ultraviolet (UV) completion scale.

In addition to contributing to neutrino masses, R-symmetry breaking can also

lead to proton decay if the gravitino mass is very heavy. Neutrino mass measure-

ments suggests a gravitino mass range between O(10 eV) − O(10 keV) assuming

generic gravity-mediated R-breaking. With such masses the model could have

rapid proton decay which restricts the possible UV completions of the model.

This chapter is structured as follows. We begin by outlining general prop-

erties of the Higgs-as-slepton models in Section 2.2. We then proceed to study

the constraints on gaugino masses from the lepton-gaugino mixing in Section 2.3.

Phenomenological implications on future e+e− colliders are covered in Section 2.4.

Implications of the lepton mixing angles on these models are discussed in Sec-

tion 2.5. We move on to bounds on the gravitino mass from proton decay and

neutrino mass measurements in Section 2.6. We conclude in Section 2.7 with a

summary of our main results.
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2.2 The basics of Higgs-as-slepton models

We consider the most minimal version of the Higgs-as-slepton model from a

bottom-up perspective, in which the only additional fields added to the Higgs-

less Standard Model (SM) and their supersymmetric partners are the Dirac part-

ners of the gauginos. Table 2.1 lists the superfields and their gauge and U(1)R

representations. As mentioned earlier we have chosen the Higgs to be in Le. In

places where we generalise our discussion to other choices of lepton flavour, this

will be stated in the text. The R-charges are chosen so that left-handed (LH) and

right-handed (RH) quarks and leptons form R-symmetric Dirac pairs, and that

the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) does not break R-symmetry.

Note that we keep B and L as free parameters, and thus they are not identified

with the usual baryon and lepton numbers. Based on our assignments, the quarks

have R-charges B, the muon and tau −L, while the electron always carries R-

charge −1. Moreover, the normalization of L and B is not determined such that

different normalization result in different models with different phenomenology.

We learn that B and L are parameters that determine the R-charge of the quarks

and the second- and third-generation lepton superfields. No significant change in

phenomenology arises from different choices of B, except for B = 1/3 or 1 which

lead to rapid proton decay and are hence forbidden (see Section 2.6). Therefore,

in our discussion we only consider the generic B case. On the other hand, viable

models can be built for several choices of L. In particular we will consider the

L = −1, L = 0, L = 1 and the generic L case, that is L 6= −1, 0, 1. Each of these

four choices result in distinct lepton phenomenology and hence can be regarded as

a separate model.

For a generic assignment of B and L, the superpotential consistent with the
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(SU(3)C , SU(2)L)Y U(1)R

H ≡ Le (1, 2)−1/2 0

Ec
e (1, 1)1 2

Lµ,τ (1, 2)−1/2 1− L
Ec
µ,τ (1, 1)1 1 + L

Q1,2,3 (3, 2)1/6 1 +B

U c
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)−2/3 1−B

Dc
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)1/3 1−B
W aα (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 1

Φa (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 0

Table 2.1: Superfields in the minimal low energy model with the Higgs doublet
identified with the selectron doublet. The U(1)R charges are parameterized with
two unknown variables L and B, which gives the most general assignment con-
sistent with the requirement of the existence of Yukawas, R-charge conservation
after electroweak symmetry breaking, and supersymmetry. The U(1)R in the table
refers to the scalar component of the superfield.

symmetries is

W =
3∑

i,j=1

yd,ijHQiD
c
j +

∑
i,j∈{µ,τ}

ye,ijHLiE
c
j . (2.2)

For the B = 1/3 or L = 1 cases there are extra terms, but we do not discuss them

here. In the case L = 1, the details of which can be found in [107,114].

The Higgs-as-slepton model faces a number of difficulties and here we discuss

two of them. First is the fact that supersymmetry forbids a mass term for the

up-type quarks. This problem can be solved by introducing non-renormalizable

SUSY-breaking Kähler terms suppressed by a UV cutoff scale, Λ,∫
d4θ

X†

M

H†QU

Λ
, (2.3)

where M is the R-symmetric mediation scale and X is the spurion whose vacuum

expectation value 〈FX〉 corresponds to the SUSY breaking scale. Perturbativity
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of the couplings requires the cutoff scale to be at most 4πTeV. Thus the model

requires a low-scale UV completion. In principle, one can avoid this by introducing

an additional pair of Higgs doublets [101,107], which then allows top masses to be

generated by the tree-level superpotential. However, as we will show in Section 2.5,

reproducing the correct lepton mixing angles also requires a low cutoff if we assume

neutrino masses arise from generic R-breaking. This requirement holds even with

the additional Higgs doublets. The second problem is that the superpotential

cannot provide a mass term for the fermion component of the H = Le doublet

(related to the left-handed electron field) since HH = 0. Again, this can be

resolved by generating a mass in an analogous way [116],∫
d4θ

X†X

M2

HDαHDαE3

Λ2
, (2.4)

where Dα is the superspace derivative. If the electron doublet is the Higgs partner,

then this provides a natural explanation for the smallness of the electron mass,

hence motivating our original choice.

One of the most important consequences of having the Higgs as a slepton is the

mixing between the electroweak gauginos and the Higgs fermionic superpartner.

This puts generic constraints on such models. The Kähler potential generates weak

scale Dirac mass terms given by∫
d4θH†eVH ⊃ − gv√

2
eLW̃

+ − gv

2
νeW̃

0 +
g′v

2
νeB̃

0 , (2.5)

where, g, g′ are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y coupling constants and v ' 246GeV is the

vacuum expectation value of the Higgs. The Dirac wino and bino masses, MW̃ and

MB̃, are of order of the soft R-symmetric SUSY-breaking scale Msoft ≡ 〈FX〉/M .

This implies a mixing of order of the ratio of the electroweak scale to the soft

R-symmetric scale, which we quantify using the small parameter

ε ≡ gv

2MW̃

=
mW

MW̃

, (2.6)
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where mW is the mass of the W boson. The above implies that the mass of

the gauginos must be high. As discussed in the following, the upper bounds on

ε are O(0.1). The mixing can also depend on the size of the non-renormalizable

operators arising at the scale Λ. These contributions are model dependent and will

be assumed to be negligible. We have also neglected any R-symmetry breaking

effects, although we will need to include them when discussing neutrino masses and

proton decay later. We also assume that |M2
W̃
−M2

B̃
| � m2

W . While the mixing

between the winos and the binos is modified should we relax this assumption, it

turns out to have no significant effects on the phenomenology considered in our

work. With the above assumptions, and working to O(ε2) the mass eigenstates are

χ−1,L =
(
1− ε2

)
e−L −

√
2εψ−

W̃
, χc,+1,R = ec,+R

χ−2,L =

(
1− 1

2
ε2
)
ψ−
W̃

+
√

2εe−L , χc,+2,R = W̃+

χ−3,L = W̃−, χc,+3,R = ψ̃+

(2.7)

for the charginos, and

χ0
1,L =

(
1− 1

2
ε2
(
1 + α2t2w

))
νe − εψW̃ + εαtwψB̃

χ0
2,L =

(
1− 1

2
ε2
)
ψW̃ + ενe + ε2

αtw
1− αψB̃, χc,02,R = W̃ 0 + ε2

α2tw
1− α2

B̃

χ0
3,L =

(
1− 2

1
ε2α2t2w

)
ψB̃ − εαtwνe − ε2

α3tw
1− α2

ψW̃ χc,03,R = B̃ − ε2 α2tw
1− α2

W̃ 0

(2.8)

for the neutralinos, where tw denotes the tangent of the Weak mixing angle, and

α ≡ MW̃/MB̃. (For details on the mixing matrices and diagonalisation, see Ap-

pendix 2.A.)
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2.3 Limits on gaugino-electron doublet mixing

Previous works have shown that the strongest constraints on the model arise from

the mixing between the gaugino and the electron doublet [36, 101]. The bounds

from neutral current universality have been emphasised (with a mention of the

weak charged-current universality bounds in [36]). Charged-current interactions

also provide a different set of constraints through non-standard neutrino interac-

tions (NSI) [117–122]. In this section we compute the neutral-current bounds in

our general framework and compare the results with additional bounds from NSI.

Note that at tree-level neutral current effects can only constrain the wino masses

since this arises from mixing of the electrons in the Zee interaction, while charged

current measurements are affected by both electron and neutrino mixing in the

Weν, yielding bounds on both the wino and bino masses.

We start by computing the electron neutral current. Definitions of the mix-

ing matrices UC,L, UC,R and UN,L used here are provided in Appendix 2.A. The

interaction is given by

∆L =
g

cw

[ (
c2
w − |(UC,R)11|2

)
(χc,+1,R)†σ̄µZµχ

c,+
1,R

−
(
c2
w −

1

2
|(UC,L)11|2

)
(χ−1,L)†σ̄µZµχ

−
1,L

]
.

(2.9)

Keeping only terms to O(ε2), this gives

∆L =
g

cw

[
−s2

w(χc,+1,R)†σ̄µχc,+1,R −
(

1

2
− s2

w

)
(χ−1,L)†σ̄µχ−1,L

]
Zµ−

g

cw
ε2(χ−1,L)†σ̄µZµχ

−
1,L,

(2.10)

from which we obtain the axial current coupling of the Z to fermions

gA = gSMA
[
1 + 2ε2

]
, gSMA =

g

2cw
, (2.11)

where gSMA is the SM value of the axial coupling. (Bounds on the vector current are

much weaker and hence irrelevant for this discussion.) Experimentally the bounds
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on the axial current are [115],∣∣∣∣δgeAgeA
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 1.2× 10−3 (90% CL) . (2.12)

This stringent bound applies only to the wino mass. Bounds on the bino mass

arise from modifications of the charged current. The left-handed electron charged

current are described by

∆L = g

(
(UN,L)∗21(UC,L)21 +

1√
2

(UN,L)∗11(UC,L)11

)
Wµ(χc,+1,R)†σ̄µχ0

1,L

=
g√
2

(
1 +

ε2

2

(
1− α2t2w

))
Wµ(χc,+1,R)†σ̄µχ0

1,L .

(2.13)

[36] computed the charged current universality constraints from τ decays. This

corresponds to the limit [123],

|δg|
gSM

. 2.6× 10−3 (90% CL) . (2.14)

There are more stringent constraints arising from NSI interactions. The most

stringent constraint, in models where the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)

matrix is assumed to be unitary, arise from taking the ratio of GF measured in

two different ways. The first is through beta- and Kaon- decays and the second

(and more precise) through muon decay. If the CKM is unitary then these should

be equal to each other and the ratio gives the bound [120],

|δg|
gSM

. 4.0× 10−4 (90% CL) . (2.15)

This limit, as well as the one from the neutral current, are presented in Fig-

ure 2.1. We see that while neutral current interactions place a stronger constraint

on the wino mass than NSI, it does not constrain the bino mass. Meanwhile,

the NSI bounds on the bino mass are generally weaker than on the wino mass

due to a tw suppression in the bino mixing with the neutrino. Combining the
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Figure 2.1: Current limits on the bino and wino masses. The regions in blue are
excluded by NSI constraints and depend on both the bino and wino mass, while the
region in red is ruled out by neutral current constraints. The limits from charged
current universality are shown in green.

NSI and neutral current bounds, we can put a constraint on the bino mass of

MB̃ & 1.2TeV. This is more stringent than the existing universality constraint of

about 500GeV [36].

2.4 Discovery potential at an e+e− collider

The Higgs-as-slepton model generates deviations of the SM couplings in the elec-

tron interactions through modifications of pure SM couplings and from additional

interactions with the gauginos. This leads us to expect significant discovery po-

tential at an e+e− collider. In this section we consider different 2 → 2 processes

that will deviate from their SM predictions. In the following we keep terms to
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O(ε2) and we ignore all non-renormalizable corrections arising at the scale Λ. In

particular we consider, e+e− → W+W−, ZZ, hZ. The relevant Feynman diagrams

are displayed in Figure 2.2. Naively one would expect to also have e+e− → hh

arising from chargino exchange, however these turn out not to arise at tree level up

to O(ε4) due to angular momentum conservation suppressing s-wave production.

We use the Feynman rules detailed in Appendix 2.A to compute the cross-sections.

To study projections at a future collider we use the condition that the signifi-

cance, that we take to be S/
√
B, where S is the signal and B is the background,

is larger than 1.645 (corresponding to a 90% confidence interval),

L × δσ√
L× σSM

> 1.645 , (2.16)

where L is the luminosity of the collider and δσ ≡ σBSM − σSM . We expect this

to be a reasonable estimate due to the controlled environment offered by a lepton

collider, leading to negligible backgrounds.

One subtlety is the cross-section diverges for small t, or equivalently small |η|,

due to a Rutherford singularity. In order to remove sensitivity to this divergence

we cut off the phase space integration at |η| = 2. To avoid this complication in

our expressions, we quote the differential d(δσ)/dt for each process.

2.4.1 e+e− → W+W−

We begin by computing the effects to e+e− → W+W− scattering. The Feynman

diagrams which contribute up to O(ε2) are shown in Figure 2.2. Note that there

are no diagrams with virtual charginos or neutralinos since adding these requires

paying the price of additional ε’s in the vertices. The only modifications to the
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for the 2 → 2 processes that we consider in this
work. The top row shows e+e− → W+W−, the middle row represents e+e− → ZZ,
and the bottom process is e+e− → Zh. We use χ̃−2 to denote the Dirac spinor(
χ−2,L, (χ

c,+
2,R)†

)
.

SM cross-section are from deviations in the Zee couplings. The effects considered

here are a close analogue to deviations considered in tW → tW scattering at the

LHC from anomalous Ztt couplings [124]. The cross-sections are straightforward

to compute but the expressions are complicated without making some approxima-

tions. For simplicity we only quote the result to lowest order in m2
V /s (V = h, Z,

or W ), though in producing the figures we use the full expressions. The result for

the signal is

d(δσ)

dt
=

1

4

β

32πs

{
2e4

s4
w

(
1
2
− s2

w − α2
)

α2

(−t)
M2

W̃

s+ t

s
+O

(
m2
V

s
,
s2

M4
W̃

)}
, (2.17)

where β ≡
√

1− 4m2
W/s is the velocity of either W boson, sw is the sine of the

weak mixing angle, s ≡ (pe− + pe+)2, t ≡ (pW− + pW+)2 and α = mZ/mW .
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2.4.2 e+e− → ZZ

Next we consider e+e− → ZZ scattering, depicted in Figure 2.2. As for W+W−,

the chargino-exchange diagrams only arise at higher orders in ε. Also in this process

the deviation from the SM is in the Zee coupling, but, unlike in the W+W− case

the total cross-section does not grow with energy but is roughly constant. The

difference of the energy scaling between ZZ and W+W− production can be traced

back to the algebra of SU(2) or equivalently the fact that there doesn’t exist a

triple gauge coupling ZZZ in the model. The signal is,

d(δσ)

dt
=

1

2

1

4

β

32πs

{
2e4

s4
wc

4
w

(
1− 2s2

w

)2 m2
W

M2
W̃

s2 + 2st+ 2t2

t(s+ t)
+O

(
m4
V

s2
,
s2

M4
W̃

)}
,

(2.18)

where here β ≡
√

1− 4m2
Z/s gives the speed of one of the Z bosons.

Note that for e+e− → ZZ the deviation of the coupling is factorizable as the two

diagrams (see Figure 2.2) have the same dependence on the anomalous coupling.

Thus the new physics contribution is just a rescaling of the SM cross-section.

2.4.3 e+e− → hZ

Another interesting channel at a lepton collider is hZ production. The Feynman

diagrams are shown in Figure 2.2 with the beyond the SM (BSM) effects entering

from chargino exchange as well as modifications to the Zee coupling. Since the

χ̃2he vertex does not have an ε suppression, these diagrams are still of O(ε2). The

signal is,

d(δσ)

dt
=

1

4

β

32πs

{
e4

s4
wc

2
w

(
1

2
− s2

w

)
(−t)
M2

W̃

s+ t

s
+O

(
m2
V

s2
,
s2

M4
W̃

)}
, (2.19)
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where

β ≡
√

1−m2
Z/E

2
Z , EZ ≡

√
s

2

(
1 +

m2
Z

s
− m2

h

s2

)
(2.20)

such that β denotes the speed of the Z boson. The signal is roughly the same

as that of W+W− production, however the SM cross-section of hZ is significantly

smaller due to the relatively small hZZ vertex. This makes deviations easier to

identify, increasing its sensitivity to new physics.

Figure 2.3 compares the reach of the different channels as a function of lu-

minosity for a 1 TeV linear collider. The reach at such a collider is striking. A

300 fb−1 collider can probe wino masses up to MW̃ ∼ 5.4TeV, MW̃ ∼ 2.3TeV, and

MW̃ ∼ 11.5TeV for W+W−, ZZ, and hZ respectively. The scale probed by hZ is

impressive, exploring physics well beyond the TeV scale. Furthermore, correlated

excesses in all these channels would be a smoking-gun for the model. These projec-

tions highlight the promising opportunities offered by an e+e− collider in testing

Higgs-as-slepton models.

Lastly, we note that three body production channels can likely be used to probe

the model further. In particular, modifications to hhZ production (important for

measuring the Higgs-trilinear coupling) are also affected at O(ε2). We leave the

study of these channels for future work.

2.5 UPMNS and the need for a TeV-scale cutoff

We next discuss the neutrinos sector in Higgs-as-slepton models. For a generic

choices of L, that is, L 6= 0, 1,−1, the U(1)R symmetry forbids neutrino masses.

Thus, all neutrino masses are U(1)R-breaking, which can naturally explain the

hierarchy between neutrinos and the rest of SM fermions masses. (Exceptions
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Figure 2.3: The potential reach from e+e− → V V at a future lepton collider as
a function of luminosity. The hZ deviations are by far the largest as they scale
quickly with energy and have suppressed SM contributions compared to W+W−.

occur in the case L = 0,−1, which we will address later.) One extra ingredient

in the model is that since it singles out one neutrino flavour to be the Higgs

superpartner, this can lead to suppression of the mixing between the Higgs-partner

neutrino with the other two neutrino flavours, with obvious implications for the

Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, UPMNS. A large suppression

of one or more of the mixing angles would be inconsistent with measured values of

the |θ12| ≈ 0.6, |θ23| ≈ 0.7 and |θ13| ≈ 0.15 [115].

In this section, we show that for generic gravity-mediated U(1)R-breaking, con-

sistency with the measured mixing angles requires that the cutoff-scale Λ be less

than O(10TeV), so that non-renormalizable contributions to the neutrino mass

matrix be of comparable sizes to that from mixing-induced contributions involving

gaugino soft masses. This turns out to be the case regardless of the choice of L. It

is interesting to note that the upper-bound on the cutoff scale is similar to the one

required for generating a large enough top quark mass, despite the two phenomena
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being unrelated. While not the focus of this work, we also briefly discuss neutrino

mixing in the Higgs-as-slepton model with two additional Higgs doublets (in prin-

ciple this can replace the UV cutoff needed to produce the top mass). We find

that such models also generically require a low energy cutoff, except for particular

choices of L.

2.5.1 L 6= −1, 0, 1

We establish our analysis framework using the L 6= −1, 0, 1 case as an example.

We first derive the 3×3 neutrino mass matrix from the full neutralino mass matrix,

which we then use to obtain the mixing angles required to diagonalise the neutrino

mass matrix. We assume generic gravity mediation and we estimate the sizes of the

matrix elements using a spurion analysis, assuming O(1) coefficients and including

non-renormalizable contributions involving the cutoff Λ. Measured values of the

mixing angles then translate to bounds on Λ.

To provide a useful picture of the mass scales involved, we refer to Section 2.6,

where we find that the gravitino mass should be m3/2 ∼ O(10 eV−100 eV) in order

to provide the correct neutrino masses. This is much smaller than the U(1)R-

symmetric soft mass scale which, as we discussed above, are of the order of few

TeVs.

Neutrino mass matrix

In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, where we studied electroweak precision and collider phe-

nomenology, the main effects came from the mixing between the Higgs-partner

neutrinos and the gauginos. Therefore, it was convenient to ignore U(1)R-breaking
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masses and work with Dirac mass matrices, even for the neutralinos. However,

since we are now interested in the mixing between neutrino flavours, the U(1)R-

breaking masses play an important role and so it is more useful to work with a

Majorana mass matrix instead.

We begin with the tree-level 7 × 7 neutralino Majorana mass matrix in the

interaction basis {νe, νµ, ντ , B̃, W̃ 0, ψB̃, ψ
0
W̃
}. We first diagonalise the matrix only

with respect to the U(1)R-symmetric terms, from which we find that three of the

eigenvectors {ν ′e, νµ, ντ} do not have U(1)R-symmetric masses, where ν ′e is given to

order O(ε) by

ν ′e ' νe + εtwαψB̃ − εψW̃ 0 . (2.21)

These three eigenvectors can still have U(1)R-breaking masses. The associated

3 × 3 block of the transformed 7 × 7 neutralino Majorana mass matrix is (the

origin of the terms is derived below)

Mν ≡



ν ′e νµ ντ

ν ′e cψW̃ + t2wα
2cψB̃ + ε′cee ε′ceµ ε′ceτ

νµ ε′cµe ε′cµµ ε′cµτ

ντ ε′cτe ε′cτµ ε′cττ ,

ε2m3/2 (2.22)

where

ε′ ≡
2M2

W̃

g2Λ2
. (2.23)

ε′ can be roughly interpreted as the ratio of the soft mass scales to the cutoff scale

of the model. Therefore, a small ε′ implies a high cutoff scale, while an O(1) ε′

implies a low cutoff scale only slightly above the sparticle masses.

The overall factor of ε2m3/2 can be understood from the fact that the neutrino

masses break both U(1)R and electroweak symmetry. We now explain the origin

of the various mass terms. The first two terms in (Mν)ee arise from the fact that
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ν ′e contains ψB̃ and ψ0
W̃
, which in turn are involved in the soft U(1)R-breaking

neutralino mass terms∫
d4θ

X†

MPl

(cψB̃
2

ΦB̃ΦB̃ +
cψW̃

2
ΦW̃ΦW̃

)
⊃ m3/2

(cψB̃
2
ψB̃ψB̃ +

cψW̃
2
ψ0
W̃
ψ0
W̃

)
,

(2.24)

where cψB̃ and cψW̃ are arbitrary O(1) coefficients since we have assumed generic

gravity mediation. As for the other matrix elements, they can be generated by

non-renormalizable operators of the form∫
d4θ

X†

MPlΛ2

1

2
cij
(
L†ee

VLi
) (
L†ee

VLj
)
⊃
M2

W̃

Λ2

cij
g2
ε2m3/2νiνj , (2.25)

where i, j ∈ {e, µ, τ}, and we have again assumed cij to be O(1). Note that we

have replaced v2 by
4M2

W̃

g2 ε2 to make the ε-dependence manifest.

In principle, one should also take into account loop contributions toMν . Gener-

ically, we expect the contribution to (Mν)ee to be of order (ε2m3/2)/(16π2), which

is a loop factor smaller than the first two tree-level terms and can hence be system-

atically ignored. For the other matrix elements, the loop contributions cannot be

achieved with a single soft U(1)R-breaking insertion (the soft terms cannot supply

the required number of units of U(1)R-breaking for these elements), and so require

an insertion of a nonrenormalizable operator, in which case they are also a loop

factor smaller than the corresponding tree-level terms. Since we will show that

agreement with the measured UPMNS requires a low TeV-scale cutoff Λ, these loop

contributions are definitely much smaller than the corresponding tree-level non-

renormalizable contributions and so it is consistent to ignore the former without

affecting the validity of our final results.

Finally, we argue that Mν should in fact be regarded as the 3 × 3 neutrino

mass matrix. The neutrino mass matrix is obtained by block-diagonalising the

transformed 7 × 7 neutralino mass matrix, this time with respect to the U(1)R-
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breaking masses. However, since the four other transformed states have massesMW̃

or MB̃, the remaining “transformation angles” required for block-diagonalisation

are at most of O(
ε2m3/2

MW̃
) or O(

ε2m3/2

MB̃
). This implies that the basis {ν ′e, νµ, ντ} is

very close to the actual basis required for block-diagonalisation, and also that the

resulting “corrections” toMν are at mostO(
ε4m3/2

MW̃
m3/2) orO(

ε4m3/2

MB̃
m3/2) and hence

negligible.

Reproducing UPMNS

To obtain the mixing angles in UPMNS, we need to find the transformations that

diagonalise the charged-lepton and neutrino mass matrices. We first consider the

charged-lepton sector. Unlike the neutrinos, the charged-lepton masses are domi-

nated by U(1)R-symmetric contributions. Therefore, the 3×3 charged-lepton Dirac

mass matrix is block-diagonal between the electron and the other lepton flavours

to a very good approximation since mass terms of the form e′Lµ
c
R, e′Lτ cR, µLe′cR and

τLe
′c
R are U(1)R-breaking and hence much smaller. Therefore, we are completely

justified in choosing the lepton flavour basis to coincide with the charged-lepton

mass basis, since the required transformation does not involve the Higgs-partner

generation. This means that the PMNS mixing angles are entirely determined by

the neutrino sector.

We now consider the neutrinos. We first assume that we can have a high cutoff

scale so that ε′ � 1 in which case the neutrino mass matrix takes the form

Mν ∼



ν ′e νµ ντ

ν ′e O(1) O(ε′) O(ε′)

νµ O(ε′) O(ε′) O(ε′)

ντ O(ε′) O(ε′) O(ε′)

ε2m3/2 . (2.26)
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We find that the neutrino mass eigenstate ν1 (associated most closely with ν ′e)

is much heavier than ν2 and ν3, and that both mixing angles θ12 and θ13 are of

order ε′ and hence small. These observations are inconsistent with experimental

measurements, implying that we cannot have ε′ � 1. Rather, aO(1) ε′ is preferred.

In the best-case scenario, allowing for fluctuations in O(1) coefficients, we place a

lower bound of ε′ & O(0.1), which in turn implies that

Λ . O
(√

20

g
MW̃

)
. (2.27)

For MW̃ ∼ TeV the required cutoff scale is O(10TeV). This ensures that the

non-renormalizable contributions to Mν are comparable to the mixing-induced

gaugino soft-term contributions to (Mν)ee which is required to have large neutrino

mixing angles and a mass hierarchy consistent with measurements. Note that it

is possible to evade the mass hierarchy issue associated with ε′ � 1 by choosing

a different lepton generation for the Higgs (e.g. the choice τ is consistent with

normal hierarchy), but the problems associated with the mixing angles remain.

Finally, we recall that in order to generate the top mass in the Higgs-as-slepton

model we require Λ . O(10TeV). It is interesting to note that both the top mass

and neutrino mixing, that are unrelated physical phenomena, both point towards

an O(10TeV) upper bound for the cutoff scale.

2.5.2 L = 1

Now we consider the case with L = 1 where there are two main differences with

respect to the general case discussed above. The first is the fact that in the neutrino

sector, the loop contributions to all the Mν matrix elements can now be generated

by a single soft U(1)R-breaking insertion (whereas this is only true for (Mν)ee when
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L 6= 1). Nevertheless, being at least one loop factor smaller than the soft-mass

contribution to (Mν)ee, they are still too small to replace the need for a low cutoff

scale Λ.

The second effect is more important; in the charged-lepton sector, the mass

terms e′LµcR, e′Lτ cR, µLe′cR and τLe′cR are no longer U(1)R-breaking, so the charged-

lepton Dirac mass matrix isn’t diagonal anymore. If we choose the flavour basis

to be the charged-lepton mass basis, it is no longer guaranteed that the Higgs be

associated with a single flavour, i.e. all the sneutrinos can in principle get VEVs.

On the other hand, such a scenario is inconsistent with bounds on lepton-flavour

violating processes such as µ → eγ [115]. For example, if all the sneutrinos get

VEVs, the W and Z gauge coupling vertices will then mix the gauginos with all

three charged-lepton mass eigenstates such that a W/Z-gaugino loop can induce

µ → eγ. Therefore, any successful implementation of the L = 1 scenario requires

that the sneutrino VEVs be suppressed for two of the generations, which, returning

to our original flavour basis, suggests that the Dirac mass matrix should again be

approximately block-diagonal. (Note that this also implies that the L = 1 model

is less favorable than the generic L model due to the need for the sneutrino VEV

suppression in the other two generations.)

Therefore, we conclude that these differences do not affect our conclusion of the

need for a TeV-scale cutoff. We note that the same conclusion was made in [107]

in the context of a Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) extension of the Higgs-as-

slepton model. As a result, the authors introduced a right-handed Dirac neutrino

as a low-scale UV completion, which is analogous to our idea of a cutoff scale Λ.

The above discussion is only valid for generic gravity mediated U(1)R-breaking.

As discussed in [107], anomaly mediation does not generate soft mass terms of the
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form ψW̃ 0ψW̃ 0 and ψB̃ψB̃, so in fact the neutrino mass matrix can be entirely

dominated by loop contributions without any constraints on Λ.

2.5.3 L = 0

For L = 0, before imposing any additional symmetry, the non-renormalizable

contributions to νµνµ, νµντ and ντντ are no longer U(1)R-breaking. As a result,

two of the neutrinos become too heavy. Therefore, for such a choice to work, one

needs to impose an additional global U(1) lepton number symmetry on Lµ and

Lτ [101], assumed to be broken at some flavour scale Mf . At this scale we get an

R-conserving but lepton symmetry-violating operator,∫
d4θ

X†

MfΛ2

1

2
cij
(
L†ee

VLi
) (
L†ee

VLj
)
⊃ α′

M2
W̃

Λ2

cij
g2
ε2m3/2νiνj (i, j ∈ {µ, τ}) ,

(2.28)

where α′ ≡ MPl/Mf ≥ 1. Note that we have assumed that the Mf -scale media-

tors can also mediate SUSY-breaking, due to the involvement of the spurion X.

Otherwise, we should either replace one of the Λ by M , or replace Mf by MPl,

whichever gives the lower overall suppression. As a result, Mν now takes the form

Mν ∼



ν ′e νµ ντ

ν ′e O(1) O(ε′) O(ε′)

νµ O(ε′) O(α′ε′) O(α′ε′)

ντ O(ε′) O(α′ε′) O(α′ε′)

ε2m3/2. (2.29)

There are two scenarios that result in the neutrino mixings angles, θ12 and θ13,

that are very small, which we would like to avoid. The first is if ε′ � 1, and the

second if α′ε′ � 1. To avoid both scenarios, we require that ε′ & 0.1 and α′ε′ . 10

(or equivalently α′ . 100). The first constraint again corresponds to a low TeV-
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scale cutoff as was found in the previous cases. The second constraint corresponds

to Mf & MPl/100 or, in other words, that we need the flavour scale cutoff to

be close to the Planck scale so that the U(1)R-symmetric neutrino masses do not

become too large. Therefore, the lepton number symmetry should be broken very

close to the Planck scale. Yet, we note that this conclusion assumes that Mf -scale

mediators can also mediate SUSY-breaking, and is not valid otherwise.

2.5.4 L = −1

Next, we consider the L = −1 case. While less obvious than the L = 0 case, we

also have the problem of two of the neutrinos becoming too heavy. This can seen

from the fact that νe, ψW̃ 0 and ψB̃ have U(1)R-charges −1, while νµ, ντ , W̃ 0 and

B̃ have U(1)R-charges +1, so there can be three massive Dirac pairs at the U(1)R-

symmetric level, leaving only one massless neutralino. More specifically, one can

come up with U(1)R-symmetric mass terms such as∫
d4θ

X†

M

(
cB̃i

ΦB̃L
†
ee
VLi

Λ
+ cW̃ i

Φa
W̃
L†ee

V τaLi

Λ
+ cei

(
L†ee

VLe
) (
L†ee

VLi
)

Λ2

)

⊃ MPl

M
m3/2

(√
2MW̃

gΛ
cB̃iεψB̃νi +

MW̃√
2gΛ

cW̃ iεψW̃ 0νi +
M2

W̃

g2Λ2
ceiε

2νeνi

)
,

(2.30)

for i ∈ {µ, τ}, leading to large neutrino masses. Note that MPl
M
m3/2 gives the soft

U(1)R-symmetric scale.

As in the L = 0 case, one way to resolve this issue is to introduce an additional

U(1) lepton symmetry on Lµ and Lτ , both of which are broken at the flavour scale

Mf . As a result, all instances of M in the above equation should be replaced by

Mf . Assuming Mf to be large and hence the above terms to be much smaller

than the original U(1)R-symmetric masses, we can then follow the previous pro-
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cedure to obtain the neutrino mass matrix. In other words, we first diagonalise

the full 7× 7 Majorana mass matrix with respect to the original U(1)R-symmetric

terms, following which we block-diagonalise with respect to the remaining lepton

symmetry-breaking and/or U(1)R-breaking terms. We find that Mν now takes the

form

Mν ∼



ν ′e νµ ντ

ν ′e O(1) O(α′ε′) O(α′ε′)

νµ O(α′ε′) O(ε′) O(ε′)

ντ O(α′ε′) O(′ε′) O(ε′)

ε2m3/2. (2.31)

Again, there are two scenarios that lead to small neutrino mixing(s) which we

want to avoid. The first is if ε′ � 1, leading to one or two small angles depending

on the size of α′ε′. The second is if α′ε′ � 1, leading to one small angle. Therefore,

just as in the L = 0 case, we again see that we require both a low cutoff-scale Λ,

and a lepton number-breaking scale Mf close to the Planck scale. Note that the

constraints here are slightly weaker since the suppression may now occur only for

one mixing angle, which can be identified with the smallest measured angle θ13.

2.5.5 2HDM Higgs-as-slepton model

Finally, we discuss the 2HDM Higgs-as-slepton model (see Appendix 2.B for a

summary of the differences), where we will only consider the L 6= −1, 0, 1 case

for brevity. The 2HDM model may be one possible UV completion of the Higgs-

as-sneutrino model [36], completing the model to a much higher scale since the

top quark can now gain mass from the up-type Higgs (although the electron mass

still has to come from non-renormalizable operators). We now show that the

requirement of lepton mixing angles forces also the 2HDM model to have a much
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lower UV completion scale than one might expect.

The analysis follows the same procedure as before, although it is now compli-

cated by the fact that there are two additional neutralinos, one associated with the

up-type Higgs h̃0
u, and another with the electroweak doublet required for anomaly

cancellation r̃0
d (these correspond to the superfields Hu and Rd). Also, there are

now additional soft U(1)R-breaking terms that can contribute to the neutrino mass

matrix via mixing. For instance, we can now have∫
d4θ

X†

MPl
ciLiHu ⊃ cim3/2νih̃

0
u (2.32)

where i ∈ {e, µ, τ}. This enters the neutrino mass matrix since ν ′e now also contains

a h̃0
u component. Finally, being a 2HDM model, there is also a tan β ≡ vu/vd

dependence (where vu(vd) is the vacuum expectation value of hu(hd)).

We find that the neutrino mass matrix takes the form

Mν ∼



ν ′e νµ ντ

ν ′e O(c2
β) +O(cβsβ) +O(ε′) O(cβsβ) +O(ε′) O(cβsβ) +O(ε′)

νµ O(cβsβ) +O(ε′) O(ε′) O(ε′)

ντ O(cβsβ) +O(ε′) O(ε′) O(ε′)

ε2m3/2

(2.33)

where cβ ≡ cos β and sβ ≡ sin β. If we assume that cβsβ ∼ O(1) or c2
β ∼ O(1),

then we again find one or two mixing angles with size O(ε′). Therefore, we see that

even in the 2HDM model, we still need a low cutoff scale in order to reproduce the

PMNS matrix. In general the constraint is slightly weaker than before due to the

β dependence. This is a non-trivial result since the 2HDM version can otherwise

have a much higher cutoff scale given that the top quark mass can be generated

by Hu rather than through nonrenormalizable operators. On the other hand, if

tβ � 1, we expect both cβsβ and c2
β to be small, in which case the constraints on
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the cutoff scale can be less stringent depending on the size of tβ. In particular, for

large tβ the required cutoff scale is,

Λ .

√
20

g2
tβMW̃ , (2.34)

raising the cutoff by a factor of
√
tβ.

We note that the above conclusion is invalid for the case L = 0, since in this

specific case the O(ε′) terms in the lower right 2 × 2 block are then replaced by

O(α′ε′). A small ε′ can be compensated by a large α′ to give large mixing angles.

In other words, a larger cutoff-scale Λ can be compensated for by a smaller flavour

scale Mf .

2.6 Neutrino masses, proton decay and the gravitino mass

The U(1)R symmetry in Higgs-as-slepton models serves two important roles: to

forbid neutrino masses (as long as the gauginos have separate Dirac mass partners

ψG̃, ψW̃ and ψB̃) as well as to forbid superpotential and soft terms that might

have otherwise led to rapid proton decay. However, since neutrino masses are

small but nonzero, we require explicit breaking of the U(1)R symmetry, possibly

through gravity mediation to account for this smallness. In particular, this implies

a relation between the neutrino masses and the gravitino mass m3/2 ≈ 〈FX〉/MPl,

the details of which depends on whether the breaking is through generic “Planck-

scale” gravity mediation or through anomaly mediation. The U(1)R-breaking may

also introduce proton decay channels, which lead to upper bounds on the gravitino

mass m3/2. It is hence of interest to discuss the bounds on m3/2 from the neutrino

mass spectrum and from proton decay. In this section we restrict our attention to

the case of generic gravity mediation, since the proton decay channels we consider
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below do not arise in anomaly mediation despite the U(1)R-breaking.

2.6.1 Bounds from neutrino masses

We have already discussed neutrino masses in Section 2.5 and so we will only

briefly review the relevant points. If L 6= −1, 0, then all neutrino masses involve

U(1)R-breaking and hence scale with the gravitino mass m3/2. In particular, for

generic gravity mediation, we have shown that the Majorana mass for the Higgs-

partner neutrino is given by ∼ ε2m3/2. This arises mainly from the mixing of the

neutrino with ψB̃ and ψ0
W̃

and is generally larger than loop-induced masses. We

use this to set the mass scale of the heaviest neutrino, since all other terms in the

neutrino mass matrix are expected to be of the same order so as to explain the

large mixing angles in UPMNS. Even for the cases L = 0 and L = −1, while some of

the neutrino mass terms are U(1)R-symmetric, we require them to be suppressed

by some flavour scale Mf close to the Planck scale so that these mass terms are

comparable to the mixing-induced term above.

Mass hierarchy measurements from neutrino oscillation experiments require

the heaviest neutrino mass to be at least around 0.1 eV, while cosmology and

spectroscopy experiments place an upper bound of around 1 eV [115]. Together,

this implies the following bounds on the gravitino mass:(
0.1

ε

)2

10 eV . m3/2 .

(
0.1

ε

)2

100 eV. (2.35)

Note that the bounds are dependent on the wino mass through ε. The allowed

values of the gravitino mass are shown in Figure 2.4 as a function of the wino

mass, with the excluded region shown in blue.
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Figure 2.4: The excluded gravitino mass range. The limits in blue correspond to
constraints from the neutrino mass scale while the limits in red are from proton
lifetime measurements. The constraints from the proton lifetime are dependent on
the ms̃R , mg̃, and we include two benchmark scenarios. BM1 is for ms̃R = Mg̃ =
1TeV while BM2 is for ms̃R = 1TeV, Mg̃ = MW̃ .

2.6.2 Upper bounds from proton decay

After generic gravity-mediated U(1)R-breaking, various operators appear that can

give rise to proton decay. For example, we now have aijkU c
RiD

c
RjD

c
Rk in the super-

potential, which comes from

L ⊃
∫
d4θAijk

X†

MPlΛ
U c
RiD

c
RjD

c
Rk, (2.36)

so aijk = (m3/2/Λ)Aijk, where Aijk are O(1) coefficients. In conjunction with

yd,ijL1QLiD
c
Rj ≡ yd,ijHdQLiD

c
Rj already present in the U(1)R-symmetric super-

potential, this gives rise to tree-level proton decay, familiar from the R-parity

violating MSSM. Remember that we have already excluded the B = 1 scenario, in

which aijkU c
RiD

c
RjD

c
Rk is U(1)R-symmetric and hence aijk is entirely unsuppressed,

leading to rapid proton decay.

Another possibility is the one-loop proton decay channels shown in Figure 2.5,
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u1

d1

g̃

g̃

ũcR1

d̃cR1

d̃cRk
b11k

νe

−yd,lk

dl

u1

u1

d1

g̃

g̃

ũcR1

d̃cR1

d̃cRk
b11k

e+

−yd,lk(VCKM)†lm

um

u1

Figure 2.5: One-loop proton decay channels arising from soft trilinear scalar terms
ũcRid̃

c
Rj d̃

c
Rk and the Majorana gluino mass. All indices here label mass eigenstates.

The cross indicates a Majorana gluino mass insertion. There is a similar set of
diagrams involving the Majorana mass of the gluino Dirac partner.

which requires soft trilinear terms bijkũcRid̃cRj d̃cRk, as well as the soft Majorana mass

mg̃ and mψg̃ for the gluinos and their Dirac partners. The latter are always U(1)R-

breaking, so we expect that mg̃ = cg̃m3/2 and mψg̃ = cψg̃m3/2, where cg̃ and cψg̃

are O(1) coefficients. For B 6= 1/3, the trilinear terms are also U(1)R-breaking,

so we expect that bijk = Bijkm3/2 where Bijk are O(1) coefficients. For B = 1/3

however, the trilinear terms do not break U(1)R symmetry, so bijk should instead

be of order the U(1)R-symmetric soft mass scale.

We first consider the one-loop proton decay channels since, as we will see later,

they are less dependent on the UV completion than the tree-level ones. For con-

venience, we work in the basis where the flavour eigenstates of dL,i, dcR,i, and uR,i

coincide with the mass eigenstates (otherwise we would have additional CKM ma-

trix contributions, which would of course simplify to the same final result), so for

instance yd,ij =
√

2md,iδij/v, where md,i are the down-type quark masses. We also

assume that the quark and squark mass basis are exactly aligned to simplify the

index assignments in Figure 2.5. Relaxing this assumption complicates the anal-

ysis but is not expected to significantly affect our main results. Antisymmetry of

bijk under exchange of j and k (due to SU(3) contraction) further implies that
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k = 2 or 3, while kinematic considerations implies l = 1 or 2 in the left diagram

and m = 1 in the right diagram. For an electron-sneutrino Higgs, we find two

decay channels: uud → us̄ν̄ (p → K+ ν̄) is the dominant decay channel, while

uud→ uūe+ (p→ π0 e+) is subdominant due to CKM suppression, despite having

a slight phase space enhancement. (Note that the current bounds on either decay

channels are comparable [83, 125].) Since the dominant decay channel is to the

neutrino rather than the charged lepton, the subsequent analysis remains valid in

the case of a muon- or tau-sneutrino Higgs.

We now focus on the dominant one-loop channel. Integrating out the gluinos

and squarks gives us the standard dimension-6 proton decay operator d̄cūcqLlL/Λ2
p.

For simplicity we assume that the gluinos are somewhat heavier than the squarks

(as is typical in R-symmetric models due to the supersoft mechanism [126]) and

that mg̃ ≈ mψg̃ . We find that

1

Λ2
p

∼ g2
s

16π2

mg̃b112ms/vH
M2

s̃R
M2

g̃

, (2.37)

where gs is the QCD gauge coupling, ms the strange quark mass, Ms̃R the mass of

the RH strange squark, and Mg̃ Dirac gluino mass. We would like to convert the

current lower bound of Λp & O(1015 GeV) [125] to an upper bound on m3/2. For

B 6= 1/3, we find that

m3/2 .

(
1

cg̃B112

)1/2(
Ms̃R

1TeV

)(
Mg̃

1TeV

)
× 0.6 keV. (2.38)

We see that for coefficients of order O(1) and sparticle masses of order O(1TeV),

we require a gravitino mass of less than O(1 keV). In Figure 2.4, we compare this

to the bounds from neutrino masses for different benchmarks of squark and gluino

masses. We see in general that the two bounds still remain compatible.
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For B = 1/3, we instead have

m3/2 .
1

cg̃

(
1TeV
b112

)(
Ms̃R

1TeV

)2(
Mg̃

1TeV

)2

× 4× 10−7 eV. (2.39)

The bound is much stronger in this case, which is not surprising since U(1)R-

breaking now only enters once through the Majorana mass insertion and not the

trilinear terms. In fact, this bound clearly conflicts with the bounds from neutrino

masses, indicating that B = 1/3 is incompatible with generic gravity-mediated

U(1)R-breaking.

Now we move on to the the tree-level channel. Integrating out the squarks to

obtain the dimension-6 proton decay operator, we find that

1

Λ2
p

∼ a112ms/vH
M2

s̃R

, (2.40)

which translates to a bound of

m3/2 .
1

A112

(
Ms̃R

1TeV

)2(
Λ

10TeV

)
× 3× 10−8 eV. (2.41)

This bound is in conflict with the neutrino mass measurements. This suggests

either that the U(1)R-breaking is non-generic, or that we require a non-trivial UV

completion such that instead of a suppression by MPlΛ in the tree-level operator,

we have an M2
Pl suppression. In this case we replace Λ in the above bound by MPl,

from which we get

m3/2 .
1

A112

(
Ms̃R

1TeV

)2

× 6MeV. (2.42)

which is now consistent with the neutrino constraints and in fact weaker than that

from the previous one-loop channel.

To summarise, we have obtained upper bounds on the gravitino massm3/2 from

tree-level and one-loop proton decay channels, assuming generic gravity-mediated

U(1)R-breaking. Bounds from both channels are consistent with the bounds from
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the neutrino mass spectrum, provided that B 6= 1/3 and that the tree-level non-

renormalizable operator is entirely Planck-scale suppressed. The latter condition

implies the need for non-trivial UV completions such that the lighter mass scales

M or Λ do not enter in the denominator of the tree-level operator, while the

suppression is entirely due toMPl. Finally, we emphasise that our entire discussion

hinges on the assumption of generic gravity mediation. If U(1)R-breaking is non-

generic, certain O(1) coefficients may be suppressed or even forbidden.

2.7 Conclusions

Supersymmetric models with the Higgs as a slepton are interesting alternatives

to the MSSM. These models have two distinctive features: an R-symmetry which

must be broken by gravity and a mixing of the Higgs superpartner lepton with

the electroweakinos. These properties allow us to place general bounds on such

models from several different frontiers. In this work, we have studied a variety of

such constraints, which we summarise below.

Previous work has pointed out constraints from neutral and charged current

universality on the mixing of the electron with the gauginos. These bounds are

stringent for the wino, MW̃ & 3.3TeV, but weaker for the bino, MB̃ & 500GeV.

We revisited these bounds in our framework and compare them to complementary

bounds from low energy probes, which are much more stringent for the bino,MB̃ &

1.2TeV and competitive for the wino mass, MW̃ & 2.8TeV. We then moved to

study the probing power a future e+e− machine. We find large deviations from SM

predictions leading to spectacular reach for such a collider. In particular, for an

integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 and a centre of mass energy of 1 TeV, we estimate
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the potential to probe winos with masses up to 11.5 TeV in the e+e− → hZ channel.

Higgs-as-slepton models also offer a novel explanation for the smallness of neu-

trino masses, arising from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)R-symmetry due to

gravity. We explore the ability of such models to reproduce the neutrino mass

spectrum and the measured mixing angles. Typically, we find that the models

must be UV-completed at a low scale of at most O(10TeV) in order to reproduce

the large measured mixing angles. Interestingly, this is in agreement with the

scale required to give a sufficiently large top mass. For the choices L = 0 and

−1 (where L parameterizes the R-charge of the non-Higgs-partner leptons), some

neutrino mass terms are not R-breaking and hence small neutrino masses require

an additional lepton number symmetry, assumed to be broken at a scale Mf . We

find that, under certain assumptions, constraints on the mixing angles also force

Mf to be close to the Planck scale.

Lastly, R-breaking will also generically lead to tree-level proton decay rates in-

consistent with experiment. This puts a restriction on the type of models which can

UV complete the model. Furthermore, we study loop contributions to proton decay

which will be present regardless of the UV completion. We find that these restrict

the viable range for the gravitino mass to within the range O(10 eV) − O(1 keV),

which is consistent with the predictions from neutrino mass measurements. It

may be interesting to study the implications of such a gravitino mass range on

observational cosmology, but we will defer this to future work.

The possibility that the Higgs is the superpartner of the electron is an intriguing

alternative to standard supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model. Future

tests at the LHC, lepton colliders, low energy experiments, and of the neutrino

mixing patterns each provide an avenue to discover this variant of supersymmetry.
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2.A Feynman rules

In this appendix, we derive the couplings for Yukawa and gauge interactions in the

chargino and neutralino mass basis. The mixing matrices used here are derived

prior to introducing any U(1)R-breaking.

2.A.1 Mixing matrices

The chargino and neutralino mass matrices are given by

MC ≡



ec,+R W̃+ ψ+

W̃

e−L O(εNR) gv√
2

0

ψ−
W̃

O(εNR) MW̃ 0

W̃− 0 0 MW̃

, MN ≡



W̃ 0 B̃

νe,L
gv
2

−g′v
2

ψ0
W̃

MW̃ O(εNR)

ψB̃ O(εNR) MB̃

,
(2.43)

where O(εNR) denotes any non-renormalizable contributions suppressed by the

scale Λ. While we usually neglect them in our calculations unless specified, we

include them here to distinguish them from terms which are identically zero due

to U(1)R symmetry.

The chargino mass eigenstates are denoted by χ−1,L

(χc,+1,R)†

 or

 e−′L

(ec,+′R )†

 : mass ∼ O(εNR),

 χ−2,L

(χc,+2,R)†

 : mass ≈MW̃ ,

 χ−3,L

(χc,+3,R)†

 : mass ≈MW̃ ,

(2.44)
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and the neutralino mass eigenstates by

χ0
1,L or ν ′e,L : mass = 0 χ0

2,L

(χc,02,R)†

 : mass ≈MW̃ ,

 χ0
3,L

(χc,03,R)†

 : mass ≈MB̃,

(2.45)

where we have arranged the Weyl fermions into Dirac pairs wherever appropriate.

We denote the unitary transformations between the interaction and mass basis

by the matrices UC,L, UC,R, UN,L and UN,R, defined as
e−L

ψ−
W̃

W̃−

 = UC,L


χ−1,L

χ−2,L

χ−3,L

 ,


ec,+R

W̃+

ψ+

W̃

 = UC,R


χc,+1,R

χc,+2,R

χc,+3,R

 ,


νe,L

ψ0
W̃

ψB̃

 = UN,L


χ0

1,L

χ0
2,L

χ0
3,L

 ,

W̃ 0

B̃

 = UN,R


χc,01,R

χc,02,R

χc,03,R

 .

(2.46)

Note that χc,01,R does not correspond to any fields present in the model and has been

introduced simply for notational convenience.
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Assuming |MW̃ −MB̃| > mW , we find that

UC,L =


O(1) O(ε) 0

O(ε) O(1) 0

0 0 1

 O(ε2),O(ε0NR)−−−−−−−→


1− ε2

√
2ε 0

−
√

2ε 1− ε2 0

0 0 1

 ,

UC,R =


O(1) O(εNR) 0

O(εNR) O(1) 0

0 0 1

 O(ε2),O(ε0NR)−−−−−−−→


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 ,

UN,L =


O(1) O(ε) O(ε)

O(ε) O(1) O(ε2)

O(ε) O(ε2) O(1)

 O(ε2),O(ε0NR)−−−−−−−→


1− ε2 1

2
(1 + α2t2w) ε −εαtw
−ε 1− 1

2
ε2 − ε2α3tw

1−α2

εαtw
ε2αtw
1−α2 1− ε2 1

2
α2t2w

 ,

UN,R =

0 O(1) O(ε2)

0 O(ε2) 1

 O(ε2),O(ε0NR)−−−−−−−→

0 1 − ε2α2tw
1−α2

0 ε2α2tw
1−α2 1

 ,

(2.47)

where ε ≡ mW/MW̃ = gv/(2MW̃ ), α ≡MW̃/MB̃ and tw ≡ tan θw = g′/g.

2.A.2 Couplings for Yukawa interactions

The Yukawa interactions between the charginos/neutralinos and the Higgs arise

from the Kähler potential of the Higgs/electron supermultiplet. The chargino

couplings are given by

L ⊃ −g h√
2
e−LW̃

+

= − g√
2
h(UC,L)1i(UC,R)2jχ

−
i,Lχ

−
j,L.

(2.48)

To O(ε) and ignoring O(εNR), this simplifies to

L ⊃ − g√
2
h
(
χ−1,Lχ

c,+
2,R +

√
2εχ−2,Lχ

c,+
2,R

)
. (2.49)
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The neutralino couplings are given by

L ⊃ −gh
2
νe,LW̃

0 + g′
h

2
νe,LB̃

= −gh
2

(UN,L)1i [(UN,R)1j − tw(UN,L)2j]χ
0
i,Lχ

c,0
j,R.

(2.50)

To O(ε) and ignoring O(εNR), this simplifies to

L ⊃ −gh
2

(
χ0

1,L + εχ0
2,L − tw

MW̃

MB̃

εχ0
3,L

)(
χc,01,R − twχc,02,R

)
. (2.51)

2.A.3 Couplings for gauge interactions

We begin with the gauge interactions in the interaction basis:

L ⊃ g

(
(W̃+)† (W̃ 0)† (W̃−)†

)
W 0
µ −W+

µ 0

−W−
µ 0 +W+

µ

0 +W−
µ −W 0

µ

 σ̄µ


W̃+

W̃ 0

W̃−



+ g

(
(ψ+

W̃
)† (ψ0

W̃
)† (ψ−

W̃
)†
)

W 0
µ −W+

µ 0

−W−
µ 0 +W+

µ

0 +W−
µ −W 0

µ

 σ̄µ


ψ+

W̃

ψ0
W̃

ψ−
W̃


+ g

(
(νe,L)† (e−L)†

)W 0
µ

2

W+
µ√
2

W−µ√
2
−W 0

µ

2

 σ̄µ

νe,L
e−L


− g′

2

(
(νe,L)† (e−L)†

)
Bµσ̄

µ

νe,L
e−L


+ g′(ec,+R )†Bµσ̄

µec,+R .

(2.52)

For clarity, we separate this into a few parts before converting to the mass basis.
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Charged current interactions

The couplings to W+
µ are given by

L ⊃ gW+
µ

{
(UN,R)∗1,i(χ

c,0
i,R)†σ̄µχ−3,L − (UC,R)∗2,i(UN,R)1j(χ

c,+
i,R )†σ̄µχc,0j,R

+

[
(UN,L)∗2i(UC,L)2j +

1√
2

(UN,L)∗1i(UC,L)1j

]
(χ0

i,L)†σ̄µχ−j,L

− (UC,R)∗3i(UN,L)2j(χ
c,+
i,R )†σ̄µχ0

j,L

}
.

(2.53)

We have used the fact that W̃− doesn’t mix with e−L nor ψ−
W̃

(due to U(1)R sym-

metry) to eliminate one of the mixing matrices in the first term. To O(ε) and

ignoring O(εNR), this simplifies to

L ⊃ gW+
µ

[
(χc,02,R)†σ̄µχ−3,L − (χc,+2,R)†σ̄µχc,02,R +

1√
2

(χ0
1,L)†σ̄µχ−1,L

− 1√
2
ε(χ0

2,L)†σ̄µχ−1,L + (χ0
2,L)†σ̄µχ−2,L + ε(χc,+3,R)†σ̄µχ0

1,L − (χc,03,R)†σ̄µχ0
2,L

]
.

(2.54)

Note that the V − A violating term (χc,+1,R)†σ̄µχ0
1,L does not appear, even when we

include higher powers of ε as well as O(εNR). This is not surprising since such a

term violates U(1)R symmetry.

Neutral current interactions

We first consider neutral current interactions with the neutralinos, given by

L ⊃ g

cw
Zµ

1

2
(νe,L)†σ̄µνe,L

=
g

cw
Zµ

1

2
(UN,L)∗1i(UN,L)1j(χ

0
i,L)†σ̄µχ0

j,L.

(2.55)
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There are no couplings to the photon as expected. To O(ε) and ignoring O(εNR),

this simplifies to

L ⊃ g

cw
Zµ

1

2

{
(χ0

1,L)†σ̄µχ0
1,L +

[
ε(χ0

1,L)†σ̄µχ0
2,L − tw

MW̃

MB̃

ε(χ0
1,L)†σ̄µχ0

3,L + h.c.
]}

.

(2.56)

Now we move on to the charginos. The couplings to the photon are given by

L ⊃ eAµ

[
(ec,+R )†σ̄µec,+R + (W̃+)†σ̄µW̃+ + (ψ+

W̃
)†σ̄µψ+

W̃

− (e−L)†σ̄µe−L − (ψ−
W̃

)†σ̄µψ−
W̃
− (W̃−)†σ̄µW̃−

]
= eAµ

[
(χc,+i,R )†σ̄µχc,+i,R − (χ−i,L)†σ̄µχ−i,L

]
.

(2.57)

The couplings are universal as expected since U(1)EM is unbroken.

The couplings to Zµ are given by

L ⊃ g

cw
Zµ

[
(W̃+)†σ̄µW̃+ − (W̃−)†σ̄µW̃− + (ψ+

W̃
)†σ̄µψ+

W̃
− (ψ−

W̃
)†σ̄µψ−

W̃
− 1

2
(e−L)†σ̄µe−L

]
− g

cw
s2
wZµ

[
(ec,+R )†σ̄µec,+R + (W̃+)†σ̄µW̃+ + (ψ+

W̃
)†σ̄µψ+

W̃

− (e−L)†σ̄µe−L − (ψ−
W̃

)†σ̄µψ−
W̃
− (W̃−)†σ̄µW̃−

]
=

g

cw
Zµ

{
[(UC,R)∗2i(UC,R)2j + (UC,R)∗3i(UC,R)3j] (χc,+i,R )†σ̄µχc,+j,R

−
[

1

2
(UC,L)∗1i(UC,L)1j + (UC,L)∗2i(UC,L)2i + (UC,L)∗3i(UC,L)3i

]
(χ−i,L)†σ̄µχ−j,L

}

− g

cw
s2
wZµ

[
(χc,+i,R )†σ̄µχc,+i,R − (χ−i,L)†σ̄µχ−i,L

]
.

(2.58)

This comprises of a non-universal part related to mixing between different SU(2)L

representations and a universal part related to Q. Using unitarity of UC,L and

UC,R, this can be written more succinctly as

L ⊃ g

cw
Zµ

[
(1− s2

w)(χc,+i,R )†σ̄µχc,+i,R + (−1 + s2
w)(χ−i,L)†σ̄µχ−i,L

]
+

g

cw
Zµ

[
− (UC,R)∗1i(UC,R)1j(χ

c,+
i,R )†σ̄µχc,+j,R +

1

2
(UC,L)∗1i(UC,L)1j(χ

−
i,L)†σ̄µχ−i,L

]
.

(2.59)
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(SU(3)C , SU(2)L)Y U(1)R

Hd ≡ Le (1, 2)−1/2 0

Ec
e (1, 1)1 2

Lµ,τ (1, 2)−1/2 1− L
Ec
µ,τ (1, 1)1 1 + L

Q1,2,3 (3, 2)1/6 1 +B

U c
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)−2/3 1−B

Dc
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)1/3 1−B
W aα (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 1

Φa (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 0

Hu (1, 2)1/2 0

Rd (1, 2)−1/2 2

Table 2.2: Superfields and their gauge and U(1)R representations for the 2HDM
version of the Higgs-as-sneutrino model.

To O(ε) and ignoring O(εNR), this simplifies to

L ⊃ g

cw
Zµ
[
(1− s2

w)(χc,+i,R )†σ̄µχc,+i,R + (−1 + s2
w)(χ−i,L)†σ̄µχ−i,L

]
+

g

cw
Zµ

{
−(χc,+1,R)†σ̄µχc,+1,R +

1

2
(χ−1,L)†σ̄µχ−1,L +

[√
2ε(χ−1,L)†σ̄µχ−2,L + h.c.

]}
.

(2.60)

2.B Two Higgs Doublet Model

Here we briefly review the Higgs-as-slepton model with two additional Higgs dou-

blets, Hu, Rd. The Hu can then be used to provide a mass to the top quark,

while Rd is needed for anomaly cancellation. Table 2.2 lists the superfields and

their gauge and U(1)R representations. The most general superpotential consistent
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with the symmetries (assuming B 6= 1/3 and L 6= 1) is

W =
3∑

i,j=1

yd,ijHdQiD
c
j +

∑
i,j∈{µ,τ}

ye,ijHdLiE
c
j +

3∑
i,j=1

yu,ijHuQiU
c
j

+ µHuRd + λSHuΦB̃Rd + λTHuΦW̃Rd .

(2.61)

h̃u and r̃d are now additional neutralinos and charginos which mix with the gaugino

and the Higgs-partner lepton. Unlike in the model with the single Higgs doublet,

the top quark mass can arise from an HuQU term, removing the need for a low

UV cutoff.

For the purpose of deriving the neutrino mass matrix in Section 2.5.5, after

diagonalising the R-symmetric terms in the 9× 9 neutralino mass matrix, we now

have

ν ′e ' νe +

(
MW̃

MB̃

tw

)
cβε ψB̃ − cβε ψ0

W̃
+

(
MW̃

µ

λT√
2g
−

M2
W̃

MB̃µ

√
2λStw
g

)
cβsβε

2 h̃0
u.

(2.62)

In contrast to the 1HDM case, ν ′e now contains a h̃0
u component, and some of the

coefficients depend on cβ and sβ. The h̃0
u component induces the ν ′eνµ and ν ′eντ

terms in the neutrino mass matrix through the R-breaking mass terms h̃0
uνµ and

h̃0
uντ .
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Chapter 3
Sneutrino Higgs models explain lepton

non-universality in CMS excesses1

Chapter abstract

Recent searches for first-generation leptoquarks and heavy right-

handed WR bosons have seen excesses in final states with electrons

and jets. A bizarre property of these excesses is that they appear to

violate flavour universality. With these results in mind, we study the

phenomenology of supersymmetric models in which the Higgs arises

as the sneutrino in an electron supermultiplet. Since the electron is

singled out in this approach, one can naturally account for the lep-

ton flavour structure of the excesses. In this work, we show that in

such a framework, one can significantly alleviate the tension between

the Standard Model and the data and yet evade current constraints

from other searches. Lastly we point out that correlated excesses are

expected to be seen in future multilepton searches.

3.1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is among the most successful models

ever devised, yet it leaves open several puzzles that should be resolved by a more

complete description of nature. A well-motivated, broad class of models based on

supersymmetry (SUSY) has the potential to resolve one or more of the outstanding

puzzles of the SM, including the hierarchy problem, the nature of dark matter, the
1Based on J. Berger, J. A. Dror and W. H. Ng, JHEP 09 (2015) 156, [1506.08213].
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mechanism of baryogenesis, and the running of gauge couplings to a unified value.

From a phenomenological point of view, however, there are several issues with

models based on SUSY. In particular, the naive implementation of natural R-parity

conserving MSSM requires a light spectrum of colour-charged particles to which

the experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) should have sensitivity, yet

no hints of SUSY have been seen in the “standard candle” channels with Missing

Transverse Energy [90]. Furthermore, a Higgs boson with mass 125 GeV is not

generically reconciled with a natural spectrum of superpartners [127]. Both of

these tensions hint at the possibility that, if natural SUSY describes our universe,

then it may have an alternative structure.

The lack of observation at colliders has lead to the introduction of many

variations of supersymmetry such as R-parity violating (RPV) [128–136] and R-

symmetric supersymmetry [93–106,108–113,137,138]. Constraints on SUSY, even

in the context of RPV models, are already quite stringent [139–141]. These con-

straints are somewhat less restrictive in models with R-symmetric models due to

the requirement of Dirac gauginos [126]. In particular, this prevents same-sign

lepton signatures that would be smoking gun indicators of physics Beyond the

SM (BSM). An additional intriguing feature of such models is that they allow

for the Higgs field to be identified with the superpartner of a left-handed elec-

tron2 [36, 101, 107]. In this unique framework, traditional LLEc and LQDc RPV

effects are present but necessarily suppressed by the smallness of the Yukawa cou-

plings. However, RPV effects appear due to a mixing between the electron doublet

and the gauginos (such mixing has been previously used to put constraints of pos-

sible sneutrino VEVs [142]). Since the electron is singled out as the Higgs partner,

such models have non-standard lepton flavour structure leading in general to an
2In general this can be any lepton, but as we will discuss in Section 3.2, the electron is the

most natural choice.
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abundance of electrons in the final state. Furthermore as we will show, the require-

ment of nearly massless neutrinos requires the introduction of an R-symmetry.

The CMS experiment has recently seen hints of potential BSM physics at the

∼ 2.5σ level in three separate searches that appear to single out the first generation

of leptons. Two of these analyses were optimized to look for pair production of

leptoquarks. In one case, the leptoquarks decay to an eejj final state, while in

the other they decay to an eνjj final state [41]. Both showed excesses hinting

at a roughly 650 GeV leptoquark, at the 2.4σ and 2.6σ levels respectively. The

excesses are not consistent with the only decay modes of the leptoquarks being ej

and νj [40,41]. The third search was optimized for a WR decaying to an eejj final

state and saw a 2.8σ local excess for a resonance near 2.1 TeV [42]. However, the

distributions of the excess do not appear to be consistent with those of a WR [42].

Its important to note that the leptoquark searches did not see an excess in its

high leptoquark mass bins. While not emphasised in earlier work, this puts serious

limitations on new BSM signals attempting to explain the excess. No excesses were

observed in the corresponding channels with muons [42,43].

Several models have been constructed in order to explain this excess. Many of

these models are supersymmetric in nature [143–148] (see [40, 149–159] for non-

supersymmetric explanations). The vast majority of them do not attempt to ex-

plain the puzzling flavour structure of the observed excesses, but merely choose

certain couplings to be larger then others. Standard tools for suppressing flavour-

violating processes such as minimal flavour violation (MFV) [160] cannot explain a

different coupling for the first and second generations. In MFV, such non-universal

terms in the Lagrangian are suppressed by mµ/mτ . Furthermore, due to the pres-

ence of a heavy resonance, these models often predict an excess in the searches for
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higher mass leptoquarks, which has not been observed in the data.

In this chapter, we investigate the possibility that supersymmetric models with

the Higgs as a sneutrino could explain the excesses seen by CMS. The lepton

flavour structure is naturally obtained within the context of such models. The

complex SUSY spectrum yields a rich variety of decay modes, suppressing the

number of events seen in individual channels and allowing such models to evade

many constraints. Overall, this class of models provides a good fit for the current

data, while making several new and testable predictions for the upcoming run of

the LHC. The role of the leptoquarks in the model is played by a left-handed

first-generation squark with R-parity violating decays, while the heavier ∼ 2TeV

resonance is explained by gluino-squark production. The masses that give the best

fit are an up squark mass of 810 GeV and a gluino mass of 1790 GeV. In addition

to accounting for the excesses observed by CMS, this model addresses the lack

of an excess when the set of cuts is optimized for higher mass leptoquarks. The

model considered in this chapter addresses this potential issue by softening the

“leptoquark” spectrum with additional jets, as proposed in [149].

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review

the minimal model with the Higgs as a sneutrino. We determine a set of param-

eters of this model that provide a good fit to the current CMS data in Section 3.

We then conclude discussing current bounds on the model and provide additional

predictions.
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3.2 Model with Higgs as a slepton

3.2.1 Overview

To illustrate the main ideas behind the Higgs-as-slepton model [36], we begin by

attempting to construct a supersymmetric Standard Model that is more minimal

than the MSSM. One can identify the SM Higgs doublet H with a slepton doublet

L̃a, since they are both in the same gauge representation (1, 2)−1/2. The model

then requires two fewer doublet chiral superfields than the MSSM. However, a

major issue arises from the fact that the Kähler potential generates electroweak-

scale Dirac masses between the partner leptons La ≡ (νa, l
−
a ) and the Winos and

Binos:

L ⊃ −gvH√
2
l−a W̃

+ − gvH
2
νaW̃

0 +
g′vH

2
νaB̃ + h.c. (3.1)

This leads to neutrino masses that are too large.

One way around this difficulty is to first impose a U(1)R symmetry, with R-

charge zero for the slepton doublet L̃a and −1 for the partner lepton doublet

La. The U(1)R symmetry remains unbroken when L̃a acquires a VEV, and can

still forbid Majorana masses for all U(1)R-charged neutralinos. By introducing

adjoint chiral superfields Φ and SUSY-breaking Dirac gaugino masses, one of the

neutralino mass eigenstates becomes massless. This massless neutralino is mainly

comprised of νa and can be identified with the “physical” neutrino.

We now present the details of the model. Table 3.1 lists all the superfields

and their gauge and U(1)R representations. With the CMS excesses in mind, we

have chosen the first-generation leptons to partner the Higgs. This will give rise

to experimental signatures specific to the electron, without the need to tweak any
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SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y U(1)R

H ≡ L3 (1, 2)−1/2 0

Ec
3 (1, 1)1 2

L1,2 (1, 2)−1/2 1− L
Ec

1,2 (1, 1)1 1 + L

Q1,2,3 (3, 2)1/6 1 +B

U c
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)−2/3 1−B

Dc
1,2,3 (3̄, 1)1/3 1−B
W aα (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 1

Φa (8, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (1, 1)0 0

Table 3.1: Superfields and their gauge and U(1)R representations in the Higgs-as-
slepton model.

lepton couplings. B and L are arbitrary parameters that determine the U(1)R

representations of the quark and the 2nd- and 3rd-generation lepton superfields.

The most general superpotential consistent with the symmetries (assuming

B 6= 1/3 and L 6= 1) is

W =
3∑

i,j=1

yd,ijHQiD
c
j +

2∑
i=1

ye,iHLiE
c
i . (3.2)

We have chosen to work in the mass basis of the charged leptons. The superpo-

tential does not generate up-type quark masses due to the absence of an up-type

Higgs superfield Hu. The same is true for the electron mass, since the required

term HHEc
3 is identically zero. Both can be generated by SUSY-breaking Kähler

terms of the form [36] ∫
d2θd2θ̄

X†

M

H†QiU
c
j

Λ
(3.3)

and ∫
d2θd2θ̄

X†X

M2

HDαHDαE
c
e

Λ2
(3.4)
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that are suppressed by a Λ cutoff scale. This also provides a natural explanation

for the smallness of the electron mass, hence further motivating our decision to

partner the first-generation leptons with the Higgs.

The U(1)R symmetry forbids mixing between left-handed and right-handed

squarks, so the squark phenomenology differs from that of the MSSM [138]. This

also simplifies our subsequent analysis of squark production and decay since the

squark mass eigenstates are then either left- or right-handed.

We note that the terms in the superpotential can also be interpreted as RPV

terms of the form L3QiD
c
j and L3LiE

c
j . Therefore, experimental bounds on RPV

coefficients [161] can be applied to the superpotential Yukawas yd,ij and ye,ij, which

are in turn determined by the SM fermion masses and mixings. We find that these

bounds are satisfied by the model for the choices of squark masses to be used in

later sections.

While we assume the model described above in this work, our results are largely

independent of the detailed mechanism giving the up-type quark and electron

masses. Alternative models which introduce additional chiral superfields are also

possible [101,107] and can also produce similar signatures.
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3.2.2 Chargino and neutralino mass matrices and mixing

The chargino and neutralino Dirac mass matrices are given by

MC =



W̃+ ψ+

W̃
ec+R

W̃− 0 MW̃ 0

ψ−
W̃

MW̃ 0 0

e−L
gvH√

2
0 0

, MN =



B̃ W̃ 0

ψB̃ MB̃ 0

ψ0
W̃

0 MW̃

νe −g′vH
2

gvH
2

 (3.5)

We have neglected the masses from Λ-suppressed SUSY-breaking terms such as

electron masses, since they are much smaller than the present terms and hence not

expected to play an important role. To order ε ≡ gvH/(2MW̃ ) = mW/MW̃ , the

chargino 4 component mass eigenstates are:

χ−1 =

−√2εψ−
W̃

+ e−L

e−R

 , χ−2 =

W̃−

ψ+ c

W̃

 , χ−3 =

ψ−W̃ +
√

2εe−L

W̃+ c

 (3.6)

with mass eigenvalues mχ−1
= 0 and mχ−2

= mχ−3
= MW̃ . The mass eigenstates for

the neutralinos are3 :

χ0
1 =

g′

g

MW̃

MB̃
εψB̃ − εψ0

W̃
+ νe

0

 , χ0
2 =

ψ0
W̃

+ ενe

W̃ 0 c

 , χ0
3 =

ψB̃ − g′

g

MW̃

MB̃
ενe

B̃c


(3.7)

with mass eigenvalues mχ0
1

= 0, mχ0
2

= MW̃ and mχ0
3

= MB̃.

χ−1 can be identified with the physical electron, and χ0
1 with the “physical”

electron neutrino, before PMNS mixing. We note that the gauge couplings of the

3We have assumed here that
∣∣∣M2

W̃
−M2

B̃

∣∣∣� m2
W . In the converse case where

∣∣∣M2
W̃
−M2

B̃

∣∣∣�
m2

W , the actual heavy neutralino eigenstates are linear superpositions of χ0
2 and χ0

3 above, with
mixings given by the Weinberg angle θW . Nonetheless, this does not affect any of our subsequent
results on the partial widths.
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physical gauginos and first-generation leptons to W± and Z are affected by the

O(ε) mixing. One consequence is that the eeZ coupling is modified, hence violating

lepton flavour universality. This allows us to place a lower bound of ∼ 2TeV on

the Dirac chargino massMW̃ [36]. Another consequence is that the modified gauge

couplings mix the physical gauginos and leptons, thus providing a channel for the

gauginos to decay completely to SM particles, e.g. χ0
2 → χ−1 W

+. Should the

squarks be lighter than the gauginos, which we assume in the rest of this work,

virtual cascades such as d̃L → dχ0
2

∗ → dχ−1 W
− may also become important decay

channels for the first-generation squarks, as we will see below.

3.2.3 First-generation left-handed squark decays

In MSSM with RPV, supersymmetric particles can decay completely to SM parti-

cles through channels generated by RPV superpotential and soft SUSY-breaking

terms. While this is also true for the Higgs-as-slepton model, there are new de-

cay channels due to the mixing of physical gauginos and leptons by the modified

gauge couplings. A typical diagram for the new channel is shown in Figure 3.1.

The new channels are especially important for first-generation squarks compared

to the standard RPV channels, due to the smallness of the Yukawas in the lat-

ter [36]. The approximate partial widths of these channels for first-generation LH

squarks are shown in Table 3.2. Figure 3.2 compares the partial widths of the

mixing-induced and standard RPV channels for d̃L decay, from which we see that

the former is dominant except for very large values of MW̃ .

Supersymmetric particles (and the Higgs) can also decay into SM particles +

the gravitino, which is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) in the model.

The decay occurs via goldstino interaction terms fixed by supersymmetry, with
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q̃

q′

χ0
2, χ

0
3, χ

−
2

W,Z, h

χ−1 , χ
0
1

Figure 3.1: Mixing-induced decay channels in which a supersymmetric particle q̃L
decays completely to SM particles.

Decay channel Partial width Γ/( 1
6144π3 )

ũL → dχ−1 h
0 m5

ũg
4/M4

W̃
× 1/2

ũL → dχ−1 Z m5
ũg

4/M4
W̃
× 1/2

d̃L → uχ0
1W

− m5
d̃
g4/M4

W̃

ũL → uχ−1 W
− m5

ũ

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃

+ g2/(2M2
W̃

)
]2

d̃L → dχ0
1 h

0 m5
d̃

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃

+ g2/(2M2
W̃

)
]2 × 1/2

d̃L → dχ0
1 Z m5

d̃

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃

+ g2/(2M2
W̃

)
]2 × 1/2

ũL → uχ0
1 h

0 m5
ũ

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃
− g2/(2M2

W̃
)
]2 × 1/2

ũL → uχ0
1 Z m5

ũ

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃
− g2/(2M2

W̃
)
]2 × 1/2

d̃L → dχ−1 W
− m5

d̃

[
g′2YQ/M

2
B̃
− g2/(2M2

W̃
)
]2

Table 3.2: Partial widths for the mixing-induced decay channels. Here χ−1 and
χ0

1 refer to the physical electron and electron neutrino. YQ is the hypercharge
of the LH quark doublet. The decay channels have been arranged such that the
approximate isospin symmetry from the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem is
obvious.

partial widths that typically scale as m5
sp/(m3/2MPl)

2, where msp is the sparticle

mass, m3/2 the gravitino mass and MPl the Planck scale [36]. However, as long as

the gravitino mass is not too small (m3/2 � 1 eV), these decays are expected to be

sub-dominant and can hence be neglected. For the rest of this work, we assume

all first-generation squarks to decay via the mixing-induced decay channels.
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Figure 3.2: Partial widths of d̃L for mixing-induced and standard RPV decay
channels, assuming md̃ = 810GeV and MB̃ = MW̃ . The mixing-induced channel
dominates over the range of MW̃ considered.

810 GeV
ũL, d̃L

1790 GeV
g̃

2500 GeV
W̃ , B̃

Figure 3.3: The spectrum of our benchmark point. All other fields are decoupled.

3.3 Simulation and Results

In this section, we estimate the contribution of the above model to the CMS

leptoquark and WR searches. The spectrum and production channels of interest

are depicted in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

The model predictions are calculated at tree level using Madgraph [162], Pythia

6.4 [163] for showering and hadronization, and PGS [164] for detector simulation.

The model files were created using Feynrules [165]. To estimate the next-to-leading

order (NLO effects we scaled the cross-sections by their corresponding K-factors
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Figure 3.4: Sample production mechanisms for disquark and single gluino produc-
tion channels. Squarks decay through the 3 body decay shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.5: The meejj prediction for our model after applying cuts used in the WR

search. The background and relevant cuts were taken from [42].

calculated using Prospino 2.1 [166]. While Prospino was designed for the MSSM

we do not expect significant deviations in the calculations of K-factors.

The WR search distribution is shown in Figure 3.5. We reproduce the invariant

mass distribution of the two leading electrons and two leading jets. We also applied

all the relevant cuts detailed by CMS in [42], the most restrictive requiring the

invariant mass of the electrons be greater than 200 GeV.

The single gluino production dominates the high mass peak, while the disquark

channel contributes broadly to the bins between 1 − 2TeV. The broad feature is

a consequence of a many-body structure of the decay which, and as pointed out
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in [149], is useful to evade bounds by the CMS leptoquark search without intro-

ducing multiple decay channels. We emphasise that in our model we satisfy both

properties of the signal. Firstly, no signal is found in corresponding muon channels

as only the electron doublet mixes with the other neutralinos and charginos in this

framework. Secondly, the events are dominated by opposite-sign electrons. This is

guaranteed by the imposed R symmetry for which an electron and positron have

opposite charges.

Next we reproduce the leptoquark (LQ) searches in this framework. In the LQ

search a sequence of more stringent cuts are applied, optimized for different mass

leptoquarks. In the eejj channel, the main discriminating variables are ST (the

scalar sum of pT of two leading electrons and jets), mee (invariant mass of the

two electrons), and mmin
ej (the minimum of the electron-jet invariant mass of the

four possible combinations for eejj). In the eνjj channel, the main discriminating

variables are ST , Emiss
T , and mej. Typically models that predict large meejj (in

order to explain the WR excess) will also produce large ST (and mmin
ej unless they

arise from a very light LQ). In general, this leads to expected excess in the heavy

LQ mass cut range. Thus it is important to check the predictions of any model

attempting to explain the flavour violating anomalies in these high mass bins.

The corresponding cuts for each LQ mass can be found in [41] (see Tables 2

and 3). Here we plot the difference between the data and the SM background as

a function of LQ mass cut. The results are shown in Figure 3.6. Each bin is a

fraction of the events in the lower LQ mass cut bin and thus the bins are highly

correlated. We see moderate agreement of our signal with the observed counts.

We are able to explain the excess in the ∼ 650GeV region, but see small excess

in the higher mass cuts for eejj. The excess in the high mass range is a general
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(a) eejj search (b) eνjj search

Figure 3.6: Bin-by-bin background-subtracted events for the LQ searches. Each
bin count is a subset of the previous bin and hence the bins are highly correlated.
The model shows some tension with the data at high LQ mass cuts.
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Figure 3.7: The CMS leptoquark search plots.

characteristic of trying to explain both the WR and LQ searches. Note that the

excess is O(5) events instead of O(10) which were found in the WR search. This

is a consequence of the large number of jets increasing the effectiveness of the ST

cut.

To further check the kinematic properties of the model we compare our mmin
ej

and mej distributions at the 650 GeV mass cut point. The results for both searches

are shown in Figure 3.7. In both the eejj and eνjj channel we see good agreement

between the model and experiment. The broad feature of the plots is again a

consequence of the many jet signal and is necessary to get the right kinematic
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spread in the LQ invariant mass distributions.

This framework has two characteristic features – many electrons in the final

state and many jets. Due to their limited background, we expect the most strin-

gent bounds on our model arise from multilepton searches [167, 168]. The model

produces more than 2 leptons if each squark decays into an electron and additional

leptons arise from vector boson decays. We now roughly estimate the number of

expected events in the multilepton searches. The NLO cross section for squark-

squark and squark-gluino production at our mass point is 5.7 fb. At L ∼ 20 fb−1

this corresponds to about 115 events. The probability of both squarks producing

electrons (as opposed to neutrinos) is about 1/4. Furthermore, the probability of

at least one of the vector bosons decaying leptonically is between 11 and 40% de-

pending on whether there is a WW,WZ, or ZZ is in the final state. This suggests

5 − 10 events with 3 or more leptons. However, these events don’t contain any

genuine Emiss
T or b-tagged jets, both of which are powerful discrimating variables in

such searches. This makes the signal hard to detect, even in a multilepton search.

Thus we conclude the model is safe from current multilepton bounds, though we

expect sensitivity with more data at higher energies.

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have explored the phenomenology of a class of SUSY models

in which the Higgs is a sneutrino. Such models could account for excesses seen

in the CMS experiment, while accounting for the observed kinematics and flavour

structure in a natural way.

As with most SUSY models, several correlated observables are expected. While
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the detailed spectrum and branching fractions are model-dependent, these models

have a few generic predictions. Most reliably, there should be correlated excesses in

multi-lepton searches. Since the decay of hadronic sparticles necessarily proceeds

via electroweakinos, the decays will generally feature leptons, possibly in large

numbers and with a preference for electrons. These excesses would come with some

missing energy from neutrinos, but decays without neutrinos are certainly possible.

The flavour structure of these excesses would again be striking, featuring more

electrons than muons or taus. The scales of . 1600GeV from q̃q̃∗, . 2400GeV from

q̃g̃, and . 3600GeV from g̃g̃ would also feature in the total invariant (transverse)

mass distribution.

The remaining signals are highly dependent on the more weakly coupled or

heavier elements of the spectrum. The constraints on sleptons and electroweakinos

remain weak after Run 1 of the LHC, but searches for signatures of new electroweak

states are a vital part of Run 2 that can only be fully exploited at high luminosity.

Such particles with mass O(100GeV) could be in the spectrum and would decay

primarily to elecrtoweak bosons, electrons, and neutrinos.

The first run of the LHC has seen a remarkable confirmation of the SM with few

searches finding excesses beyond the 2σ level. On the other hand, several searches

that have seen excesses indicate similar final states with electrons and jets, as well

as large energy scales of ∼ 650GeV and ∼ 2TeV. If such excesses are the first

hints of a new state beyond the SM, then Run 2 will bring striking and nearly

immediate discoveries, as the sensitivity to physics at ∼ 2TeV is vastly superor to

that in the first run.
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Chapter 4
A 2 TeV WR, Supersymmetry, and the Higgs

Mass1

Chapter abstract

A recent ATLAS search for diboson resonances and a CMS search for

eejj resonances which both show excesses with significance around 3σ

have generated interest in SU(2)R gauge extensions of the Standard

Model with a W ′ mass around 2 TeV. We investigate the possibil-

ity that an SU(2)R gauge extension of the MSSM compatible with

an explanation of the diboson anomaly might give rise to a signifi-

cant enhancement of the Higgs mass above the MSSM tree level bound

mh,tree < 90TeV due to non-decoupling D-terms. This model con-

tains a vector-like charge −1/3 SU(2)R singlet quark for each gener-

ation which mixes significantly with the SU(2)R doublet quarks, af-

fecting the WR phenomenology. We find that it is possible to achieve

mh,tree > 110GeV, and this requires that the Z ′ mass is close to 3 TeV.

4.1 Introduction

The recently discovered Higgs boson with mass around 125 GeV creates some

tension in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). This is because

its quartic interaction comes only from its supersymmetric gauge interactions at

tree level, resulting in the well known result that at tree level the Higgs mass is no
1Based on J. H. Collins and W. H. Ng, JHEP 01 (2016) 159, [1510.08083].
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greater than the Z boson mass of 91 GeV.

m2
h,tree =

1

4
(g2 + g′2)v2 cos2 (2β) ≤ m2

Z (4.1)

Evading this constraint with minimal matter content requires significant radiative

corrections from stop loops, necessitating some combination of a large soft SUSY

breaking mass and large A-terms. This in turn incurs a large fine tuning penalty in

the Higgs potential due to the quadratic sensitivity of the Higgs soft mass to these

parameters. It is possible that this little hierarchy problem is resolved by extending

the matter content of the MSSM to allow for new tree level contributions to the

Higgs quartic, either from F -terms as in the NMSSM [169, 170], indicating the

presence of new chiral superfields, or from new D-term contributions as is possible

in gauge extensions of the MSSM [171–173]. The latter possibility predicts the

existence of heavy gauge boson resonances that may be observable at the LHC.

With this in mind, it is intriguing that a number of small anomalies with local

significance of up to 3.4σ have been reported by the ATLAS and CMS experiments

which might speculatively be interpreted as resulting from a new resonance with

mass 1.8 – 2 TeV. The most significant excess is in an ATLAS search for resonances

decaying in pairs of SM vector bosons (eitherW or Z) which in turn decay hadron-

ically [49], finding a maximum local significance of 3.4σ and limits weaker than

expected for diboson resonances with masses between 1.8 and 2.2 TeV.2 However,

their leptonic and semileptonic searches for diboson resonances which have a simi-

lar sensitivity in this mass range saw no deviation from SM expectations [176,177].

A combination of these ATLAS searches finds a maximum significance of 2.5σ, with

limits weaker than expected in the mass window 1.9 – 2.1 TeV [178]. A CMS search

for hadronically decaying diboson resonances saw a much smaller excess of 1 – 1.5σ

in the mass window 1.8 – 2.0 TeV [179], and their semileptonic search for a lepton-
2See also [174,175] for a detailed discussion of this excess.
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ically decaying Z and a hadronically decaying vector boson found a 1.5σ excess in

the mass window 1.7 – 1.9 TeV [180]. A CMS search for WH resonances decaying

into lνbb found a 1.9σ excess in the mass window 1.8 – 2 TeV. In addition, CMS

and ATLAS find modest excesses in their dijet mass distributions in the window

1.7 – 1.9 TeV with significance 2.2σ and 1σ respectively [50, 181]. Finally, a CMS

search in the eejj final state found a 2.8σ excess consistent with being produced

by a resonance in the mass range 1.8 – 2.2 TeV [42].

It has been pointed out that a compelling candidate to explain these anomalies,

if they are indeed a first hint of new physics, is aW ′ from a broken gauge symmetry

which couples to right handed (RH) currents [156,159,182–191], as in models with

Left-Right symmetry (LRS) [47, 48]. Firstly, such a particle is not constrained by

the strong limits on l+l− or lν resonances if it is charged and does not have a

significant coupling to LH leptons. Secondly, the eejj excess might be explained

by a decay chain via RH neutrinos, WR → eRνR → eReRjj [192]. The possibility

of a new gauge symmetry is exciting in and of itself, but it could have a very

special significance in the context of a supersymmetric theory due to the interplay

between gauge symmetries and the Higgs mass. The purpose of this chapter is to

explore the possibility that these anomalies could be directly related to the Higgs

mass. We therefore consider a model with 1.9 TeV WR with properties necessary

to explain the anomalies.

The simplest possibility for electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) in these

models is that it is generated by the VEVs of a bidoublet under SU(2)L×SU(2)R,

which contains the Hu, Hd fields of the MSSM with VEVs vu, vd. This provides

the WL–WR mixing that is necessary for the diboson decay signature. As we shall

review in more detail in Section 4.2, the D-term contribution to the Higgs mass in
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these models is given by [193,194]

m2
h,tree ≤

1

4

(
g2 + g2

R

)
v2 cos2 (2β) , (4.2)

where tan β = vu/vd as in the MSSM. Large contributions to the Higgs mass

therefore require large gR and large tan β. In a minimal model this is not possible

to reconcile with the anomalies. This is because the partial width Γ(W ′ → WZ)

is suppressed by a factor sin2(2β)/24 compared to the partial width into dijets.

A recent paper [182] fitted the cross sections for the dijet and diboson signatures,

and found that

σ × BR(W ′ → WZ)

σ × BR(W ′ → jj)
=

sin2 2β

24
>

2.4 fb
144 fb

. (4.3)

Satisfying this inequality requires tan β ' 1. Furthermore, fitting the overall

signal cross section requires gR/g < 0.8 in minimal models [156,159,182–191], since

σW ′ ∝ g2
R. Fitting the excess with larger tan β and gR therefore requires a departure

from minimality. This might be possible by suppressing the WR coupling to the

RH quark doublets, which would modify the Drell-Yan production cross section

and the inequality of Eq. (4.3). In this chapter we achieve this by introducing a

vector-like charge −1/3 quark for each generation which mixes with the SU(2)R

quark doublets after that gauge symmetry is broken. The right handed down-type

quarks of the SM are then admixtures from the SU(2)R doublets and the singlets,

with some mixing angle θd. The WRuRdR coupling is then suppressed by a factor

of cos θd. Varying this mixing angle allows the freedom to fit the data with a larger

value of tan β, and since σW ′ ∝ g2
R cos2 θd, a smaller cos θd also allows the excess

to be fit with a larger gR. It is worth noting that while we introduce these new

fields for purely phenomenological purposes, they are expected in E6 GUTs [195].

We do not explore the neutrino sector in this chapter, and therefore do not discuss

the eejj signature in any detail. The collider phenomenology of the right handed
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neutrinos might be modified by light electroweak SUSY states such as Higgsinos

as has been discussed in some detail in a recent paper [191].

We describe the model in Section 4.2, where we also review non-decoupling D-

terms and the relevant experimental data. The main results of the chapter – the

implications for the Higgs mass in our model – are presented in Section 4.3. The

couplings associated with the new quark fields are strongly constrained by flavour

changing neutral current (FCNC) observables, which we discuss in Section 4.4.

Finally, we review the main conclusions of this work in Section 4.5.

4.2 The Model

We work with the gauge group SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X , with a sym-

metry breaking SU(2)R × U(1)X → U(1)Y at ∼ 2TeV. The chiral superfields of

the model are summarised in Table 4.1. In general, the RH gauge symmetry might

be broken by some combination of doublet and triplet VEVs

HR =

 H+
R

vD√
2

+H0
R

 , ∆ =

 1
2
∆+ ∆++

v∆√
2

+ ∆0 −1
2
∆+

 , ∆ =

1
2
∆
− v∆̄√

2
+ ∆

0

∆
−− −1

2
∆
−

 .

(4.4)

The HR might be identified with a RH lepton doublet, or else must come with a

conjugate superfield with opposite X charge for anomaly cancellation. For sim-

plicity we assume such a field does not acquire a significant VEV, though this

would not significantly alter our conclusions. The unbroken hypercharge generator

is given by

Y = T 3
R +X, g′−2 = g−2

R + g−2
X . (4.5)
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SU(3)c SU(2)L SU(2)R U(1)X

QLi = (uLi, d
′
Li) � � 1 1/6

Qc
Ri = (d′cRi, u

c
Ri) � 1 � −1/6

D′i � 1 1 −1/3

D′ci � 1 1 1/3

LLi = (νLi, `Li) 1 � 1 −1/2

LRi = (`Ri, νRi) 1 1 � 1/2

Φ = (Hu, Hd) 1 � � 0

∆,∆ 1 1 3 ±1

HR 1 1 � 1/2

Table 4.1: Chiral superfields.

Writing v2
T = v2

∆ + v2
∆̄
, the W ′ and Z ′ masses are given by

m2
W ′ =

1

4
g2
R

(
2v2

T + v2
D

)(
1 +O

(
v2

2v2
T + v2

D

))
,

m2
Z′ =

1

4

(
g2
R + g2

X

) (
4v2

T + v2
D

)(
1 +O

(
v2

4v2
T + v2

D

))
,

(4.6)

with v = 246GeV the EWSB VEV. By analogy with EWSB, the relation between

the W ′ and Z ′ masses can be parametrized in terms of a new Weinberg angle, θw′ ,

and ρ′ parameter
m2
Z′

m2
W ′

=
ρ′

c2
w′
, (4.7)

with

1 ≤ ρ′ ≤ 2, c2
w′ ≡

g2
R

g2
R + g2

X

= 1− s2
wg

2

c2
wg

2
R

. (4.8)

For pure doublet breaking ρ′ = 1 as in the SM, while for pure triplet breaking

ρ′ = 2.

If EWSB is achieved with by a bidoublet Φ = (Hu, Hd) with VEVs vu/
√

2,
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vd/
√

2 and v2 = v2
u + v2

d then the WL–WR mass matrix is given by

M2
W,LR =

1

4

 g2v2 −2ggRvuv
∗
d

−2ggRv
∗
uvd g2

R (2v2
T + v2

D + v2)

 . (4.9)

This matrix is diagonalised with a rotation angle

sinφ ' gR
g

m2
W

m2
W ′

sin 2β, (4.10)

with tan β = vu/vd. The decay responsible for the diboson signature, W ′ → WZ,

has a width given by

Γ(W ′ → WZ) ' m5
W ′

192πm2
Wm

2
Z

g2

c2
w

sin2 φ

=
mW ′

192π
g2
R sin2 2β,

(4.11)

which can be calculated from the kinetic terms of the Lagrangian [182, 196]. The

diboson signature is therefore maximised for vu ' vd and hence sin 2β ' 1.

4.2.1 Non-Decoupling D-terms

In this model, the D-terms in the Higgs sector are given by

VD =
g2

8

∣∣Φ†σaΦ∣∣2 +
g2
R

8

∣∣∣H†RσaHR + 2∆†σa∆ + 2∆
†
σa∆ + ΦσaΦ

†
∣∣∣2

+
g2
X

8

∣∣∣2∆†∆− 2∆
†
∆ +H†RHR

∣∣∣2 (4.12)

Substituting in the VEVs of Eq. (4.4) and focussing on the terms relevant for the

calculation of the potential for the neutral EWSB Higgses, we arrive at

VD ⊃
1

8

(
g2 + g2

R

) (∣∣H0
u

∣∣2 − ∣∣H0
d

∣∣2)2

+
g2
R

2
Re
(

2v∆∆0 − 2v∆̄∆
0

+ vDH
0
R

)(∣∣H0
u

∣∣2 − ∣∣H0
d

∣∣2) . (4.13)

The effective D-term for the MSSM-like Higgs fields is obtained by adding the first

term from the equation above with the term obtained by integrating out the linear
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combination Re(2v∆∆0 − 2v∆̄∆
0

+ vDH
0
R). This field is the scalar superpartner of

the Goldstone which is eaten by the Z ′, and in the supersymmetric limit in which

this symmetry breaking occurs far above the scale of supersymmetry breaking the

mass of this field is the same as that of the Z ′ and integrating it out returns the

classic MSSM result, VD = (g2 + g′2)(|H0
u|2 − |H0

d |2)/8 [171–173].

In the case that mSUSY ∼ mZ′ that we will be considering in this chapter,

this scalar will gain an additional SUSY breaking contribution to its mass that is

important for calculating the effective quartic for the EWSB Higgses. The general

result is that the tree level Higgs mass contribution from D-terms is given by

m2
h,tree =

1

4

(
g2 + ξg2

R

)
v2 cos2 2β, ξ = 1− g2

R

g2
R + g2

X + δ
. (4.14)

Any model dependence is encoded in the parameter δ, which interpolates between

the decoupling limit (δ → 0) and the non-decoupling limit (δ →∞).3 The relation

between δ and the paramers of the scalar potential is generically of the form δ ∼

m2
0/v

2
R, where m0 is the typical scale of the SUSY breaking parameters in the

SU(2)R Higgs sector. The precise form of this relationship will be model dependent,

but larger values of δ will generically correspond to a greater degree of tuning in

the SU(2)R breaking potential. We discuss a simple model of triplet breaking

in Appendix 4.B which illustrates the main points. For our numerical work in

the next section, we take as benchmark points the values δ = ∞ and δ = 2.5 to

describe tuned and untuned scenarios respectively.

As in the MSSM, the D-term contribution to the Higgs mass is maximised for

cos 2β = 1, while the diboson signature is maximised is for sin 2β = 1, Eq. (4.11).

This is a key tension in trying to reconcile the diboson signature with large non-

decoupling D-terms.
3We have implicitly assumed that the decoupling limit exists in this discussion.
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4.2.2 Exotic Quarks

The couplings of the quarks to the Higgses are given by the superpotential

W ⊃ yQLΦQc
R + zD′HRQ

c
R +MD′D′c (4.15)

where y, z, M are matrices in flavour-space. After the breaking of SU(2)R but

before EWSB, a linear combination of d′cR, D′c marries the field D′ and obtain a

large Dirac mass, mD '
√

(zvD)2/2 +M2, with the remaining linear combination

remaining massless and which can be identified with the RH down-type quarks of

the SM, dcR. We can write
dcR

scR

bcR

 '

cd

cd

cb



d′cR

s′cR

b′cR

+


sd

sd

sb



D′c

S ′c

B′c

 (4.16)

with cd = cos θd, sd = sin θd, and tan θd ∼ z11vd/(
√

2M11). In the limit M → ∞

we recover the structure of a minimal left-right symmetric model, in which the RH

down-type quarks are SU(2)R partners of the RH up-type quarks and sd, sb → 0.

In order to evade constraints from FCNCs, we have assumed that the upper left

2 × 2 block of the rotation matrix is close to the identity matrix and the mixing

between the third and first two generations are small. This structure might be

enforced by an approximate U(2) × U(1) flavour symmetry. We will explore the

constraints on this flavour structure in more detail in Section 4.4.

Because the up and down type quarks couple to the bidoublet with the same

Yukawa matrix y, the expectation from Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) is that their masses

have the relationship

mu

md

' mc

ms

' tan β

cd
,

mt

mb

' tan β

cb
. (4.17)
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The mass relationships for the light quarks might easily be modified without in-

troducing large FCNCs either as a result of additional loop contributions from

the squark sector [197], or from additional small sources of EWSB which couple

to the first and second generation quarks via non-renormalizable operators [198].

However, it is difficult to account for the mass ratio for the third generation quarks

with small tan β and cb = 1 by altering the EWSB sector without also suppressing

the diboson signature. On the other hand, this mass ratio is well accounted for

if cb ' tβmb/mt ' tβ/35. We will assume this relationship in this chapter. This

means that bcR is mostly an SU(2)R singlet and the partial width for W ′ → tb is

suppressed by a factor c2
b . On the other hand, due to the potential sensitivity of

the light quark masses to other small corrections we do not use these mass ratios

to constrain cd.

As a consequence of this mixing, the production cross section of the W ′ and its

partial width into dijets are modified:

σW ′ ∝ c2
d g

2
R, (4.18)

Γ (W ′ → jj) =
mW ′

8π
c2
d g

2
R, (4.19)

Γ (W ′ → WZ)

Γ (W ′ → jj)
=

sin2 2β

24 c2
d

. (4.20)

A smaller cd allows for a larger diboson branching fraction, providing the freedom

to lower sin2 2β, due to Eq. (4.20). It also allows the same W ′ cross section to be

achieved with a larger gR due to Eq. (4.18). The combination of these factors is

what allows for an enhancement of the tree level Higgs mass in Eq. (4.14) compared

to the minimal model which corresponds to cd = 1. It is worth bearing in mind

that while we are mainly driven by the relation between the experimental excesses

and the Higgs mass, the region of parameter space near cd ' tβms/mc ' tβ/14

might be particularly interesting for flavour physics.
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It is expected that the first and second generation exotic quarks D,S would

decay via D → Zj, D → Wj with significant branching fractions via W ′–W and

Z ′–Z mixing. Only one dedicated LHC search exists for this scenario, a search for

Q → Wq by the ATLAS experiment [199]. They found a broad 2σ excess, and

excluded the mass range 320 GeV to 690 GeV for BR(Q → Wq) = 100%. There

are no exclusions if this branching ratio is less than 40%. On the other hand,

there are a variety of searches by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations for

bottom quark partners decaying via B → hb, B → Zb, B → Wt [200–204]. The

strongest bounds were set by CMS, which found upper limits on the mass of the

bottom partner ranging between 750 GeV and 900 GeV depending on its branching

ratios. Giving the bottom partner a sufficiently large mass to evade these limits

requires vD & 1TeV if the theory is weakly coupled. Since we are allowing for a

dominantly triplet-breaking scenario with ρ′ ' 2 in our analysis, it needs to be

checked that this is compatible with a TeV scale doublet VEV. Indeed, setting

gR = g and vD = 1TeV results in ρ′ = 1.97 and vT = 4.0TeV, while for gR = 1.4 g

we get ρ′ = 1.94 and vT = 2.8TeV. It is therefore compatible to take ρ ' 2 while

assuming the vector-like quarks are heavy and mix significantly with the doublet

quarks.

4.3 Results and Discussion

In this section we explore the parameter space of the model in order to find regions

that can explain 2 TeV anomalies and generate a large D-term contribution for

the Higgs mass without being excluded by other searches. The main parameters

controlling the W ′ signature in the diboson and dijet channels are gR, c2
d, tan β. In

this section we choose to set BR(W ′ → SM) = 100% for simplicity of the analysis.
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Experimental Input Theoretical Input

mW ′ = 1.9GeV gR > g sw/cw

2.4 fb < σWZ < 10.2 fb 0 < c2
d < 1 Eq. (4.16)

46 fb < σjj < 144 fb tan β > 1

1 ≤ ρ′ ≤ 2 Eq. (4.7)

δ =∞, 2.5 Eq. (4.14)

BR (Z ′ → SM) = 100%, 66%

BR (W ′ → SM) = 100%

Table 4.2: Parameter ranges considered in this analysis.

Additional decays are possible into `RνR (which might be responsible for the eejj

excess), into exotic quarks and into squarks and other SUSY states. We provide a

brief discussion of these effects in Section 4.A and Figure 4.6. Important constraints

on the parameter space will come from limits on the mass and couplings of the

Z ′ due to LHC resonance searches and due to electroweak precision constraints.

This makes the parameter ρ′ relevant to the analysis. Additionally, the Higgs

mass depends on the parameter δ which we will take as either 2.5 or ∞. We use

the fits to the W ′ diboson and dijet signatures provided in [182]. The W ′ and

Z ′ cross sections and branching ratios are calculated using the couplings listed in

Appendix 4.A and the NNPDF2.3 PDF set [205]. The parameter ranges considered

in this analysis are summarised in Table 4.2.

In the case that the right handed leptons are embedded in SU(2)R multi-

plets, the Z ′ will be strongly constrained by dilepton resonance searches for suf-

ficiently large gR. ATLAS and CMS have set limits on sequential Z ′ resonances

(which are assumed to have the same couplings to fermions as the SM Z boson)

at ∼ 2.8TeV [206,207], and the limit in our model will generically be comparable.

Dijet resonance searches are far less constraining for this scenario. There are also
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important limits on Z ′ masses and couplings coming from electroweak precision

tests, especially those constraining the oblique parameters, four-Fermi operators

involving at least two leptons, and from measurements of the Zbb̄ couplings. In

order to assess these constraints we use the formalism and results of [208]. That

analysis neglects the constraints coming from four-Fermi operators involving right

handed quarks as these are generically weaker. However, in the limit of large gR

these might provide important constraints, and so we separately consider the limits

on these effective operators derived in [209]. We find that these indirect constraints

are always weaker than the ones coming from dilepton resonance searches for the

standard lepton embedding.

We also consider the leptophobic case in which the right handed leptons are

not charged under SU(2)R. In this scenario the direct constraints coming from

dijet and dilepton resonance searches turn out to be comparable and weak. The

limits coming from corrections to the oblique parameters then turn out to be the

most constraining, which are a consequence of the tree level Z–Z ′ mixing given by

sin θZZ′ '
gR
g

m2
Z

m2
Z′
cwcw′ . (4.21)

The constraints from four-Fermi operators are weak due to the small coupling of

the Z ′ to leptons, and the corrections to Z → bb̄ are small due to the fact that bR

is mostly an SU(2)R singlet.

In Figure 4.1 we set δ = 2.5 and BR(Z ′ → SM) = 100% and take the RH

leptons to be charged under SU(2)R. In the left plot, we scan the c2
d, tan β plane.

In the dark grey region in the top right of the plot, it is not possible to explain the

diboson excess without being excluded by dijet resonance searches. This can be
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Figure 4.1: Maximum tree level Higgs mass from D-terms consistent with W ′ data
and limits on Z ′ → `+`−, for δ = 2.5 and BR(Z ′ → SM) = 100% with the standard
lepton embedding. In each plot we have optimised over all remaining parameters,
as explained in the text. Dark grey: Incompatible with the 2TeV anomalies. Light
grey: Excluded by Z ′ → ``. Contours: Maximum tree level Higgs mass from D-
terms compatible with the above requirements, in GeV. In the region shaded green,
it is possible to exceed the MSSM tree level Higgs mass bound of 91 GeV. The
blue line is t2β/c2

d = m2
c/m

2
s, near which the charm/strange mass ratio might be

explained by the exotic quark mixing.

seen by noting the ratio between these two widths depends only on tan β and c2
d

σWZ

σjj
=

sin2(2β)

24 c2
d

. (4.22)

Similarly, the dark grey region in the bottom left of the plot cannot explain the dijet

excess without being excluded by the upper limits on the diboson cross section.

The remaining region of parameter space is a funnel which can simultaneously

explain both excesses. At a generic point in this region, there are a range of values

for gR compatible with the excesses. For small c2
d, gR is required to be large to

generate a sufficiently largeW ′ cross section due to the relationship σ(W ′) ∝ g2
Rc

2
d.

On the other hand, large gR reduces the mass splitting between the Z ′ and the

W ′ and increases the Z ′ production cross section, while the dominant production

channel for this Z ′ at the LHC is uRūR → Z ′ which is not suppressed by a small
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Figure 4.2: Maximum tree level Higgs mass from D-terms consistent with W ′ data
and limits on Z ′ → `+`−, for δ =∞ and BR(Z ′ → SM) = 66% with the standard
lepton embedding. In each plot we have optimised over all remaining parameters,
as explained in the text. Dark grey: Incompatible with the 2TeV anomalies. Light
grey: Excluded by Z ′ → ``. Contours: Maximum tree level Higgs mass from D-
terms compatible with the above requirements, in GeV. In the region shaded green,
it is possible to exceed the MSSM tree level Higgs mass bound of 91 GeV. The
blue line is t2β/c2

d = m2
c/m

2
s, near which the charm/strange mass ratio might be

explained by the exotic quark mixing.

mixing angle. The Z ′ has a significant dilepton branching ratio of 8–18% and so

this region of parameter space is constrained by the dilepton resonance searches.

In the light grey region in the top left of the plot, it is not possible to evade the

Z ′ limits while explaining the W ′ excesses.

In the surviving region of parameter space we calculate the maximum value of

gR compatible with the constraints and use this to calculate the maximum D-term

contribution to the Higgs mass, which is shown in GeV by the labelled contours.

The region of parameter space compatible with mh,tree larger than the MSSM

tree level bound is highlighted in green. The blue contour highlights the part of

parameter space in which the charm/strange mass ratio might be explained by the

mixing with the exotic quarks. In the right plot we perform a similar scan in the
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Figure 4.3: Maximum tree level Higgs mass from D-terms in the leptophobic model
consistent with W ′ data and EWPT, for δ = 2.5. In each plot we have optimised
over all remaining parameters, as explained in the text. Dark grey: Incompatible
with the 2TeV anomalies. Light grey: Excluded by EWPT. Contours: Maximum
tree level Higgs mass from D-terms compatible with the above requirements, in
GeV. In the region shaded green, it is possible to exceed the MSSM tree level
Higgs mass bound of 91 GeV. The blue line is t2β/c2

d = m2
c/m

2
s, near which the

charm/strange mass ratio might be explained by the exotic quark mixing.

gR, tan β plane, this time optimising over c2
d. In both plots we have also optimised

over ρ′ and over the parton luminosities within the 1σ uncertainties calculated from

the NNPDF ensemble, assuming that the uncertainties on W ′ and Z ′ production

are completely correlated. In practise, this means setting ρ′ = 2 and using the

lower prediction for the parton luminosities, except for a narrow band at large

tan β where higher estimates are preferred. In Figure 4.2 we perform a similar

scan for δ =∞ and BR(Z ′ → SM) = 66%. This would be the enhancement in the

Z ′ width if, for example, every SM fermion had a light SUSY partner. In Figure 4.3

we consider a leptophobic scenario with δ = 2.5 and BR(Z ′ → SM) = 100%. This

time the paramer space is constrained by indirect constraints on the Z ′ in the

regions labelled ‘EWPT’. In all other respects the procedure is the same as for the

previous plots.
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We see that there is a region of parameter space with 0.1 . c2
d . 0.5, 2.5 .

tan β . 6 and 0.8 . gR/g . 1.2 with a D-term contribution to the Higgs mass

at least as large as the MSSM tree level bound consistent with requirement of

explaining the 2TeV and evading Z ′ limits. Fine tuning considerations are model

dependent, but a tree level Higgs mass of 110GeV is compatible with δ = 2.5

which need not be associated with significant fine tuning. Allowing the Z ′ to have

a significant branching fraction into non SM states allows for a broader region

of parameter space to explain the excess, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, though the

main impact on the Higgs mass in this scan (which may exceed 120 GeV) comes

from taking the decoupling limit δ →∞ which would come with a significant fine

tuning penalty. Due to the weaker Z ′ bounds, the leptophobic model allows for

the greatest D-term Higgs quartic as larger values of gR and tan β are permitted.

A tree level Higgs mass of 120 GeV is possible in this model with δ = 2.5. Note

that the line c2
d = 1 which corresponds to the model without the exotic quarks

cannot accomadate a tree level Higgs mass larger than 70 GeV while explaining

the excess.

4.3.1 Implications for the Z ′ and stops

Due to the constraints on gR, there is a close relation between the Z ′ mass and

the possible enhancement to the Higgs mass. In the left of Figure 4.4 we plot

the maximum possible tree level Higgs mass compatible with all constraints as

a function of mZ′ in each of the three scenarios described above. For large mZ′

the size of gR is limited by Eq. (4.7) and the requirement ρ′ ≤ 2, and this is

the main constraint on the Higgs mass for mZ′ & 3TeV. Converseley, small mZ′

corresponds to larger values of gR. In this case, the main constraint on the Higgs
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Figure 4.4: Left: Maximum D-term contribution to the tree level Higgs mass for
a given value of mZ′ in three scenarios. Orange: δ = 2.5, BR(Z ′ → SM) = 100%.
Green: δ = ∞, BR(Z ′ → SM) = 66%. Blue: Leptophobic, δ = 2.5. Each line
stops at small mZ′ at the limit from direct searches for dilepton resonances, or
electroweak precision constraints in the case of the leptophobic model. Right:
Stop mass required to raise the Higgs mass to 125 GeV without left-right stop
mixing.

mass are the direct or indirect limits on the Z ′. The kinks represent the transition

between these scenarios. We see that the requirement mh,tree > 100GeV can be

satisfied only for 2.6TeV ≤ mZ′ ≤ 3.3TeV, assuming the right handed leptons have

SU(2)R charge. The Higgs mass is maximised for mZ′ ' 2.95TeV. This result is

especially interesting in light of the anomalous 2.9 TeV dilepton event observed by

the CMS experiment with 65 pb−1 of integrated luminosity [210]. In the case of a

leptophobic Z ′, its mass might be as low as 2.2 TeV while still permitting a large

D-term contribution to the Higgs mass.

We now turn to a brief discussion of the radiative corrections to the Higgs

mass. In the MSSM, the Higgs mass might be raised to 125 GeV by a large stop

mass, but this loop contribution grows more slowly than log(m2
t̃
/m2

t ), requiring

mt̃ ∼ 10TeV in the absence of large mixing between the LH and RH stops. This

might be reduced to ∼ 2 − 5TeV for sufficiently large mixing in the stop sector.

A comparison of results using diagrammatic and effective field theory techniques

can be found in [211], which compares the codes SUSYHD [211], FeynHiggs [212],
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and SuSpect [213]. In our model the requirements on the stop sector will be

significantly relaxed due to the increased tree level contribution to the Higgs mass.

There will also be additional radiative corrections due to the new (s)quark states

in the third generation, but these will not be log enhanced if there is not a large

splitting between the exotic quark and squark masses and so are expected to be

subdominant compared to the stop contributions. In lieu of a complete calculation

of the radiative corrections in this model, we use the following approximation to

estimate the relaxed requirements on the stop sector. We consider the MSSM

contribution in the limit of no left-right mixing and large tan β and define the

function

∆(m2
t̃ ) = m2

h(MSSM)(m
2
t̃ )−m2

Z . (4.23)

This function can be taken from the SUSYHD, FeynHiggs, and SuSpect calcula-

tions. We then estimate the Higgs mass with the new tree level contributions as:

m2
h(m

2
t̃ ) = m2

h,tree + ∆(m2
t̃ ). (4.24)

This approximation neglects additional wavefunction renormalization effects due

to the enhanced Higgs quartic, and threshold effects from the exotic states. In

Figure 4.4 right we plot the stop mass required to achieve a Higgs mass of 125 GeV

using this approximation. We see that stops may be lighter than 1 TeV in this

model, alleviating their contribution to the little hierarchy problem of the MSSM.

In the case that the stop mass has been partially decoupled from the question

of the Higgs mass, the strongest constraint on fine tuning comes from the present

experimental limits on the gluino mass. The main effect of a large gluino mass

is to provide large positive radiative corrections to the stop mass at one loop,

disfavouring a stop mass much lighter than 1 TeV. The residual tuning is typically

worse than ∼ (few%) [214]. The non-decoupling D-term contributions to the
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Higgs mass are therefore relevant to, but not a panacea for the little hierarchy

problem. Nonetheless, the channel Z ′ → t̃t̃ is well motivated and worth further

study. For c2
d = 0.2 and gR = g, the BR for the Z ′ into a pair of pure t̃R states

much lighter than mZ′/2 is 7%. For mZ′ = 3TeV, this would correspond to 2

events at
√
s = 8TeV with 20 fb−1.

4.4 Flavour constraints

There have been numerous studies of flavour constraints on generic LRS models

[215–219] and on models with vector-like down-type quarks [220, 221]. However,

certain features of our model prevent direct application of the existing constraints,

and hence necessitates a separate analysis. First, most constraints on LRS do

not consider the effects of large mixings with vector-like quarks in the RH sector,

which reduces the coupling of the physical light quarks to the RH gauge bosons.

Second, the strongest constraints on most vector-like quark extensions to the SM

typically comes from tree-level Z FCNCs involving LH quarks due to violation of

the Glashow-Weinberg-Paschos condition [222, 223]. However, this constraint is

much weaker in our model since terms of the form HdQLD
′c are now forbidden

by the RH gauge symmetry, as a result of which there is an additional Yukawa

suppression in the mixing between d′L and D′. Besides the above constraints, we

also have contributions to FCNCs that involve the superpartners, in particular new

box diagrams involving gluinos and the exotic squarks. On the other hand, these

depend on parameters such as soft squark masses which are not closely related to

the phenomenology discussed in the previous sections. There is also the possibility

of cancellations between gauge boson and supersymmetric diagrams as suggested

in [224].
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Since the complete analysis of all flavour constraints on the model is a rather

formidable task, we have restricted our attention to mainly tree-level and a small

subset of one-loop |∆F | = 2 FCNC processes that are directly related to the

new quarks. We postpone a more complete analysis, including CP violation and

other FCNC processes such as b→ sγ to future work. We find that the strongest

constraints come from tree-level Z ′ FCNCs involving the RH quarks, which we

discuss in this section. Details of the conventions used and constraints from other

FCNC diagrams are presented in the appendix.

4.4.1 Tree-level Z ′ FCNCs

The interaction basis d′cR and D′c can be written in terms of the mass basis as

d′cR = (cRU
d
R)∗dcR + terms involving Dc,

D′c = (sRU
d
R)∗dcR + terms involving Dc.

(4.25)

Here, cR and sR are matrices that describe the mixing between the d′cR and D′c as

discussed in Section 4.2.2, except that we no longer assume cR to be a diagonal

matrix with elements cd and cb. Ud
R is the RH unitary transformation that diag-

onalises the light down-type mass matrix obtained from the pre-diagonalisation

with cR and sR. For convenience, we also define the RH equivalent of the CKM

matrix

V R
CKM ≡ cRU

R
d . (4.26)

Further details of the definitions above can be found in the appendix.

Since d′cR and D′c couple to Z ′ differently, the Z ′-coupling to the mass basis dR
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is non-universal and given by the matrix CtreeZ−dL , defined as

L ⊃ Z ′µdcRCtreeZ′−dcR
σ̄µd

c
R,

CtreeZ′−dcR
=
gR
cw′

[
1

2
V R†
CKMV

R
CKM −

1

3
s2
w′

]T
.

(4.27)

We now consider |∆F | = 2 processes, in particular K − K̄ mixing. While there is

a large mass suppression from mZ′ in the propagator, if we simply regard cR as a

completely generic matrix of order O(cd), the contribution to ∆mK ends up being

much larger than the experimental constraints. Instead, we require that(
gR/g

1.2

)(
0.9

cw′

)(
3TeV
mZ′

)2
(

(V R†
CKMV

R
CKM)12

0.2

)2

. 0.001 (4.28)

in order to satisfy bounds on ∆mK [52]. (Note that gR/g and cw′ should not be re-

garded as independent parameters.) In other words, the 12 elements of V R†
CKMV

R
CKM

should be much smaller than typical values of O(c2
d).

To achieve a small (V R†
CKMV

R
CKM)12, one possibility is to consider an analogue

of the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism. We recall that V R†
CKMV

R
CKM =

(Ud
R)†c†RcRU

d
R, and that Ud

R is unitary. Therefore, should c†RcR be proportional to

the identity matrix, the same will be true for V R†
CKMV

R
CKM so off-diagonal elements

become zero. One could impose an approximate U(3) flavour symmetry such that

all the couplings are universal, in which case cR is itself proportional to the identity.

However, this is inconsistent with the down-type mass spectrum which requires

that the third diagonal element cb be somewhat smaller than the first two elements

cd. Instead, we impose an approximate U(2) symmetry for the first two generations,

and further require that the mixings with the third generation be small. This

ensures that cR remain approximately diagonal, while also suppressing the 31 and

32 elements of Ud
R. The suppression is required since the GIM cancellation is now

incomplete.
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To quantify the constraints on z and M , we work in a D′−D′c basis such that

M is diagonal. We then parameterise z as UzdiagV , where U and V are arbitrary

unitary matrices. For simplicity, we assume the 12 rotation angles in both matrices

be of the same order O(θ12), and the 13 and 23 rotation angles be of order O(θ3).

We also define a parameter δ that quantifies the breaking of the universality in the

first two generations, i.e. we expect that M22/M11 and (zdiag)22/(z
diag)11 are both

1 +O(δ). In view of the requirements on cR, we expect a strong constraint on θ3,

and a possibly weaker constraint on θ12 that depends on δ.

Figure 4.5 shows regions of θ12 and θ3 for different δ allowed by the tree-level

Z ′ FCNC constraint. For each choice of the three parameters θ12, θ13 and δ, 1000

sets of mixing angles, M and zdiag are then randomly generated with characteristic

sizes specified by the parameters. A parameter choice is “allowed” if at least half

of the corresponding 1000 random sets are found to satisfy the Z ′ constraints. We

see from the plot that θ3 should be at most O(0.05 rad) which is comparable to

(V L
CKM)13 and (V L

CKM)23, suggesting an alignment similar to what is already in the

SM. Meanwhile, the constraints on θ12 are as expected much weaker should the

extent of universality breaking be small. For example, a 5% breaking will allow

for a alignment angle of more than 1 rad.

4.5 Conclusions

We have explored the possibility that an SU(2)R gauge extention of the MSSM

which is compatible with an explanation of the recent diboson, eejj and dijet

resonance excesses in terms of a 1.9 TeV WR might also give rise to a significant

non-decoupling D-term enhancement to the Higgs mass. The inferred diboson
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Figure 4.5: Regions in parameter space allowed by the tree-level Z ′ FCNC con-
straints. θ12 gives the characteristic size of 12 alignment angles, while θ3 does so
for the 13 and 23 angles. δ quantifies the breaking of the universality in the first
two generations.

cross section is relatively large compared to the dijet cross section, which requires

tan β ' 1 in minimal models. Furthermore, the total W ′ cross section implies

gR < 0.8 g in minimal models. Both of these features are not compatible with

large D-terms for the Higgs which requires large tan β and large gR, and the small

value for tan β is also problematic for the top/bottom mass ratio.

We have therefore been lead to an extended model which also includes a charge

−1/3 vector-like quark for each generation which mixes significantly with the

SU(2)R doublets after that gauge symmetry is broken. We have assumed that

the mixing angle is approximately universal for the first two generations, but may

be different for the third. For the third generation, this means that mb/mt is

suppressed by both t−1
β and the cosine of the mixing angle, cb. More importantly,

the mixing angle suppresses the WR couplings to the SM quarks, enhancing the
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diboson to dijet signal cross section ratio by a factor c−2
d , and suppresses the WR

production cross section by a factor c2
d. This allows the excesses to be fit with

larger gR and tan β, compatible with the Higgs mass requirement. An additional

key difference compared with previous discussions is the suppression of the branch-

ing fraction of the W ′ into tb which is a consequence of the mechanism we have

chosen for achieving the mass ratio mt/mb. Without this suppression, the absence

of a signature in this channel so far is a leading constraint on gR.

The additional quark fields raise many questions related to flavour physics,

and we have addressed some of these questions in this chapter. We have argued

that the strongest constraints on the flavour structure of this new sector will come

from FCNCs induced at tree level by the flavour-violating couplings of the Z ′.

Nonetheless, an approximate universality among the first two generations combined

with an alignment of the mixing angles with the third generation comparable in

size with that already present in the SM CKM matrix allows us to evade those

constraints. Additional contributions to FCNC observables in the quark and lepton

sectors are expected to come from the extended Higgs sector and from squark and

gaugino loops. Furthermore, we have not yet provided a complete account of the

generation of the full flavour structure of the quark sector in the SM. On the other

hand, we have found that the region of parameter space which maximises the

Higgs mass is also compatible with the naive expectation for the charm/strange

mass ratio if this is purely a consequence of tan β and the mixing with the exotic

quarks. We leave a complete analysis of the flavour structure of this model to future

work. While our analysis places no direct constraints on the masses of the exotic

quarks, it is possible that they are sufficiently light to be directly pair-produced

and observed at run 2 of the LHC. A natural expectation is that they will decay

into D → jZ with a significant branching fraction via the Z–Z ′ mixing, which
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would provide an opportunity to directly measure their mass from the invariant

mass of the j and Z.

The essential result of our analysis is that we have identified a region of pa-

rameter space in a model with right handed leptons charged under SU(2)R with

mh,tree > 100GeV for 0.1 . c2
d . 0.4, 3 . tan β . 6, and 1 . gR/g . 1.2 without

imposing an irreducible fine tuning. This region is broadened by relaxing the as-

sumption BR (Z ′ → SM) = 100% and by taking the extreme decoupling limit for

the D-terms. The leptophobic scenario in which the right handed leptons are not

embedded in SU(2)R multiplets is also more weakly constrained and allows for a

larger contribution to the Higgs mass.

A key finding of this analysis is that the possible D-term enhancement of the

Higgs mass is closely related to the Z ′ mass. A light Z ′ is favoured for raising

the Higgs mass, as this corresponds to larger gR. On the other hand the Z ′ is

quite constrained by dilepton resonance searches from LHC run 1 or electroweak

precision measurements for mZ′ . 3TeV. We find that with the standard lepton

embedding, the range 2.6TeV < mZ′ < 3.3TeV is compatible with mh,tree >

100GeV, while the Higgs mass bound is optimised for mZ′ ' 2.95TeV. This

scenario should result in a clear dilepton resonance at run 2 of the LHC. On the

other hand, the leptophobic scenario is compatible with large contributions to the

Higgs mass and is not excluded for mZ′ > 2.2TeV. This Z ′ is more challenging

to discover at the LHC. Looking forward we should be paying close attention to

any hints of a 2 TeV resonance in the new data from the LHC, but we should bear

in mind that the broader and potentially quite significant implications of such a

resonance might depend sensitively on the results of searches for related particles

like a Z ′, vector-like quarks and leptons, massive neutrinos, etc.
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4.A W ′ and Z ′ couplings and partial widths

The partial widths for the W ′ are taken as

Γ(W ′ → jj) =
g2
Rc

2
d

8π
mW ′ ,

Γ(W ′ → tb) =
g2
Rc

2
b

16π
mW ′

(
1 +O

(
m2
t

m2
W ′

))
,

Γ(W ′ → WZ) =
g2
R

192π
mW ′ sin

2 2β

(
1 +O

(
m2
W

m2
W ′

))
,

Γ(W ′ → Wh) =
g2
R

192π
mW ′ cos2(α + β)

(
1 +O

(
m2
W

m2
W ′

))
.

(4.29)

We take the decoupling or alignment limit for the Higgs, with α = β + π/2.

Calculating the W ′ production cross section requires the the coupling L ⊃

gW ′uRdRW
−uRd

c
R + h.c. which is given by

gW ′uRdR = gRcd. (4.30)

The Z ′ couplings to SM fermions, defined by L ⊃ gZ′ff ′Z
′ff ′, are given in the

flavour conserving limit by

gZ′ff̄ =
gR
cw′

(
c2
dT

3
R − s2

w′Y
)

(4.31)

where cd is the cosine of the mixing angle of the SM quark into an SU(2)R state.

In particular, the couplings are

gZ′ucRucR =
gR
cw′

(
−1

2
+

2

3
s2
w′

)
gZ′uLuL = −1

3

s2
w′

cw′
gR

gZ′dcRdcR =
gR
cw′

(
c2
d

2
− 1

3
s2
w′

)
gZ′dLdL = −1

3

s2
w′

cw′
gR

gZ′`cR`cR =
gR
cw′

(
1

2
− s2

w′

)
gZ′`L`L = −1

2

s2
w′

cw′
gR

gZ′νcRνcR = −1

2

gR
cw′

gZ′νLνL = −1

2

s2
w′

cw′
gR

(4.32)

The partial width to fermions is then given by (up to corrections of order m2
f/m

2
Z′)

Γ(Z ′ → ff̄) =
Nc

24π
mZ′g

2
Z′ff̄ . (4.33)
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Figure 4.6: Allowed parameter space when considering additional BSM decays for
W ′ and Z ′. In each case, the region above and to the right of the coloured line is
excluded. Case A: Only decays to SM states. Case B: Include decays of the W ′

and Z ′ involving a single light generation of RH neutrino with mνR � m′W . Case
C: Inlcude decays of the W ′ and Z ′ to the first two generations of exotic quark,
with mD � mW ′ . In all other respects the plot is generated as described in the
caption to Figure 4.1 and the related text in Section 4.3.

The partial widths into SM bosons, again up to corrections suppressed by m2
Z′ , are

given by

Γ(Z ′ → WW ) =
g2
R

192π
mZ′cw′ sin

2 2β

Γ(Z ′ → Zh) =
g2
R

192π
mZ′cw′ cos2 (α + β) .

(4.34)

The width into WW ′ is suppressed by m2
W/m

′2
W compared to those above.

In Figure 4.6 we explore the effect of allowing the W ′ and Z ′ to decay into

right handed neutrinos or first and second generation vector-like quark. In each

case we assume that the new particles are very light, and neglect any kinematic

suppression from their masses. There are two main effects at work. Firstly, the

additional channels dilute the W ′ diboson signature, requiring a larger value of
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sin2 2β and a smaller value of tan β. Secondly, these channels also dilute the

constraining Z ′ → `` signature, allowing for larger values of gR. The net effect is

a small reduction in the allowed size of the tree level Higgs mass from D-terms.

4.B Non-Decoupling D-terms and Fine Tuning

We consider a simple model to illustrate the main features in the relationship

between the decoupling parameter δ and the parameters of the SU(2)R breaking

potential. Suppose that v2
D � v2

T so that we have a triplet breaking scenario, and

the triplet has the superpotential

W = λS
(
∆∆− f 2

)
, (4.35)

where we have introduced a singlet S. We also introduce soft masses

Vsoft = m2
SS
†S +m2

∆∆†∆ +m2
∆̄∆

†
∆ +B∆

(
∆∆ + h.c.

)
. (4.36)

For m2
∆ = m2

∆̄
and m2

S > 0, there is a potential minimum with v∆ = v∆̄, 〈S〉 = 0,

which satisfies the minimisation condition

1

2
λ2v2

∆ = λf 2 −m2
∆ −B∆. (4.37)

Integrating out the heavy field now results in

VD,eff ⊃
1

8

(
g2 + ξg2

R

) (∣∣H0
u

∣∣2 − ∣∣H0
d

∣∣2)2

, ξ = 1− g2
R

g2
R + g2

X +
m2

∆

v2
∆

. (4.38)

This interpolates between the decoupling and non-decoupling limits, g′2 ≤ ξg2
R ≤

g2
R. We see that the non-decoupling limit, m2

∆/v
2
∆ → ∞, can only be achieved at

the expense of a fine-tuned cancellation between terms on the RHS of Eq. (4.37).

A crude fine tuning measure can be defined by ∆FT ≡ 2m2
∆/(λ

2v2
∆). For λ2 ∼ 1,
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m2
∆/v

2
∆ ' 2.5 is compatible with ∆FT ∼ 5. There will also be a fine tuning

associated with the sensitivity of the EWSB Higgs soft masses to m∆, but this

arises only at two loops [225]

dm2
Φ

d log µ
∼ g4

R

16π4
m2

∆

(
DR

)
. (4.39)

This contribution to the fine tuning of the EWSB Higgs potential is usually sub-

dominant compared to that associated with the RH gauge symmetry scale, and so

we will neglect it here.

4.C Flavour constraints: Additional details

In this appendix, we provide more details of the convention used in our flavour

analysis, and also present the constraints from other FCNC contributions that we

have analysed. Note that these constraints are significantly weaker than that from

tree-level Z ′ presented in the main text.

4.C.1 Down-type quark masses and mixing

Here, we introduce the conventions we have adopted for down-type quark masses

and mixing. The full 6× 6 down-type quark mass matrix is given byM, where

L ⊃ −
(
d′cR D′c

)
M

d′L
D′

+ h.c.,

M =

 vd√
2
y′ vD√

2
z

0 M

 .

(4.40)
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We have introduced a new Yukawa matrix y′ which in general differs from y. This

is motivated by the need to modify the tree-level mass matrix as suggested in

Section 4.2.2 to obtain the correct light quark mass relations. The origin of such

a modification will be discussed later.

We first perform block-diagonalisation of the mass matrix before EWSB, i.e.

with vd = 0. No transformation of the LH quarks is required, while the RH quarks

transform as d′cR

D′c

 ≡
cR −s̃R
sR c̃R


∗ d′′cR

D′′c

 , (4.41)

where d′′cR and D′′c are intermediate basis. In this basis, the full mass matrix

becomes

M′ =

0 0

0 MD

 ,

MD ≡ −
vD√

2
s̃†Rz + c̃†RM.

(4.42)

We reintroduce the EWSB masses, soM′ is no longer block-diagonal

M′ =

 vd√
2
c†Ry

′ 0

− vd√
2
s̃†Ry

′ MD

 . (4.43)

Due to the hierarchy between the EWSB masses and MD, we can use the see-

saw formula for block-diagonalisation. We define ε ≡ |vd|/mD, where mD is the

characteristic eigenvalue size of MD. The LH quarks now transform asd′L
D′

 ≡
cL −s†L
sL c̃L


d′′L
D′′


≈

1− |vd|2
4
y′†s̃R(MDM

†
D)−1s̃†Ry

′ − v∗d√
2
y′†s̃R(M †

D)−1

vd√
2
M−1

D s̃†Ry
′ 1− |vd|2

4
M−1

D s̃†Ry
′y′†s̃R(M †

D)−1


d′′L
D′′

 ,

(4.44)
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with mixing angles of order O(ε). The RH quarks also transform but with much

smaller mixing angles of order O(ε2), which we ignore for now. The full 6×6 mass

matrix becomes

M′′ ≈

Md 0

0 MD

 ,

Md ≡
vd√

2
c†Ry

′.

(4.45)

Md can be thought of as the 3 × 3 mass matrix for d′′L and d′′cR , and MD for D′′

and D′′c. We now perform 3×3 unitary transformations Ud
L, (Ud

R)∗, UD
L and (UD

R )∗

on the intermediate basis to diagonalise these mass matrices. Combining all the

transformations, we find the following relation between the interaction basis and

the mass basis: d′L
D′

 =

cL −s†L
sL c̃L


Ud

LdL

UD
L D

 ,

d′cR

D′c

 =

cR −s̃R
sR c̃R


∗ (Ud

R)∗dcR

(UD
R )∗Dc

 .

(4.46)

For example, cLUd
L can be identified with the usual CKM matrix V L

CKM, and cRUd
R

with the RH analogue V R
CKM.

We now discuss the quark mass spectrum. Generic LRS models require that

the quarks couple through two sets of Yukawa couplings to the bidoublet Higgs Φ

and its conjugate Φ̃, to generate the correct up- and down-type mass spectrum.

In our model however, the coupling to Φ̃ is forbidden by the holomorphy of the

superpotential, so we only have a single set of couplings y. In the up-type mass

basis, we expect that y =
√

2Mdiag
u /vu, where Mdiag

u is the diagonalised up-type

mass matrix. Meanwhile, due to the mixing between dcR and Dc, the down-type

mass matrix becomes c†Ryvd/
√

2, so a suitable choice of the matrix cR should in

principle reproduce the correct down-type mass matrix. For example, one can
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reproduce the correct strange and bottom masses ms and mb given cR of the form

cR ≈


cd 0 0

0 cd 0

0 0 cb

 , (4.47)

with the appropriate values of cd and tan β taken from, say, Figure 4.4. We have

chosen the first two diagonal elements of cR to be the same to avoid flavour issues,

which we elaborate later. However, the down quark mass md always ends up too

small, even if we now increase the first diagonal element from cd to 1. As mentioned

in Section 4.2.2, one solution is to introduce nonrenormalisable operators that can

contribute to the down-type mass matrix, analogous to the approach used in [198]

for up-type quarks. This is equivalent to adding to y a generic matrix of size

O
(√

2m′u/vu
)
, where we have defined m′u ≡ mcmd/ms. The modified matrix,

which we denote as y′, remains approximately diagonal and hierarchical:

y′ ≈
√

2

vu


O(m′u) O(m′u) O(m′u)

O(m′u) mc O(m′u)

O(m′u) O(m′u) mt

 . (4.48)

We leave the feasibility study of such a modification to future work. We note that

it may also be possible to obtain the correct quark mass spectrum through loop

effects involving the SUSY-breaking terms [197].

There are various attractive features associated with having y′ of the form given

in Eq. (4.48). First, as we shall see later, it helps to alleviate some of the FCNC

constraints on the model. Second, since Ud
L is the transformation that diagonalises

y′†cRc
†
Ry
′, and since cL deviates from identity only by O(ε2), the form of y′ also

ensures that Ud
L and hence V L

CKM is close to identity with only small mixing angles,

in agreement with measurements. Finally, we note that the strongest constraint
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on CKM unitarity comes from the experimental measurements [226]

∆CKM ≡ |(V L
CKM)ud|2 + |(V L

CKM)us|2 + |(V L
CKM)ub|2 − 1 = (−1± 6)× 10−4. (4.49)

In the model, ∆CKM is suppressed both by a factor of O(ε2) as well as the small

elements of y′ and so satisfy the unitarity constraints.

4.C.2 Tree-level FCNCs

Higgses

In generic LRS models, due to the quarks coupling to both Φ and Φ̃, one linear

combination of the neutral Higgs can generate tree-level FCNCs, which in turn

constrains its mass to more than 10TeV. In supersymmetric model, the coupling

to Φ̃ is forbidden due to holomorphy; however, the issue of tree-level Higgs FCNC

still lingers in the down-type sector due to the mixing with vector-like quarks. In

particular, we consider the quark coupling Ctreehd to the neutral down-type Higgs

L ⊃ − 1√
2
d′cRy

′d′Lh
0
d + h.c

= −dcRCtreehd
dLh

0
d + (terms involving D and Dc) + h.c.,

Ctreehd
≡ V R†

CKMy
′V L

CKM

=
1

vd
Mdiag

d − v∗d
4
Mdiag

d Ud†
L y
′†s̃R(MDM

†
D)−1s̃†Ry

′Ud
L,

(4.50)

where Mdiag
d is the 3× 3 diagonal matrix of down-type quark masses. Besides the

overall mass suppression of order O(ε2), the off-diagonal terms of Ctreehd
are further

suppressed by the fact that Mdiag
d , y′ and Ud

L are diagonal and/or hierarchical. As

a result, the |∆F | = 2 FCNC contributions from this coupling turns out to be

negligible.
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Another source of tree-level FCNC is the down-type quark coupling to the

neutral component of the RH Higgs doublet HR

L ⊃ − 1√
2
d′cRzd

′
Lh

0
R + h.c

= −dcRCtreehR
dLh

0
R + (terms involving D and Dc) + h.c.,

CtreehR
≡ V R†

CKMzsLU
d
L

= vdV
R†
CKMz(MD)−1s̃†Ry

′Ud
L.

(4.51)

There is again a mass suppression of order O(ε), while y′ and Ud
L further sup-

presses off-diagonal couplings except for dcRbL and scRbL. Therefore, the strongest

constraints comes from Bd − B̄d mixing. Assuming experimental bounds on the

operator (dcRbL)2 to be comparable to that of (dcRbL)(dLbcR), we find that [52](
3TeV
mHR

)2(
2TeV
mD

)2(
4

tan β

)2
(

(V R†
CKMz(M̃D)−1s̃†R)13

0.4

)2

. 0.03. (4.52)

where we have defined M̃D = MD/mD so that it is a generic O(1) matrix. The

reference value of 0.4 for (V R†
CKMz(M̃D)−1s̃†R)13 assumes cR to be a generic matrix

of order O(cd), and all other matrices of order O(1).

The constraint above seems to imply the need for some suppression of the

relevant 13 element. However, one finds from numerical simulations with generic

z and M that this element is almost always already smaller than what is required

above. A brief explanation goes as follows: First, since Ud
R and Ud

L diagonalisesMD,

we have V R†
CKMy

′Ud
L = Mdiag

d , which implies that the 12 and 13 elements of V R†
CKM

are necessarily small. Second, the O(cd) hierarchy between vD√
2
z and M results in

the combination z(M̃D)−1s̃†R being roughly diagonal. Combining both effects, we

find the relevant 13 element to be much smaller than the generic size.
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Neutral gauge bosons

We now consider tree-level FCNCs from Z and Z ′. We work in the basis before

Z−Z ′ mixing and regard the mixing as a perturbative mass insertion, in which case

the couplings to Z and Z ′ are simply (g/cw)(T 3
L −QEMs

2
w) and (gsw/cw)(T 3

R/tw′ −

QXtw′) respectively, where tw′ ≡ gX/gR.

Since D′ and d′L have different Z-couplings, the Z-coupling to the mass basis

dL is non-universal and given by the matrix CtreeZ−dL , defined as

L ⊃ ZµdLCtreeZ−dLσ̄µdL,

CtreeZ−dL ≡
g

cw

[
1

3
s2
w −

1

2
V L†
CKMV

L
CKM

]
=

g

cw

[
1

3
s2
w −

1

2
+
|vd|2

4
Ud†
L y
′†s̃R(MDM

†
D)−1s̃†Ry

′Ud
L

]
.

(4.53)

Besides the mass suppression of order O(ε2), the off-diagonal terms in CtreeZ−dL is

further suppressed by y′ and Ud
L. As a result, their contributions to |∆F | = 2

processes turns out to be negligible. A similar argument can be made for Z ′-

couplings to dL.

We now move on to dcR. Since both d′cR and D′c have the same couplings to

Z, there is no tree-level FCNC mediated by Z. The FCNC mediated by Z ′ has

already been discussed in the main text.

4.C.3 One-loop FCNCs

Numerous box diagrams in our model can contribute to |∆F | = 2 processes. Be-

sides those from LRS and vector-like quarks, we also have additional diagrams

involving the superpartners. A complete analysis of all such box diagrams and
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Figure 4.7: Examples of |∆F | = 2 box diagrams for D − D̄ and K − K̄ mixings.

interference lies beyond the scope of this work, and we will only consider a small

subset of diagrams involving the new quarks as shown in Figure 4.7.

WL/R −WL/R box diagrams for D − D̄ mixing

The WL/R gauge couplings of interest are given by

L ⊃ g√
2
W+µ
L uL(−s†LUD

L )σ̄µD −
gR√

2
W+µ
R Dc

R(−s̃RUD
R )T σ̄µu

c
R + h.c. (4.54)

Due to the factors of O(ε) and y′ present in sL, it turns out that the WL−WL and

WL−WR contributions are highly suppressed, so only the WR−WR contributions

are of interest. The box diagram can in principle be evaluated using the Inami-Lim

formula [227]. However, we will make a pessimistic approximation, from which we

obtain the effective Hamiltonian

Heff
WR

(|∆C| = 2) ≈ g4
R

128π2

m2
D

m4
W ′

(
max
i

[(s̃RU
D
R )ui(s̃RU

D
R )∗ci]

)2

(ccRσ̄µu
c
R)2 + h.c.

(4.55)

To satisfy the bounds on ∆mD, we require that(
gR/g

1.2

)4 ( mD

2TeV

)2 (
max
i

[(s̃RU
D
R )ui(s̃RU

D
R )∗ci]

)2

. 0.01. (4.56)

We see that we only require a small suppression of the off-diagonal s̃RUD
R elements

since they appear here to the fourth power.
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Box diagrams involving HR

We have chosen to consider box diagrams involvingHR instead of those involving Φ,

since we expect constraints from the latter to be weaker due to y′ being hierarchical

and nearly diagonal. The relevant couplings are given by

L ⊃ − 1√
2
dcR(V R†

CKMzc̃LVL)Dh0
R + h.c. (4.57)

The formula for the loop integral can be obtained from [228], although we will again

make a pessimistic approximations. We then obtain the effective Hamiltonian

Heff
HR

(|∆S| = 2) ≈ 1

512π2

1

m2
hR

(
max
i

[(V R
CKMzc̃LU

D
L )si(V

R
CKMzc̃LU

D
L )∗di]

)2

(dcRσ̄µs
c
R)2+h.c.

(4.58)

for K − K̄ mixing, from which we require that [52](
3TeV
m2
hR

)2(
maxi[(V

R
CKMzc̃LU

D
L )si(V

R
CKMzc̃LU

D
L )∗di]

0.2

)2

. 1. (4.59)

The reference value of 0.2 is again based on regarding cR as a generic matrix of

order O(cd), and all other matrices of order O(1). We see that the constraint is

satisfied without any suppression of the off-diagonal terms. The same holds for

box diagrams for Bd(s) − B̄d(s) mixing.
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Chapter 5
Nonzero θ13 in SO(3)→ A4 lepton models1

Chapter abstract

The simplest neutrino mass models based on A4 symmetry predict

θ13 = 0 at tree level, a value that contradicts recent data. We study

models that arise from the spontaneous breaking of an SO(3) symme-

try to its A4 subgroup, and find two ways to get a nonzero θ13 at tree

level. In the first method extra heavy fields mixed with the charged

leptons generate θ13 of order the ratio between the A4-breaking and

the SO(3)-breaking scales. In the second method the flavon vacuum

alignment is modified, such that it generates θ13 of order the amount

of misalignment.

5.1 Introduction

For a long time, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix UPMNS

[15, 38] was believed to be consistent with the tri-bimaximal mixing matrix [57]:

UTBM =


√

2
3

1√
3

0

− 1√
6

1√
3

1√
2

1√
6
− 1√

3
1√
2

 . (5.1)

The pattern exhibited by the tri-bimaximal mixing matrix seemed to suggest some

underlying symmetry in the lepton sector, thus motivating the development of

lepton models based on discrete flavour symmetries. One class of models was based
1Based on Y. Grossman and W. H. Ng, Phys. Rev. D91 (2015) 073005, [1404.1413].
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Parameter Best fit 1σ range 3σ range

sin2(θ12) (NH, IH) 0.307 0.291− 0.325 0.259− 0.359

sin2(θ13) (NH) 0.0243 0.0216− 0.0266 0.0169− 0.0313

sin2(θ13) (IH) 0.0242 0.0219− 0.0267 0.0171− 0.0315

sin2(θ23) (NH) 0.386 0.365− 0.410 0.331− 0.637

sin2(θ23) (IH) 0.392 0.370− 0.431 0.335− 0.663

δ (NH) 1.08π 0.77π − 1.36π −
δ (IH) 1.09π 0.83π − 1.47π −

Table 5.1: Current experimental status of the mixing angles in UPMNS [286]. NH
and IH stands for normal and inverted hierarchy respectively.

on the discrete group A4 [229–273] (see [274–277] for reviews). The most basic

implementation of these A4 models comprise the Standard Model (SM) leptons and

Higgs, right-handed singlet neutrinos, as well as two scalar flavons φ and φ′. These

fields are assigned into representations of A4, where the flavons, in particular, are

three-dimensional representations. The Lagrangian is invariant under A4, but this

symmetry is spontaneously broken when the flavons acquire VEVs, thus generating

mass terms for the leptons. To reproduce the tri-bimaximal mixing at tree level, the

lepton mass matrices have to take specific forms, which imply specific alignments

〈φ〉 = (v, v, v) and 〈φ′〉 = (v′, 0, 0) for the flavon VEVs. Such alignments may be

explained by various UV completions based on supersymmetry or extra dimensions

[278–285].

The recent discoveries of finite θ13 by the Daya Bay [58] and RENO [59] exper-

iments have thrown the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern into question. The current

experimental status of the elements of UPMNS is shown in Table 5.1. The best fit

value of | sin(θ13)| for both hierarchies is approximately 0.16, and is different from

zero in a statistical significant way.
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Various ideas have been proposed to modify these models so as to reproduce a

nonzero θ13. One way is to consider higher dimension operators, which introduce

correction terms to the mass matrices of relative size given by v/Λ and v′/Λ (where

Λ is the cutoff) [276,285,287]. Another avenue is to extend the A4 model to include

more flavons that contribute to the lepton mass matrices [288–296]. Yet another

method is to introduce perturbations in the flavon sector that modify their vacuum

alignments and hence the form of the lepton mass matrices [297–299]. Radiative

corrections as a way to generate finite θ13 have been considered in [300–303].

In this chapter, we focus on a specific class of models [61, 304, 305] that can

be regarded as UV completions of certain A4 models. These models are invariant

under a continuous symmetry group, for example SO(3), of which A4 is a subgroup.

This symmetry is spontaneously broken to A4 by some flavons that acquire a

specific pattern of VEVs, generating the A4 model as an effective low energy theory.

Now that it has become clear that θ13 is finite, such models need to be modified

to account for this fact.

We study the model of [61] and found two ways to modify it to give nonzero

θ13. One approach, specific to these class of models, is based on the fact that

SO(3) based models already require additional charged leptons. While the mixing

between these additional leptons and the SM leptons is very small, it is enough

to modify the pattern of the light charged lepton mass matrix, which breaks the

tri-bimaximal mixing pattern. An interesting result is that the size of θ13 scales like

the ratio of A4-breaking to SO(3)-breaking scales. A second approach, similar to

some of the general methods mentioned above, is to allow the flavon alignments to

become arbitrary and therefore it can be adjusted to reproduce the experimental

UPMNS.
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This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2 we provide an overview

of the specific SO(3) → A4 model of [61]. In Section 5.3 we demonstrate that

mixing of the charged leptons with heavy fields give rise to a nonzero tree-level

θ13. In Section 5.4 we consider the second approach of directly modifying the flavon

vacuum alignments, to show that it can be used to give rise to a nonzero θ13. We

summarise our results in Section 5.5.

5.2 Review of the SO(3)→ A4 model

5.2.1 Field content

We review an example of a lepton model involving a larger continuous flavour

symmetry that is spontaneously broken to the A4 subgroup [61]. The symmetries

of this model are the electroweak gauge symmetry SU(2)L × U(1)Y as well as

a global SO(3)F × Z2. The fields and their representations are summarised in

Table 5.2.

For the lepton sector, the three Standard Model left-handed SU(2)L doublets

ψl form a 3 under SO(3)F . Among the three Standard Model charged right-handed

SU(2)L singlets, ψe is a 1, while the other two have been subsumed into a 5 denoted

by ψm. In doing so, we have now three extra charged right-handed SU(2)L singlets

from ψm, to which we give large Dirac masses by introducing three new charged

left-handed SU(2)L singlets ψf that form a 3. Finally we have three right-handed

neutrinos ψn which form a 3.

In the scalar sector, we have the Standard Model Higgs, H, which is a singlet
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Field SU(2)L U(1)Y SO(3)F Z2

ψl 2 −1
2

3 −
ψf 1 −1 3 −
ψe 1 −1 1 +

ψm 1 −1 5 +

ψn 1 0 3 −
H 2 1

2
1 +

φ 1 0 3 −
φ′ 1 0 3 +

φ5 1 0 5 −
T 1 0 7 −

Table 5.2: Matter fields and the representations they transform as under the gauge
symmetry SU(2)L × U(1)Y and global symmetry SO(3)F × Z2. The fields have
been divided into left-handed leptons, right-handed leptons and scalars.

of the flavour group, and four flavons φ, φ′, φ5, and T which form 3, 3, 5 and 7

respectively. The flavon T is responsible for the SO(3)F → A4 breaking, and is

required to be at least a 7 since that is the smallest representation of SO(3) that

can have an A4-invariant VEV. While φ and φ′ can be identified with the flavons

in the minimal A4 model, the extra flavon φ5 is required here to prevent the muon

and tau from becoming degenerate. This is since the right-handed muon and tau

are a part of the same SO(3)F multiplet and share the same Yukawa coupling with

φ, and thus we need an extra flavon in an SO(3)F representation different from

that of φ to lift this degeneracy.
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5.2.2 Lagrangian

We now consider all possible mass and interaction terms in the Lagrangian consis-

tent with the symmetries of the model. In particular, we identify one set involving

charged leptons:

Le =− yeψal
H

Λ
φaψe − ymψal

H

Λ
φbψabm − yTmψal

H

Λ
T abcψbcm − y5

mε
abcψal

H

Λ
φbd5 ψ

cd
m

− y′eψafφaψe − y′mψafφbψabm − yT ′mψafT abcψbcm − y5′
mε

abcψafφ
bd
5 ψ

cd
m ,

(5.2)

and another set involving neutrinos:

Lν = −Mψcan ψ
a
n −

xν
Λ
ψcan ψ

b
nφ
′cT abc − yνψalHψan, (5.3)

where a, b, and c are SO(3)F indices running from 1 to 3, and Λ is the cutoff scale

of the model. The Z2 global symmetry prevents φ′ from coupling to the charged

lepton sector, and φ and φ5 to the neutrino sector. This sectorisation of flavons

is also required in the minimal A4 model to ensure the correct form of the lepton

mass matrices. The dimension-five operators are required to give nonzero masses

to the light charged leptons that are extremely small compared to the energy scale

of the flavons, as well as to break the degeneracy of the light neutrinos.

There is a third set of terms involving only the scalars, the most general form

of which we will not consider here. Rather, we focus on just the renormalizable

self-interaction potential of the flavon T :

V (T ) = −µ
2

2
T abcT abc +

λ

4
(T abcT abc)2 + cT abcT bcdT defT efa. (5.4)

It is shown in [61] that conditions on λ and c exist such that V (T ) has an A4

invariant global minimum, which breaks SO(3)F into its A4 subgroup. We then

end up with an effective non-minimal A4 model, with three more pairs of left-

handed and right-handed charged leptons and one more flavon, φ5.
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5.2.3 Lepton mass matrices and UPMNS

We assume that the flavons φ, φ5 and φ′ acquire VEVs with the following align-

ments:

〈φ〉 =


v

v

v

 , 〈φ5〉 =


0 v5 v5

v5 0 v5

v5 v5 0

 , 〈φ′〉 =


v′

0

0

 . (5.5)

We consider the case where the VEV of T satisfies vT � v, v′, v5, in accordance

to the picture of SO(3)F broken to A4. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the

Higgs boson H acquires a VEV vH = 246/
√

2GeV, and we obtain two 6× 6 mass

matrices: the charged lepton one, M6×6
l , and the neutrino Majorana mass matrix,

M6×6
ν .

In [61], the mixing between the charged leptons and the new states were con-

sidered to be very small and thus negligible. In that case the mass matrix for the

three light charged leptons, Ml, is simply given by the upper-left 3 × 3 block of

M6×6
l :

Ml =


yevHv

Λ
ymvHv

Λ
+ y5

mvHv5

Λ
(ω2 − ω) ymvHv

Λ
+ y5

mvHv5

Λ
(ω − ω2)

yevHv
Λ

[ymvHv
Λ

+ y5
mvHv5

Λ
(ω2 − ω)]ω [ymvHv

Λ
+ y5

mvHv5

Λ
(ω − ω2)]ω2

yevHv
Λ

[ymvHv
Λ

+ y5
mvHv5

Λ
(ω2 − ω)]ω2 [ymvHv

Λ
+ y5

mvHv5

Λ
(ω − ω2)]ω

 , (5.6)

where ω = e2πi/3. The charged lepton masses can be obtained by diagonalising

Ml(Ml)
† and taking the square root, and we obtain

me =
∣∣∣√3

yevHv

Λ

∣∣∣ , mµ,mτ =

∣∣∣∣√3
ymvHv

Λ
± 3i

y5
mvHv5

Λ

∣∣∣∣ . (5.7)

The unitary transformation required for this diagonalisation

Ul =
1√
3


1 1 1

1 ω ω2

1 ω2 ω

 . (5.8)
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It is important to note that Eq. (5.8) is a result of Ml taking the form

Maligned =


a b c

a b ω c ω2

a b ω2 c ω

 , (5.9)

where a, b and c are constants.

For the neutrino sector, the 6 × 6 Majorana mass matrix M6×6
ν can be block-

diagonalised, and the resulting upper-left 3 × 3 block is identified with the mass

matrix Mν of the three light neutrinos

Mν =


−y2

νv
2
H

M
0 0

0 − y2
νMv2

HΛ2

M2Λ2−x2
νv
′2v2

T

y2
νxνv

2
Hv
′vTΛ

M2Λ2−x2
νv
′2v2

T

0
y2
νxνv

2
Hv
′vTΛ

M2Λ2−x2
νv
′2v2

T
− y2

νMv2
HΛ2

M2Λ2−x2
νv
′2v2

T

 . (5.10)

Note that this is the see-saw mechanism, as Mν becomes very small if the di-

mensionful parameters in the denominators are much larger than vH . The light

neutrino masses can be obtained by diagonalising Mν

m1 =

∣∣∣∣y2
νv

2
H

M

∣∣∣∣ , m2,m3 =

∣∣∣∣ y2
νv

2
HΛ

MΛ± xνv′vT

∣∣∣∣ . (5.11)

The unitary transformation required for this diagonalisation is:

Uν = i


1 0 0

0 1√
2

1√
2

0 1√
2
− 1√

2

 . (5.12)

The PMNS matrix is then given by:

UPMNS = Ul(Uν)
† =


−i 1√

3
−i
√

2
3

0

−i 1√
3

i 1√
6

1√
2

−i 1√
3

i 1√
6
− 1√

2

 , (5.13)
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which can be brought into the form UTBM by swapping the labels of ν1 and ν2, and

redefining the phases of ν1, ν2 and τ . Note that the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern

obtained above depends on Ul taking the form in Eq. (5.8). Any deviation of Ml

from Maligned would result in deviation of UPMNS from UTBM. We will exploit this

fact in the next section in order to generate a finite θ13. We also note that Eq. (5.13)

actually omits certain nonunitary matrix factors which we show in Appendix 5.A

to be negligible.

Before concluding this section, it is useful to obtain a rough picture of the

energy scales for the various dimensionful parameters and VEVs. Most of the

information turns out to come from the neutrino sector. Based on experimental

bounds for the light neutrino masses and their splittings, Eq. (5.11) implies that

M � v′. This gives rise to the following picture:

vH ∼ 100GeV�M � v ∼ v5 ∼ v′ � vT � Λ. (5.14)

If we also assume that xν ∼ yν ∼ O(1), Eq. (5.11) also implies thatM ≥ 1014 GeV.

Since we introduce a number of scales within the interval between 1014 GeV and Λ

(limited by the Planck scale), the scales may not be well-separated and corrections

that are proportional to ratios of scales may become important.
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5.3 Effects of mixing in the charged lepton sector

5.3.1 Obtaining the light charged lepton mass-squared ma-

trix

As we have seen in the previous section, the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern in this

model relies on the unitary matrix Ul that diagonalisesMl(Ml)
† taking the form in

Eq. (5.8). This in turn relies on the light charged lepton mass matrixMl taking the

formMaligned in Eq. (5.9). In some region of the parameter space these assumptions

are not very good, and as a result there are corrections that lead to a nonzero θ13.

To obtain the exact form of Ml(Ml)
† in the general case, we start with the full

6×6 mass matrixM6×6
l obtained from the Lagrangian in Eq. (5.2). For simplicity,

we express M6×6
l in terms of 3× 3 matrices A, B, C and D:

M6×6
l ≡

vH
Λ
A vH

Λ
B

C D

 . (5.15)

where

A =


yev [ymv + y5

mv5(ω2 − ω)] [ymv + y5
mv5(ω − ω2)]

yev [ymv + y5
mv5(ω2 − ω)]ω [ymv + y5

mv5(ω − ω2)]ω2

yev [ymv + y5
mv5(ω2 − ω)]ω2 [ymv + y5

mv5(ω − ω2)]ω

 , (5.16)

B =


ymv + 2yTmvT ymv + y5

mv5 −y5
mv5

ymv 2yTmvT ymv

ymv + y5
mv5 + yTmvT ymv − y5

mv5 yTmvT

 , (5.17)

C =


y′ev [y′mv + y5′

mv5(ω2 − ω)] [y′mv + y5′
mv5(ω − ω2)]

y′ev [y′mv + y5′
mv5(ω2 − ω)]ω [y′mv + y5′

mv5(ω − ω2)]ω2

y′ev [y′mv + y5′
mv5(ω2 − ω)]ω2 [y′mv + y5′

mv5(ω − ω2)]ω

 , (5.18)
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D =


y′mv + 2yT ′m vT y′mv + y5′

mv5 −y5′
mv5

y′mv 2yT ′m vT y′mv

y′mv + y5′
mv5 + yT ′m vT y′mv − y5′

mv5 yT ′m vT

 . (5.19)

For our discussion it is important to note that A and C are both of the form

Maligned. The eigenvalues of A and C are of order v while that of B and D are of

order vT . We further define

E ≡ B − yTm
yT ′m

D, (5.20)

such that the eigenvalues of E are of order v. We then block-diagonalise

M6×6
l (M6×6

l )† and obtain Ml(Ml)
† from the upper-left 3× 3 block:

Ml(Ml)
† =

v2
H

Λ2

[
AA† +BB† − (AC† +BD†)(CC† +DD†)−1(CA† +DB†)

]
.

(5.21)

We see when assuming Ml to be given by Eq. (5.6) that we have kept only the

leading term that is proportional to AA†.

In order to see the effect of the other terms we assume that all the Yukawa

couplings are of the same order and that v ∼ v5 � vT , and we expand in the small

parameter

ε = O(v/vT ) ∼ O(v′/vT ). (5.22)

To the lowest nontrivial order we obtain

Ml =
vH
Λ

(
A−BD−1C

)
=
vH
Λ

(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C − ED−1C

)
. (5.23)

Since both A and C are of the formMaligned, so is any linear superposition of them,

and thus the first correction term proportional to C does not give a nonzero θ13.

Since ED−1 is not proportional to the identity matrix, the second correction term,

which is of order ε, is what generate deviations of Ml from Maligned. This in turn

suggests that the size of θ13 is also of order ε. In other words, θ13 reflects the ratio

of the A4-breaking to SO(3)F -breaking scales.
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5.3.2 Amplification from nearly degenerate mass eigenval-

ues

While we have shown above that θ13 ∝ ε, there is actually a numerical factor that

enhances the size of θ13. This enhancement factor is associated with the fact that

the charged lepton masses exhibit a hierarchy. The very basic reason for this is the

well-known result that a mixing angle approaches π/4 as the two relevant diagonal

terms become degenerate relative to off-diagonal perturbations. We have implicitly

assumed in our previous analysis that the difference between mass eigenvalues are

of order the tau mass scale. In reality, the electron and muon are almost degenerate

relative to the tau mass, suggesting an enhancement in the mixing angle.

To illustrate this enhancement we consider

UlMl(Ml)
†(Ul)

† =
v2
H

Λ2
Ul

(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C

)(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C

)†
(Ul)

† + ∆

=


m2
a 0 0

0 m2
b 0

0 0 m2
c

+


∆11 ∆∗21 ∆∗31

∆21 ∆22 ∆∗32

∆31 ∆32 ∆33

 ,

(5.24)

where Ul is the specific unitary matrix in Eq. (5.8) and

∆ ≡ v2
H

Λ2
Ul

[(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C

)
C†(D†)−1E† + ED−1C

(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C

)†]
U †l , (5.25)

parametrizes the higher order correction terms in Eq. (5.23). The original eigen-

vector 1√
3
(1, 1, 1) has been transformed to (1, 0, 0) by the basis change generated

by Ul. The eigenvalues ma, mb and mc need to be approximately the charged

lepton masses. The matrix elements ∆ij are typically of order ∼ O(m2
τ · ε), with

the exception of ∆21 ∼ O(mµmτ · ε), which as we will see below is important to

get the correct size of enhancement.
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We assume that ε is small enough so that ∆ij � m2
µ. The correction term

∆ causes the zeroth order eigenvectors to mix by an amount of order ∆21/m
2
µ

and ∆31/m
2
τ . While ∆31/m

2
τ ∼ ε, notice that ∆21/m

2
µ ∼ O(mτ ε/mµ). Hence the

mixing is enhanced compared to the naive expectation ε by O(mτ/mµ), and we

conclude that

θ13 ∼ O

(
mτ

mµ

ε

)
. (5.26)

We now move on to explain why ∆21 ∼ O(mµmτ ε). From Eq. (5.25), we have

∆ = FG + G†F †, where F ≡ vH
Λ
Ul

(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C
)
and G ≡ vH

Λ
C†(D†)−1E†U †l . Here,

Ul takes the form in Eq. (5.8). An important observation is that

F =


F11 0 0

0 0 F23

0 F32 0

 (5.27)

where

F11 =
vH
Λ

(
ye −

yTm
yT ′m

y′e

)
v,

F23 =
√

3
vH
Λ

(
ym −

yTm
yT ′m

y′m

)
v + 3i

vH
Λ

(
y5
m −

yTm
yT ′m

y5′
m

)
v5,

F32 =
√

3
vH
Λ

(
ym −

yTm
yT ′m

y′m

)
v − 3i

vH
Λ

(
y5
m −

yTm
yT ′m

y5′
m

)
v5.

(5.28)

We note from Eq. (5.37) that |F11| ∼ me, |F23| ∼ mµ and |F32| ∼ mτ . Meanwhile,

explicit evaluation of G shows that Gij ∼ O(mτε). Therefore, we have:

∆21 = F23G31 +G∗12F
∗
11 ∼ O(mµmτε). (5.29)

In other words, the specific form of F has caused ∆21 to be O(mµmτ ·ε) rather than

O(m2
τ · ε). This restrict the enhancement effect of θ13 to just O(mτ

mµ
) as opposed to

O(m
2
τ

m2
µ
).
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5.3.3 Numerical simulation

To verify the above estimates, we compute the exact tree-level UPMNS for a large

number of randomly generated parameter sets. Details for their generation are

provided in Appendix 5.B. Two collections C1 and C2 of parameter sets have been

generated. In collection C1, all the Yukawas are completely unconstrained O(1)

numbers. Figure 5.1(a) shows the value of sin(θ13) against sup{v/vT , v5/vT}, which

in general agrees with the expectation that θ13 ∼ O(ε). We also find that all three

light charged lepton masses are O(mτ ) for almost the entire collection, clearly in

disagreement with the physical masses. This suggests that the region of parameter

space that reproduce the correct mass spectrum has a very small measure.

In collection C2, constraints are first applied to two of the Yukawas to increase

the chance of reproducing the correct mass spectra. Of all the parameter sets

generated with these constraints, only those with 10−3 < m2
µ/m

2
τ < 10−2 are

then added to the collection. Figure 5.1(b) shows the value of sin(θ13) against

sup{v/vT , v5/vT} for this collection. While still in general agreement with θ13 ∼

O(ε), we observe that the proportionality constant here is roughly ten times that

of the first collection. This increase is due to amplification from nearly degenerate

mass eigenvalues, as we discussed above.

5.4 Modifying the flavon vacuum alignment

In this section, we demonstrate that changing the alignments of the flavon VEVs

can give rise to a nonzero θ13. We assume that the corrections discussed in the

previous section are not important and thus Ml(Ml)
† ∝ AA†. A no longer takes
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Figure 5.1: Graphs of sin(θ13) against sup{v/vT , v5/vT} for two collections (a)
C1 and (b) C2 of random parameter sets. Both graphs demonstrate the expected
linear proportionality. Collection C2 has charged lepton mass spectra closer to the
actual hierarchy than C1, as a result of which θ13 has been enhanced by roughly
O(mτ/mµ) as predicted. For reference, the blue lines correspond to the equation
sin(θ13) = sup{v/vT , v5/vT}.

the form in Eq. (5.16). In particular it is not of the form Maligned and therefore a

nonzero θ13 can then be generated.

As a simple illustration, let us vary only the alignment of 〈φ〉:

〈φ〉 =
√

3v


sin(a) cos(b)

sin(a) sin(b)

cos(a)

 . (5.30)

We recover the original alignment with a = arcsin
(√

2/3
)
and b = π

4
. With this

new alignment, where sx ≡ sinx and cx ≡ cosx, we obtain

A =
√

3


yevsacb ymvsacb + y5

mv5√
3

(ω2 − ω) ymvsacb + y5
mv5√

3
(ω − ω2)

yevsasb ymvsasbω + y5
mv5√

3
(1− ω2) ymvsasbω

2 + y5
mv5√

3
(1− ω)

yevca ymvcaω
2 + y5

mv5√
3

(ω − 1) ymvcaω + y5
mv5√

3
(ω2 − 1)

 (5.31)

At first glance, we might expect the size of θ13 to be given by the misalignment

angle of 〈φ〉. However, the effect of having two much smaller eigenvalues again
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Parameters

Energy scales (GeV) Yukawas Alignment angles

vH 246/
√

2 ye 0.000987876 a 0.3168π

v5 9× 1015 ym 0.933304 b 0.200722π

v 7× 1016 y5
m −3.84556i

Λ 3× 1019

Results

Mass spectrum (GeV)

|UPMNS| =


0.805 0.574 0.150

0.387 0.670 0.633

0.450 0.470 0.759

me 5.11× 10−4

mµ 0.1057

mτ 1.7778

Table 5.3: Example of a set of parameters that reproduces the correct charged
lepton mass spectrum, as well as a UPMNS within 2σ of experimental values. The
precision quoted here for the parameters is required to reproduce the correct values
of me and mµ.

comes into play, and θ13 can be amplified by a factor of O(m2
τ/m

2
µ). Another

useful observation is that

Tr
[
Ml(Ml)

†] = m2
e +m2

ν +m2
τ = 3

v2
Hv

2

Λ2
(|ye|2 + 2|ym|2) + 18

v2
Hv

2
5

Λ2
|y5
m|2, (5.32)

is independent of the alignment. This fact, together with a somewhat small set

of parameters in the limit we have assumed, make a parameter scan in this case

feasible. Table 5.3 shows an example of a parameter set found from such a scan,

with the correct light charged lepton mass spectrum, as well as a UPMNS that falls

within 2σ of experimental values.

Finally, we note that in general it is also possible to have scenarios where the

alignments of all the flavons are allowed to vary, or even scenarios where we have

both effects of changing vacuum alignments as well as correction terms from mixing

coming into play in θ13. We have chosen to work in the scenario where mixing can
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be neglected simply to highlight the effects of changing vacuum alignments.

5.5 Discussion and conclusion.

Having discussed the two approaches of obtaining a nonzero θ13, there remains

various issues that we did not touch on and are worth further investigations. First,

we have not addressed any shortcomings of the model originally mentioned in [61].

This includes the issue of Goldstone bosons when the global SO(3)F symmetry is

broken, and the issue of anomalies should we gauge the SO(3)F symmetry to eat

up these Goldstone bosons. Second, our analysis so far is only at the classical level.

We have yet to consider running of the various parameters down to the electroweak

scale, nor loop corrections to the various observables [300–303,306–314]. Last, large

cancellations between the matrix elements of Ml(Ml)
† are required in order to give

the the correct charged lepton mass spectrum. This is essentially the usual charged

lepton mass hierarchy problem, but now in a more complicated guise since it is

no longer clear which part of the parameter space such a working region lies in,

making it hard to come up with a UV explanation for this fine-tuning.

To conclude, the SO(3)F → A4 model of [61] is a UV completion of an effective

A4 model with the purpose of reproducing the tri-bimaximal mixing pattern in

UPMNS. However, as we have shown, the model actually predicts a nonzero θ13

with the size of θ13 determined by the ratio of the A4 breaking scale to the SO(3)F

breaking scale. Avoiding too large a ratio generates a θ13 within the observed range.

When the ratio is very small, we have shown that there is one more possibility to

generate a nonzero sin(θ13) by modifying the alignment of the flavon VEVs. We

thus conclude that this model can be modified to accommodate the measured θ13.
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5.A Nonunitary factors in UPMNS

In this appendix, we discuss the origin of nonunitary factors mentioned in Sec-

tion 5.2 and why they turn out to be negligible. The charged current weak in-

teraction acts between the left-handed SM charged leptons and neutrinos, both of

which are linear combinations of light and heavy mass eigenstates. UPMNS char-

acterizes the interaction between only the light mass eigenstates. More explicitly,

let us define U6×6,full
l and U6×6,full

ν to be the 6 × 6 unitary matrices required to

diagonalise M6×6
l (M6×6

l )† andM6×6
ν , i.e. that U6×6,full

l M6×6
l (M6×6

l )†(U6×6,full
l )† and

U6×6,full
ν M6×6

ν (U6×6,full
ν )T are fully diagonal. UPMNS is then given by

UPMNS = U full
l (U full

ν )†, (5.33)

where U full
l and U full

ν are the upper-left 3×3 blocks of U6×6,full
l and U6×6,full

ν and are

in general nonunitary matrices. Hence we also do not expect UPMNS to be unitary.

It is perhaps more illustrative to regard the diagonalisation as a two-step pro-

cess, which we demonstrate here with the neutrino sector. One can first block-

diagonalise M6×6
ν using a 6× 6 unitary matrix U6×6,bd

ν :

U6×6,bd
ν M6×6

ν (U6×6,bd
ν )T =

Mν 0

0 Mν′

 . (5.34)

Mν andMν′ are the 3×3 Majorana mass matrices for the light and heavy neutrinos.

Let Uν be the 3 × 3 unitary matrix required to diagonalise Mν , and Ubd
ν be the

(generally nonunitary) upper-left 3× 3 block of U6×6,bd
ν . We then find that U full

ν =

UνU
bd
ν . In other words, U full

ν can be decomposed into a unitary factor associated

with the diagonalisation ofMν , and a non-unitary factor associated with the block-

diagonalisation of M6×6
ν . We can apply the same two-step process to the charged

lepton sector, first block-diagonalising M6×6
l (M6×6

l )† and then diagonalising the
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resultant 3 × 3 light charged lepton mass-squared matrix Ml(Ml)
†. We find a

similar factorization U full
l = UlU

bd
l . UPMNS is then given by

UPMNS = UlU
bd
l (Ubd

ν )†(Uν)
†. (5.35)

This expression differs from Eq. (5.13) by the nonunitary factor Ubd
l (Ubd

ν )† from

the block-diagonalisation process. However, we can show that Ubd
l and Ubd

ν deviate

from the identity matrix by terms of order O(
v2
H

Λ2 ) and O(
v2
H

M2 ) respectively, which

based on the energy scales in Eq. (5.14) are exceedingly small deviations. Hence,

their effects on UPMNS are negligible and UPMNS can be considered to be unitary.

5.B Generation of random parameter sets

In this appendix, we discuss the generation of the two collections of random pa-

rameter sets used in Figure 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). The VEV vT is generated as a log

flat random variable between 1016−1019 GeV, while v and v5 are random variables

uniformly distributed between 1015−1016 GeV. For the Yukawas, we define random

variables Ri and Θi uniformly distributed between 0.4− 4 and 0− 2π respectively,

so RΘi
i is a random complex variable with magnitude of O(1). In the first collection

C1 (∼ 20, 000 sets), all the eight Yukawas in the model are generated using RΘi
i .

However, as we have noted, the very small measure of the regions of parameter

space that generates the correct mass spectra meant that most of the mass spectra

in C1 deviate substantially from the physical spectrum, with only ∼ 1% of the
m2
µ

m2
τ
lying within 10−3 − 10−2. In order to increase the likelihood of the random

parameter sets falling into the desired regions, two constraints on the Yukawas
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have been introduced for the second collection C2:

y′e =
yT ′m
yTm

ye −
RΘ1

1

1000
,

y5
m =

yTm
yT ′m

y5′
m +

i√
3

v

v5

(
ym −

yTm
yT ′m

y′m

)
− i√

3

RΘ2
2

20

(5.36)

In other words, the values of y′e and y5
m are determined by the other Yukawas up

to random fluctuations of size O( 1
1000

) and O( 1
20

) respectively. These constraints

were motivated by the fact that the eigenvalues of v
2
H

Λ2

(
A− yTm

yT ′m
C
)(

A− yTm
yT ′m
C
)†

are

given by

m2
a =

∣∣∣∣√3
vH
Λ

(
ye −

yTm
yT ′m

y′e

)
v

∣∣∣∣2 ,
m2
b ,m

2
c =

∣∣∣∣√3
vH
Λ

(
ym −

yTm
yT ′m

y′m

)
v ± 3i

vH
Λ

(
y5
m −

yTm
yT ′m

y5′
m

)
v5

∣∣∣∣2 .
(5.37)

With these constraints, the likelihood ofm2
µ/m

2
τ to be within 10−3−10−2 is ∼ 35%.

50, 000 sets of random parameters based on the above constraints were gen-

erated. Out of these parameter sets, those with y′e and y5
m generated from the

constraints that are not O(1) are rejected, together with those with m2
µ/m

2
τ out-

side 10−3 − 10−2. This leaves ∼ 17, 000 parameter sets that form C2.

We note that this method of imposing constraints to generate parameter sets

is not ideal, for it excludes regions of parameter space with the correct mass eigen-

values that do not satisfy the constraints, should such regions exist. A better

way is to generate a much larger initial number of unconstrained parameter sets

from which the second collection can then be extracted from, although this is also

computationally much more intensive.
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Chapter 6
Co-Decaying Dark Matter1

Chapter abstract

We propose a new mechanism for thermal dark matter freezeout,

termed Co-Decaying Dark Matter. Multi-component dark sectors with

degenerate particles and out-of-equilibrium decays can co-decay to ob-

tain the observed relic density. The dark matter density is expo-

nentially depleted through the decay of nearly degenerate particles,

rather than from Boltzmann suppression. The relic abundance is set

by the dark matter annihilation cross-section, which is predicted to be

boosted, and the decay rate of the dark sector particles. The mecha-

nism is viable in a broad range of dark matter parameter space, with a

robust prediction of an enhanced indirect detection signal. Finally, we

present a simple model that realizes co-decaying dark matter.

6.1 Introduction

The nature of dark matter (DM) is one of the most important open questions

in physics. The possibility that dark matter is a thermal relic with mass around

the weak scale is intriguing, but has been under significant experimental pressure

from direct detection [316–318] and at the LHC [319]. This motivates the study of

models which are not constrained by these searches, but can still be discovered by
1Based on J. A. Dror, E. Kuflik and W. H. Ng, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117 (2016) 211801,

[1607.03110]. During the preparation of this work we became aware of [315] which considers a
similar scenario.
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indirect detection, where limits are weaker and have made rapid progress in recent

years [320].

Mechanisms for thermal dark matter freezeout usually rely on the DM remain-

ing in chemical and thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model (SM) bath while

non-relativistic, which leads to depletion of DM through Boltzmann suppression.

In this work we consider the possibility that part of the dark sector decays out

of equilibrium with the SM. This delays the exponential suppression of the DM

density well beyond the point where the DM candidate becomes non-relativistic.

The mechanism, which we refer to as Co-Decaying Dark Matter, has the fol-

lowing properties:

1. The dark sector has decoupled from the SM before it becomes non-relativistic.

2. The lightest dark sector particle decays into the SM out of equilibrium.

3. The dark sector contains additional particles that are (approximately) de-

generate with the decaying particle, and remain in chemical and thermal

equilibrium with it until freezeout. One or more of these particles are DM

candidates.

Co-decaying DM will be a generic feature of large dark sectors in which the lightest

state decays. To illustrate the idea, we will focus on the simplified case of two

degenerate dark sector particles: A will be the DM candidate, and B will be the

decaying state, with sizable annihilations AA→ BB.

After the dark sector decouples from the SM bath, the A and B comoving

entropy density is conserved, and their number density does not exponentially

deplete when they become non-relativistic (in contrast to the Weakly Interacting
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Figure 6.1: Co-decay dark matter timeline. At Td the SM and dark sector decouple;
at TΓ the decay of B’s begin to deplete the dark sector density; and at Tf the
AA↔ BB process freezes out, resulting in a relic abundance for the A particles.

Massive Particle (WIMP)). Instead, the exponential suppression is delayed until

the B’s begin decaying:

nA ∼ nB ∝ e−ΓBt ' e−
1
2

ΓB/H , (6.1)

where nA,B is the number density, ΓB is the decay rate of the B particle, and H

is the Hubble parameter. The A population tracks the B population until the

AA → BB process cannot keep up with the expansion of the universe. At this

point the A population freezes out and the B’s continue to decay. The relic density

of A is then set by both the annihilation rate, 〈σv〉, as well as the B decay rate, ΓB.

A schematic illustration of the timeline for co-decaying DM is shown in Figure 6.1.

The delay in the starting point of exponential suppression from the temperature

in which DM becomes non-relativistic to the temperature at which B-decay begins,

causes freezeout to occur at later times than the WIMP. The DM relic density

has less time to redshift to today, and therefore, must have a smaller density at

freezeout. In order to match the observed DM relic abundance a larger annihilation

cross-section is required. This leads to a boosted indirect detection signal relative

to WIMP models.
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Previous work on multi-component dark sectors where interactions within

the dark sector are necessary to get the correct dark matter relic abundance

is extensive. Some examples including co-annihilating [72, 321], Secluded [73],

SIMP [76,322], Cannibalising [74,75,77,315,323,324] and Forbidden [72,325] DM.

Additionally, models of particle decays affecting the relic abundance have been

considered in [70, 315, 326–334]. The freezeout mechanism of co-decaying DM is

unique, with differing phenomenology. Furthermore, we emphasise that while we

are mainly interested in the implications on dark matter, the dynamics studied

here have a broad impact and can take place for any thermal relic.

In this chapter we study the co-decaying DM mechanism. We present an in-

tuitive estimate of the relic density and check the results numerically using the

Boltzmann equations. The constraints and signals of co-decaying DM are de-

scribed, with a significant enhancement in the indirect detection signature. We

conclude by presenting an explicit model realizing the phenomena.

6.2 Freezeout and Relic Abundance

The DM relic abundance can be solved in the standard sudden freezeout approxi-

mation, when AA→ BB annihilations effectively stop:

nA,f〈σv〉f = Hf =⇒ ΩA =
s0

ρc

√
g?,m√
g?,f

mHm

sm

xf
〈σv〉f

. (6.2)

Here m is the DM mass, xi = m/Ti, s is the entropy density of the SM bath, and

the subscripts m and f denote quantities at temperatures T = m and freezeout,

respectively2. Note that Eq. (6.2) is identical to the standard WIMP scenario.
2Throughout this section we will neglect the differences in effective entropy degrees of freedom

g?s and effective energy degrees of freedom g?.
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However, for co-decaying DM, we will see that xf � 1, leading to a boosted

annihilation cross section relative to the standard WIMP case, where xf ' 20.

We now compute the SM and dark sector temperatures at freezeout. To this

end, we study the temperature evolution of the dark sector through the three

stages depicted in Figure 6.1: from the time of decoupling of the dark sector

from the SM (Td), to the onset of the B decay (TΓ), and until freezeout of the

AA → BB annihilations (Tf ). We use the d, Γ, and f subscripts throughout to

denote quantities evaluated at these stages, respectively, and primes to denote dark

sector (total A+B) quantities.

At high temperatures, A and B decouple from the SM plasma when relativistic.

The entropy densities in each sector are separately conserved until the decay of B

begins, and therefore

s′Γ =
s′d
sd
sΓ ≡ ξsΓ , (6.3)

The dark sector number density at the onset of decay, roughly when ΓB ' HΓ, is

given by the second law of thermodynamics for non-relativistic particles:

n′Γ =
T ′Γ

m− µ′Γ + 5
2
T ′Γ
ξsΓ , (6.4)

where µ′ is the chemical potential of A and B.

While the AA ↔ BB process is fast, the A density matches the B density.

Taking the number of degrees of freedom in A and B to be equal (which we will

assume throughout the chapter for simplicity), the total dark sector density at the

time of AA↔ BB freezeout is

n′fa
3
f = n′Γa

3
Γe
− 1

2
ΓB(tf−tΓ) ' ξsΓa

3
Γ

x′Γ − µ′

T ′Γ
+ 5

2

e
− 1

4

ΓB
Hf . (6.5)

where a is the cosmic scale factor. The A abundance is hence depleted through the

decay of B particles. Using Eq. (6.2) with Eq. (6.5), the temperature at freezeout
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Figure 6.2: Yields (Y ≡ n/s) as a function of SM temperature without cannibalism
for a benchmark point gA = gB = 1, m = 1GeV, σ = 1 × 10−30 cm2, ΓB =
6 × 10−23 GeV. The (purple/solid) and (red/dotted) lines show the yield for A
and B particles, respectively. For comparison, the (blue/dashed) line shows the
yield assuming the DM was in chemical and thermal equilibrium. For this choice of
parameters xΓ ' 300, while freezeout occurs at xf ' 1500. The dark temperature
at freezeout is x′f ' 5× 106.

is given by

xf '
2√

ΓB/Hm

log1/2

2√
π
sm
Hm
ξσ

xf
√
x′fx

′
Γ(1− µ′Γ

m
+ 5

2x′Γ
)
, (6.6)

where nA,f = 1
2
n′f and for brevity we have dropped ratios of g?. Here we have

taken

〈σv〉 =
4√
π

σ√
x′

(6.7)

for x′ � 1 and s-wave scattering, where σ is the 2→ 2 cross-section at threshold.

(For reference, note that the observed relic density for a WIMP would require

σ ' 10−36 cm2.) Since ΓB/Hm may be as small as 10−18 (see Figure 6.3), xf may

be as large as 108.

The chemical potential and dark temperature will depend on whether number
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changing processes are active in the A,B system, e.g., 3 → 2 processes. Without

number changing processes, the comoving entropy and number densities are sepa-

rately conserved in the dark sector between decoupling and decay (s′Γ/sΓ = s′d/sd

and n′Γ/sΓ = n′d/sd). This decreases the dark temperature relative to the SM

temperature, while inducing a chemical potential:

x′Γ '
1

3.7

(
g?,d
g?,Γ

) 2
3

x2
Γ,

µ′Γ
m
' 1− 3

2x′Γ
(w/o cannib), (6.8)

In contrast, if number changing processes are active, cannibalisation can occur

[75]. The SM temperature decreases exponentially relative to the dark sector,

while the chemical potential is held fixed (µ′ = 0). Using conservation of comoving

entropy in the hidden sector, one finds

x′Γ ' log
x3

Γ

3. ξ x
′ 1/2
Γ g?,Γ

,
µ′Γ
m

= 0 (w cannib). (6.9)

In both cases, the dark temperature at freezeout is redshifted from the tem-

perature at decay,

x′f ' x′Γ

(
af
aΓ

)2

∼ x′Γ

(
xf
xΓ

)2

. (6.10)

Note that the dark matter will have a large energy density before it decays, and

may come to dominate the energy density of the universe. When the DM decays,

it will release a significant amount of entropy and reheat the SM bath. However,

since the reheating occurs before DM freezeout, the entropy dump does not dilute

the DM relic abundance. The most important effects are a delay in the start of

the decay and a modification to the final relationship in Eq. (6.10). These effects

are taken into account in the numerical solutions to the Boltzmann equations and

in computing the viable parameter space.

Combining Eqs. (6.2) and (6.6) to (6.10), the relic abundance in the absence
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of cannibalisation and when cannibalisation is active throughout is:

ΩA

ΩDM

'
(

10−36

σ/cm2

)
×


( m

GeV

)( 10−18

ΓB/m

)
(w/o cannib),( m

GeV

) 1
2

(
10−17

ΓB/m

) 1
2

(w cannib).
(6.11)

where we have taken, g?, d = 106.75, and ΩDM = 0.27 [66]. Here and throughout

we will take the entropy density ratio at decoupling, defined in Eq. (6.3), to be

ξ = (gA + gB)/g?, d ' 0.02.

Generically in any given model, one expects number changing self-interactions

to be present, which leads to some amount of cannibalisation. Additionally, in

much of parameter space cannibalisation can shut off before decays begin. There-

fore, a realistic scenario will likely be between the two limiting cases in Eq. (6.11).

6.3 Boltzmann equations

We now present a numerical study of co-decaying dark matter. To track the number

densities of A and B as well as the dark temperature T ′, 3 different equations are

required:

ṅA + 3HnA = −〈σv〉(n2
A − n2

B),

ṅA+B + 3HnA+B = − (〈ΓB〉T ′nB − 〈ΓB〉Tneq
T ) ,

ρ̇A+B + 3H(ρA+B + PA+B) = −mΓB (nB − neq
T ) ,

(6.12)

where 〈ΓB〉T (T ′)/ΓB = m〈E−1
B 〉T (T ′) is the thermally averaged inverse boost factor

over the DM (SM) phase-space distributions. Time derivatives can be related to

derivatives of the SM temperature T using the Friedman equation and second law
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of thermodynamics,

H2 ≡
(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3
(ρ+ ρ′),

a
d

da
(s a3) =

1

T

d(ρ a4)

da
=
mΓB
HT

(nB − neq
T ) a3,

(6.13)

where G is the gravitational constant.

If number-changing processes in the dark sector are present, such as 3 → 2

processes, then there are additional terms in the number density equations of the

form

−
〈
σv2
〉
ijk→lm (ninjnk − nlnmneq) , (6.14)

where ni can be nA or nB.

The Boltzmann equations, Eq. (6.12), are straightforward to solve numerically,

and the results for a benchmark point are given in Figure 6.2. As shown, the dark

sector does not follow the equilibrium distribution; instead it undergoes exponential

decay at a later time. When the dark matter becomes non-relativistic (x ' 1), the

co-moving number density remains constant, until decay begins (x ' xΓ). The A

density matches the B density until freezeout (x ' xf ) , where the DM candidate

A decouples, while B continues to decay. For smaller ΓB, the co-moving number

density remains constant for longer and the decays will begin later. Depending

on the size of ΓB, the cross section needed to decouple at the correct time, and

match the observed relic abundance, can be orders of magnitude larger than those

of the WIMP scenario. The solutions to the Boltzmann equations match well the

analytic estimates given by Eq. (6.11).
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Figure 6.3: The viable parameter space for co-decaying dark matter assuming
no cannibalisation (Left), and a cannibalising dark sector (Right). The central
white region shows the range of validity of the model. The different regions show
constraints from Neff (purple); DM decays out of equilibrium (gray); unitarity
constraints (green); and indirect detection assuming decays into e+e− (red/solid)
or γγ (blue/dashed), excluding the region below the curve. The gap in the γγ
limit between 10− 20GeV is due to thresholds used in the two recasts. The light
gray dotted lines represent contours of constant σ with values indicated on the
right.

6.4 Signatures and constraints

We now discuss the signatures and constraints of co-decaying dark matter , whose

parameter space is characterized by m, ΓB, and σ. The viable parameter space

is summarised in Figure 6.3, where the dotted gray lines represent contours of

constant σ. As expected by the rough estimate in Eq. (6.11), the cross section

contours are much more widely spaced without cannibalisation than with.

First, the co-decay setup requires B to decay out of equilibrium; otherwise

the dark matter candidate will be Boltzmann suppressed when it becomes non-

relativistic, effectively reducing to the WIMP scenario. This corresponds to xΓ & 1,

though requiring that the DM does not re-thermalize with the SM imposes xΓ & 5.

This is depicted by the gray shaded area in Figure 6.3.
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Next we consider constraints on Neff [335,336]. This gives the rough condition

that the DM decays before big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), ΓB & Hme . This is

depicted by the shaded purple regions in Figure 6.3.

Unitarity places constraints on the size of the thermally averaged cross section.

The requirement of unitarity is given for s-wave scattering by [337],

〈σv〉f ≤
4π 〈v−1〉f

m2
=⇒ σ .

π
√

2

m2
x′f , (6.15)

where 〈v−1〉f '
√

2x′f/π is the thermally averaged inverse velocity. The severity of

the bound is dependent on whether or not the dark sector is cannibalising. Without

cannibalisation, fixing the relic density corresponds to σ ∝ 1/ΓB and x′f ∝ 1/ΓB,

and thus the unitarity bound is roughly ΓB-independent. On the other hand, with

cannibalisation, σ ∝ 1/
√

ΓB and x′f is only log-dependent on ΓB, and the unitarity

bound reads:

m

100TeV
.


1 (w/o cannib),

100
(

ΓB
GeV

)1/6 (w cannib) .
(6.16)

These relations are modified for small Γ by matter-domination effects. The result-

ing unitarity bounds are shown in the green shaded regions in Figure 6.3.

Since co-decaying DM is decoupled from the SM, it is difficult to discover using

direct detection or direct production. The signature from indirect detection is,

however, enhanced with respect to WIMP candidates due to the large thermally

averaged cross section. This makes indirect detection a powerful tool to probe

co-decaying DM.

We map the current constraints from telescope and satellite data on the (m,ΓB)

parameter space, using the analyses of Refs. [338,339]. The constraint on our four-

body final state from two-body final states analysed in [338, 339] are obtained by
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rescaling the mass and cross-section limits appropriately. For illustration, we plot

the full constraints from B decays into only e+e− (red, solid) or into only γγ (blue,

dashed) in Figure 6.3, excluding the region below the curves.

Lastly we note that co-decaying dark matter is not constrained by the Cos-

mic Microwave Background, since the thermally averaged cross-sections is always

velocity suppressed.

The combined allowed parameter space is shown in Figure 6.3, without can-

nibalisation (left-panel) and with cannibalisation (right-panel). We learn that co-

decaying dark matter can occur over a broad range of DM masses, spanning an

MeV up to hundreds of TeV, and decay rates spanning many orders of magnitude.

6.5 Mass splitting

Thus far, we focused on degenerate dark sector particles, which can result from an

underlying symmetry. However, a realistic model may include symmetry-breaking

effects, which can lift the degeneracy. It is then important to understand the effect

of mass-splittings on the co-decaying DM framework. We leave a detailed study of

the phenomenology of co-decays with mass splittings to future work and highlight

the expected features here.

If mA > mB, the co-decay mechanism remains conceptually unchanged. How-

ever, for mass splittingO(%) or more, the parameter space to produce the observed

relic abundance can differ significantly. To understand this, consider s-wave anni-

hilation, which can proceed as zero temperature in the presence of mass-splittings.
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Comparing the annihilation rates at large x′, we have

〈σv〉mA>mB '
√
πx′

2
〈σv〉mA=mB (6.17)

for fixed matrix-element. Since freezeout occurs for x′ � 1, obtaining the observed

relic abundance requires σ smaller than in the degenerate case.

If mA < mB, then annihilations proceed off the exponential tail of A’s velocity

distribution, 〈σv〉AA→BB ∝ e−2∆x′ ,, where ∆ ≡ (mB − mA)/mA. This exponen-

tial suppression of the cross-section significantly alters the parameters required to

produce the correct relic density.

6.6 Model

Having described the general framework, we now present a simple model where

co-decay can drive dark matter freezeout. Consider a dark SU(2)D gauge theory

with coupling gD, and a dark Higgs doublet ΦD,

L ⊃ DµΦ†DDµΦD −
1

4
F a,µν
D F a

D,µν − λD
(

Φ†DΦD −
v2
D

2

)2

, (6.18)

The dark Higgs’ VEV, vD/
√

2, spontaneously breaks SU(2)D. All three dark gauge

bosons acquire masses mD = 1
2
gDvD, while the dark Higgs boson, hD, gains a mass

mhD =
√

2λDvD. The stability and degeneracy of the gauge bosons are ensured

by an unbroken SU(2) custodial symmetry. We take mhD � mD, which decouples

the dark Higgs.

We introduce a dimension-six operator, which explicitly breaks the custodial

symmetry down to U(1),

L ⊃ (Φ†DD
µΦD)(Φ†DµΦ)

Λ2
, (6.19)
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where Φ is the SM Higgs doublet. This can be generated by integrating out heavy

fermions charged under both SU(2)D and the SM gauge symmetry, SU(2)L. This

operator mixes the gauge boson ZD ≡ W 3
D and the Z boson, decaying ZD to the

SM. The remaining gauge bosons W±
D ≡ (W 1

D∓ iW 2
D)/
√

2 are stable since they are

the lightest particles charged under the unbroken U(1) custodial symmetry.

The W±
D are stable and play the role of A, while the nearly-degenerate ZD

plays the role of B. For mD ∼ GeV and Λ ∼ 10’s TeV, negligible mass differences

between W±
D and ZD are generated, and corrections to electroweak precision ob-

servables are small. Number-changing processes, e.g., ZDZDZD → W+
DW

−
D , are

large and cannibalisation effects must be taken into account.

This model can be mapped onto the constraints of the previous sections using

σ =
688

3

α2
D

m2
D

, ΓZD =
1

48π2α2
D

m5
D

Λ4
|g|2, (6.20)

where |g|2 ≡ ∑i |gi|2 (|giV |2 + |giA|2), gV (gA) is the vector (axial) coupling of the

fermion i to the Z-boson.

Lastly, we comment on further model building directions. To build a viable

model one needs a approximate symmetry to achieve degeracy between the lightest

dark states, but whose breaking induces a decay into the SM. In this section

we considered the possibility that a remnant of a broken SU(2) gauge symmetry

protects the masses, however interesting alternatives include flavour symmetries or

supersymmetry, both of which could play a role in a larger framework. Depending

on the type of symmetry used to ensure the degenaracy, this may or may not

induce significant cannibalisation.
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Chapter 7
Re-visiting the bounds on

hydrogen-antihydrogen oscillations from
diffuse γ-ray surveys1

Chapter abstract

Surveys of diffuse γ-ray in the interstellar medium (ISM) can be used to

probe hydrogen-antihydrogen oscillations, by detecting the γ-ray emis-

sion from antihydrogen annihilation. A bound on the oscillation pa-

rameter δ was originally derived by Feinberg, Goldhaber and Steigman

(1978). In this chapter, we re-visit the original derivation by perform-

ing a more detailed analysis that (1) incorporates suppression effects

from additional elastic and inelastic processes, (2) treats the ISM as

a multi-phase medium, and (3) utilises more recent γ-ray data from

the Fermi Large Area Telescope. We find that suppression from elastic

scattering plays a more important role than previously thought, while

the multi-phase nature of the ISM affects how the γ-ray data should

be utilised. We derive a more accurate bound on the oscillation period

that is about an order of magnitude weaker than the older bound.

7.1 Introduction

At the classical level, baryon (B) and lepton (L) numbers are conserved quantities

in the Standard Model (SM). One of Sakharov’s condition [17] for a dynamical

explanation of the baryon asymmetry in the universe requires that B conservation
1Based on Y. Grossman, W. H. Ng and S. Ray, Phys. Rev. D98 (2018) 035020, [1806.08233].
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be violated. Mechanisms like electroweak baryogenesis [79] or leptogenesis [340]

achieve this through sphaleron processes that makes use of B + L violation in the

SM at the quantum level, while mechanisms like baryogenesis in the Grand Unified

Theories (GUT) [341] introduce processes that directly violate B at the classical

level. However, proton decay imposes strong constraints on models that directly

allow ∆B = ∆L = 1 processes. One intriguing possibility is to consider models

[342, 343] where proton decay is forbidden/suppressed, but yet allow processes

with ∆B = 2 or ∆B = ∆L = 2 to occur. In these cases, processes such as

neutron-antineutron oscillations [344], pp→ e+e+ annihilations [345] or hydrogen-

antihydrogen (H-H̄) oscillation may become more important probes of B violation.

In this chapter we concentrate on H-H̄ oscillation.

One way to detect H-H̄ oscillations is through γ-rays from the annihilation of H̄

with other particles in its vicinity (henceforth called “oscillation-induced γ-rays”).

A good place to look for this is the interstellar medium (ISM), first because of the

immense amount of atomic hydrogen present, and second because the low density

allow a larger oscillation amplitude and hence a larger proportion of H̄ to exist than

in terrestrial sources. These γ-rays then show up in diffuse γ-ray surveys on top of

other γ-ray emitting processes, such as cosmic ray (CR) interaction with matter.

This idea is not new and a bound on the oscillation was first derived in [84]. The

goal of the present chapter is to revisit the bounds, for the following reasons.

1. In the original derivation, the amplitude of oscillation was assumed to be

limited by H-H̄ annihilation. However, we do not know a priori how this

compares to the effects of other processes such as elastic scattering.

2. We now have a better understanding of the phases of the ISM, γ-ray produc-

tion within the ISM, as well as updated γ-ray survey results from the Fermi
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Large Area Telescope (LAT).

3. Finally, many steps are involved in deriving the experimental bounds on the

oscillations. While we are only interested in an order-of-magnitude estimate,

we want to reduce the uncertainty in each step as much as possible to avoid

having the cumulative errors become too large. Therefore, besides improving

on the oscillation and ISM model, we also want to utilise updated parameter

values from literature rather than just rely on crude estimates.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 7.2, we present a model that

describes H-H̄ oscillations in a medium, and use the model to derive a formula

for the oscillation-induced γ-ray emissivity. In Section 7.3, we use this formula,

together with available data for various elastic and inelastic processes, to calculate

the emissivities of the relevant phases of the ISM. It then allows us in Section 7.4

to obtain a bound on the oscillation parameter δ based on the Fermi LAT data

presented in [346]. We conclude in Section 7.5 with a comparison of our bound

with that from other ∆B = ∆L = ±2 processes. To keep the text focused, most

technical details have been placed in the appendices.

7.2 Model of H-H̄ oscillation

To infer the oscillation-induced γ-ray emissivity, we need to know the probability of

an H atom in the ISM becoming a H̄. This in turn can be derived from a single-atom

model of H-H̄ oscillation. The vacuum formalism is very straightforward; however

the main issue here is to account for interactions with the environment. Some

of the effects are well-understood: for example, forward scattering gives rise to

coherent matter effects known from neutrino oscillations, while inelastic processes
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such as H̄ annihilation cause the state to leave the Hilbert space of interest and

hence their effects are analogous to decays in meson oscillations. Both of these

effects can be taken care of by modifications to the effective Hamiltonian.

Less well-recognised are effects that require going beyond the effective Hamil-

tonian, and require a density matrix formalism. First, say H and H̄ have different

elastic scattering amplitudes off the same target, i.e. f(θ) 6= f̄(θ), where θ is the

angle of scattering. Then non-forward scattering cause the identity of the atom

(H or H̄) to become entangled with its momentum and hence a two-level pure

state formalism does not work if we want to incorporate elastic scattering beyond

just forward scattering. Also, since the scattering environment is usually random,

even a pure state formalism incorporating both identity and momentum degrees of

freedom is insufficient. Second, chemical reactions such as recombination generate

new “unoscillated” H atoms to replenish those lost to inelastic processes. Since

these reactions should be treated as classical source terms, again a density matrix

formalism is required. The model we adopt is similar to the original Feinberg-

Weinberg model [347] that was also used in [84]. We then extend it to take into

account more general sources of suppression. We also highlight the differences

between our work and that of [84].

7.2.1 Model description

We regard H and H̄ as basis states of a two-level system (Hilbert space HA). In

principle, there are other degrees of freedom such as momentum, atomic level and

spin (Hilbert space HB), but since we are only interested in finding the probability

of being H̄, we trace them out in the full density matrix ρfull(t) to obtain a reduced

2×2 density matrix ρ(t). The quantum kinetic equation of ρ(t) will then depend on
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the moments of the other degrees of freedom, e.g. TrB[p2ρfull(t)], and is hence not

closed. To close this equation, we replace, say, the example above by 〈p2(t)〉ρ(t),

and assume that 〈p2(t)〉 is just given by the present-day value (since we are only

interested in a quasi-steady solution). Also, since most of the atoms in the ISM

phases of interest are in the 1S state, any average involving atomic level and spin

is equivalent to a 1S hyperfine average.

Elastic scattering

First, we take into account elastic scattering of the atom with other particles

(targets). Let i denote the target species. Then ρ(t) satisfies the kinetic equation

[347]

∂tρ(t) = −i[Hρ(t)− ρ(t)H†] +
∑
i

[
nivi

∫
dΩFi(θ)ρF

†
i (θ)

]
, (7.1)

where

H ≡

E −∑i

[
2πnivi
pi

fi,pi(0)
]

δ
2

δ∗

2
E −∑i

[
2πnivi
pi

f̄i,pi(0)
]
 , Fi(θ) ≡

fi,pi(θ) 0

0 f̄i,pi(θ)

 ,

(7.2)

and the symbols used here are defined as follows:

• E: the mean energy of an atom in vacuum (equal for H and H̄ by CPT) in

the ISM rest frame,

• ni: the number density of species i,

• vi: the r.m.s. speed of approach between atom and a species i particle,

• pi: the r.m.s. momentum in centre-of-mass frame of the atom and a species

i particle,
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• fi,pi(θ) (f̄i,pi(θ)): scattering amplitude of H (H̄) off a species i particle with

momentum pi in centre-of-mass frame, and

• δ
2
: off-diagonal matrix element generated by ∆B = ∆L = ±2 operators.

The assumptions involved are presented in Appendix 7.A.1. We just explain a

few features of Eq. (7.1) here. The first term describes the usual time-evolution

with an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H, comprising the energy E of the

atom in vacuum, the oscillation term δ, and coherent forward scattering fi,pi(0)

and f̄i,pi(0), summed over all target species i. Differences in fi,pi(0) and f̄i,pi(0) can

suppress the oscillations, just like coherent matter effects in neutrino oscillations.

The optical theorem ensures that even for elastic scattering fi,pi(0) and f̄i,pi(0) are

complex quantities, with the imaginary parts related to the total scattering rate.

As a result, time evolution under the first term alone cause the total probability

represented by Tr(ρ) to decrease. This decrease is analogous to the effects of the

“out” collision term in Boltzmann transport equation. Probability conservation is

restored by the second term, analogous to the “in” collision term.

Inelastic and production processes

To complete the picture, we want to include inelastic processes as well. We argue in

Appendix 7.A.2 that among all the inelastic processes, only those where the H/H̄

atom “disappears” are potentially important. This includes ionisation, chemical

reactions as well as H̄ annihilation. Since these processes take the state out of the

Hilbert space HA, they can be represented by imaginary contributions iωI/2 and

iω̄I/2 to the diagonal elements of H, where ωI (ω̄I) denotes the total rate of these

processes per H (H̄) atom.
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However, just as H/H̄ atoms can “disappear”, they can also “reappear” through

production process such as recombination and H2 dissociation. These processes

correspond to source terms for the ρ11 matrix element, which we introduce as ωPρ11

in Eq. (7.4). ωP can be interpreted as the rate of H production per unit volume,

normalised by the number density of H. Furthermore, if we assume that the ISM

is in a quasi-steady state (approximate ionisation balance, chemical equilibrium,

etc.), then this source term can be approximated as ωP ' ωI up to a small difference

of order the quasi-steady rate of change. In principle, we can also include a source

term for ρ22, e.g. from re-combination of CR positrons and antiprotons to form H̄.

However, based on measurements of the CR antiproton flux [348], this contribution

is expected to be negligible compared to H̄ production from oscillations at the upper

bound of |δ|.

The time-evolution equation is then given by

∂tρ = −i[Hρ− ρH†] +
∑
i

[
nivi

∫
dΩFi(θ)ρF

†
i (θ)

]
+

ωPρ11 0

0 0

 (7.3)

with a modified effective Hamiltonian

H ≡

E −∑i

[
2πnivi
pi

fi,pi(0)
]
− i

2
ωI

δ
2

δ∗

2
E −∑i

[
2πnivi
pi

f̄i,pi(0)
]
− i

2
ω̄I

 . (7.4)

Reformulating the model

It is instructive to rewrite ρ(t) as a column vector ρ(t) ≡ (ρ11, ρ12, ρ21, ρ22)T [84].

The time evolution equation then becomes

∂tρ(t) = Mρ, (7.5)
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where

M ≡



ωP − ωI i δ
∗

2
−i δ

2
0

i δ
2

ε′ 0 −i δ
2

−i δ∗
2

0 ε′∗ i δ
∗

2

0 −i δ∗
2

i δ
2
−ω̄I


, (7.6)

ε′ ≡ i
∑
i

nivi

[
∆i +

∫
dΩIm(f̄ ∗i,pifi,pi)

]
−
[
ωI + ω̄I

2
+
∑
i

nivi
2

∫
dΩ|fi,pi − f̄i,pi|2

]
,

(7.7)

∆i ≡
2π

pi
Re[fi,pi(0)− f̄i,pi(0)]. (7.8)

Some observations:

• If fi,pi = f̄i,pi , then all instances of fi,pi and f̄i,pi vanish from M . In other

words, elastic scattering does not suppress oscillations unless it can differen-

tiate between H and H̄ amplitude-wise. This means, for example, that we

can ignore elastic scattering with photons.

• If ωI = ω̄I , then their combined contributions to M is just proportional to

the identity, so they only lead to an overall decay factor. Therefore, inelas-

tic processes also do not suppress oscillations unless they can differentiate

between H and H̄ rate-wise.

• Oscillations are also suppressed by the source term ωPρ11, although the phys-

ical mechanism is somewhat indirect. Here new H atoms that have yet to

oscillate are being added to the system. This suppression is why despite

our previous comment, we still need to consider inelastic processes such as

photo-ionisation that have the same rate for H and H̄, since ωI informs us

about ωP in the quasi-steady state.
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Note that our formalism here is similar to the one used in [84] (see Eq. (2.4)

there). However, they did not include a source term ωP , and they also assumed that

the only important process is H-H̄ annihilation. As a result, they have ω̄I � ωI

(since it is much easier for a H̄ to find a H to annihilate with, than vice versa)

and |ε′| ' ω̄I/2. In contrast, we do not make the same assumptions but instead

consider a wide range of elastic and inelastic processes.

7.2.2 Formula for γ-ray emissivity

We want to use our model to derive a formula for the γ-ray emissivity. To do so, we

need to find the solution to Eq. (7.5) that best describes a H/H̄ atom in the ISM,

from which we can then obtain the H̄ number density and hence the emissivity.

Most of the parameters in M depend on the number densities of atomic hy-

drogen and other species in the ISM, so Eq. (7.5) is actually much harder to solve

than it seems. However, since we are only interested in the quasi-steady solution,

it is actually self-consistent to assume these parameters as constants, at least for

timescales short compared to the quasi-steady rate of change. Even though the

quasi-steady solution based on this assumption may become inaccurate at longer

times, it does not matter since we are using present-day parameter values. In

other words, the reference starting time is actually the present, so we read off the

present-day H̄ probability ρ22 from the solution at t = 0.

With this assumption, among the four eigenvectors ofM , three have eigenvalues

with negative real parts of order |ε′| or ω̄I , while the fourth is given by

λ = ωP − ωI +O(ε2|ε′|, ε2|ω̄I |) (7.9)

where ε ≡ Max
{∣∣ δ

ε′

∣∣ , ∣∣∣ δω̄I ∣∣∣} is a small parameter. The first three solutions cor-
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respond to transients that decay rapidly (although the actual decay rate may be

somewhat different since these solutions are not consistent with the assumption

about the parameters being constant), while the fourth solution does indeed change

at the quasi-steady rate |ωP −ωI | and is thus the one we want. The corresponding

eigenvector is given by

v =



1 +O(ε2)

− iδ
2(ε′+ωI−ωP )

+O(ε3)[
− iδ

2(ε′+ωI−ωP )
+O(ε3)

]∗
−
∣∣∣ δ
ε′+ωI−ωP

∣∣∣2 Re(ε′+ωI−ωP )
2(ω̄I−ωI+ωP )

+O(ε4)


. (7.10)

We observe that of the four components, v1 ' 1, v2 = v∗3 ∼ O(ε), and v4 ∼ O(ε2).

Since v1

v1+v4
and v4

v1+v4
correspond to the probability of being H and H̄, we can

estimate the rate of H̄ annihilation per unit volume as

v4

v1

nHni〈σivi〉 ' −
∣∣∣∣ δε′
∣∣∣∣2 Re(ε′)

2ω̄I
ω̄ann (7.11)

where ω̄ann is the annihilation rate per H̄ (we allow it to differ from ω̄I in case there

are other more important H̄ “disappearance” processes), and we have dropped the

much smaller quasi-steady rate |ωP − ωI | relative to ω̄I and ε′. This is a positive

quantity since Re(ε′) < 0. Note that ωP has disappeared completely (it is not

present in ε′) since its main role is to cancel ωI at certain places to give a much

smaller quasi-steady rate that can then be neglected.

For comparison with γ-ray data later, it is useful to convert the previous rate

per unit volume into an oscillation-induced emissivity per H atom, which gives

εγ = − gγ
4π

∣∣∣∣ δε′
∣∣∣∣2 Re(ε′)

2ω̄I
ω̄ann photons sr−1, (7.12)

where gγ is the average number of γ-ray photons emitted in the annihilation. We

discuss its value below for specific situations.
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7.3 Calculating the emissivities

In the previous section, we derived a formula for the oscillation-induced γ-ray

emissivity per H atom, Eq. (7.12). To make further progress, we need numerical

values of the parameters in this formula, except for the unknown |δ| that we want to

constrain. We begin this section by identifying phases of the ISM that are expected

to be the dominant sources of these γ-rays. Using available data for a wide variety

of elastic and inelastic processes, we then calculate the parameter values and hence

the emissivity for each phase. We adopt the standard astronomical notation of Hi

and Hii for atomic and ionised hydrogen.

7.3.1 Phases of the ISM

The Fermi LAT data presented in Abdo et al. [346] focuses on γ-ray emission from

Hi and is hence of particular relevance to our work. We want to consider the same

sector of the ISM, bounded by Galactic longitude 200◦ < l < 260◦, and latitude

22◦ < |b| < 60◦. Even within this sector, the ISM is not homogeneous and has

a number of phases, each with a different Hi density and presenting a different

environment for H-H̄ oscillations.

In Appendix 7.B, we describe these phases and explain why we expect most of

the oscillation-induced γ-rays to come from three of them, namely the cold neutral

medium (CNM), warm neutral medium (WNM) and warm ionised medium (WIM).

Here we present a short description of these three phases, as well as the nominal

values we assume for their physical properties [349–352]. T here represents the

phase temperature, and x the ionisation fraction.
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• CNM: Comprises clumps of cold Hi clouds.

nH ' 50 cm−3, T ' 80K, x = 0.001.

• WNM: Intercloud region containing warm diffuse Hi.

nH ' 0.5 cm−3, T ' 8000K, x = 0.05.

• WIM: Intercloud region containing warm diffuse Hii.

nH+ ' 0.3 cm−3, T ' 8000K, x = 0.9.

The uncertainties in these nominal values, in particular the ionisation fraction, is a

significant source of error in our analysis. Henceforth, most values that we present

should only be interpreted as order-of-magnitude estimates.

7.3.2 Emissivities of the CNM, WNM and WIM

We now want to determine the oscillation-induced emissivities of the three phases.

To do so, we first need the values of ε′, ω̄I and ω̄ann used in the emissivity formula

Eq. (7.12). The values we present below incorporate a wide range of elastic tar-

gets as well as inelastic processes, using available data on scattering phase shifts,

cross-sections and reaction rate constants [353–365] (more details can be found in

Appendix 7.C):

• CNM:

ε′ ' (−1± i)× 10−7 s−1, mostly from elastic scattering with H.

ω̄I ' ω̄ann ' 6× 10−8 s−1, mostly from H-H̄ annihilation.

• WNM:

ε′ ' (−5± 5i)× 10−9 s−1, mostly from elastic scattering with H.

ω̄I ' ω̄ann ' 8× 10−10 s−1, mostly from H-H̄ annihilation.
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• WIM:

ε′ ' (−2− i)× 10−8 s−1, mostly from elastic scattering with e-.

ω̄I ' ω̄ann ' 7× 10−10 s−1, mostly from H+-H̄ annihilation.

Our estimate for ε′ are a few orders of magnitude larger than in [84], where it was

assumed that 2|ε′| ' ω̄I ' 10−10 s−1. This discrepancy is mainly due to contri-

butions from elastic scattering that they have neglected. Hence, their assumption

that H-H̄ oscillations are mainly suppressed by H̄ annihilation is not justified.

With these values, we can finally obtain the following oscillation-induced γ-ray

emissivities per H atom.

• CNM: εγ ' 2gγ|δ|2 × 105 s srad−1.

• WNM: εγ ' 4gγ|δ|2 × 106 s srad−1.

• WIM: εγ ' gγ|δ|2 × 106 s srad−1.

Since the γ-ray data in [346] starts at 100MeV, using the experimental and

simulation results in [366], we estimate the average number of photons from H̄

annihilation above this threshold to be gγ ' 2.7.

7.4 Deriving bound on |δ| using Fermi LAT data

In this section, we explain how we derive a bound on the oscillation parameter

|δ| using Fermi LAT data. The main idea is to compare the results of γ ray

measurements with predictions from astrophysical models. The difference between

them can then be used to constrain additional oscillation-induced emissivity and

hence |δ|.
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More specifically, one can perform a linear regression of the observed γ ray

intensity against the Hi column density. The slope corresponds to the emissivity

per H atom, and the offset (intercept) a spatially homogeneous source of emissivity.

The observed slope can be compared with independent astrophysical predictions to

constrain |δ|, and this was indeed what was done in [84]. However, we argue that

the oscillation-induced emissivity should really show up in the offset rather than

the slope, which lacks an independent prediction. Therefore, the whole measured

offset is used to constrain |δ|. We explain these points in more details below.

7.4.1 Review of relevant γ-ray data

In this section we review the analysis and results in [346]. One of their goals was

to determine the Hi γ-ray emissivity, and compare it with predictions based on CR

interaction with matter. The authors used Fermi LAT γ-ray data from the sector

we previously described, in the energy range 100MeV − 9.05GeV. This sector is

known to be free of large molecular clouds. In this region, Hii column-density is

relatively smooth and is in the range (1− 2)× 1020 cm−2, while Hi distribution is

more clumpy with a column density in the range (1− 18)× 1020 cm−2.

Known background such as point sources and inverse Compton scattering of soft

photons with CR electrons were subtracted, leaving only data that are expected to

come from CR interaction with matter as well as an isotropic extragalactic diffuse

background. By comparing the post-subtraction γ-ray intensity map (Figure 1

of [346]) with a Hi column density map derived from 21 cm radio surveys (Figure 3

of [346]), the authors found a linear relationship between the γ-ray intensity Iγ and

the Hi column density N(Hi) for each energy bin, which we index by i (Figure 4
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of [346])

Iγ,i ≈ Si ·N(Hi) +Oi (7.13)

where the slope Si represents the Hi emissivity per atom, and the offset Oi the con-

tributions from residual particles and the extragalactic background. The authors

found good agreement between the slope-derived Hi emissivity and the predictions

based on CR interaction with matter. Summing the results in Table 1 of [346] over

the bins in the energy range 100− 1130MeV (relevant for H̄ annihilation), we find

that the Hi emissivity given by the combined slopes is

S = 1.5× 10−26 photons s−1 sr−1 per H atom, (7.14)

and the combined offset is

O = 1.4× 10−5 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1. (7.15)

7.4.2 Bounds on |δ|

Let us now consider what happens if there are extra oscillation-induced γ-rays on

top of the known sources. Distribution-wise, both the WIM and WNM have rela-

tively low volume densities and large volume filling factors, so their contributions

to the Hi column density should be relatively uniform over the column density

map. In contrast, the CNM is clumpy with much higher density and smaller filling

factor, so the small regions in the map with high column densities probably corre-

spond to lines of sight which pass through the CNM. In other words, lines of sight

with more H from the CNM provide the high leverage points that determine the

slope in the linear regression of emissivity against column density. On the other

hand, as we have seen, the extra emissivity per H atom varies among the three

phases of ISM, with the WNM and WIM values being one order of magnitude
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higher than the CNM. Together, this suggests that the extra γ-ray intensity is

more likely to show up in Figure 4 of [346] as a contribution to the offset rather

than the slope.

We perform a simple calculation to show that this is indeed the case. The

WNM and WIM are assumed to be layers parallel to the galactic disk. There-

fore, their contributions to the Hi column density are constant, except for a 1
sin |b|

latitudinal variation since a more “glancing” line of sight travels a longer distance

through the layer. Using Eq. (7.22) and (7.23) and the nominal ionisation frac-

tion, this corresponds to a contribution of 1.7
sin |b| × 1020 cm−2 from the WNM and

0.08
sin |b| × 1020 cm−2 from the WIM. On top of that, the CNM is assumed to add a

random contribution that ranges from 0 to 10
sin |b| ×1020 cm−2. For each line of sight

within the latitudinal range of interest, we calculate the total Hi column density

and oscillation-induced γ-ray intensity, repeated many times over different random

CNM contributions. Figure 7.1 shows a plot of intensity against column density,

with the horizontal errorbars indicating the bin intervals, and the vertical error-

bars the intensity range of the corresponding bins. The plot is mostly horizontal,

indicating that the extra intensity is indeed more likely to show up in the offset,

with a contribution of roughly

Oosc. ' 4|δ|2 × 1027 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1. (7.16)

To obtain a bound on |δ|, we identify this extra offset with the en-

tire experimental offset value, which we found earlier to be around 1.4 ×

10−5 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1. In principle, we could have performed further back-

ground subtraction from this experimental value before making the identification.

Possible background includes CR interaction with smoothly-distributed residual

particles such as Hii, incomplete earlier subtraction of inverse Compton scattering
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Figure 7.1: Results of a simple calculation showing how the oscillation-induced
γ-ray intensity varies with the Hi column density.

due to model uncertainties, as well as extragalactic sources. However, these con-

tributions are either not well-quantified, or turn out to be small compared to the

experimental value, so the subtraction is unlikely to have made a big difference.

Comparing O and Oosc. from Eqs. (7.15) and (7.16), we find that

|δ| . 6× 10−17 s−1. (7.17)

This is about one order of magnitude weaker than the bound derived in [84].

In other words, the earlier bound may have been too stringent. We also note

that [84] used the slope (from older γ-ray data [86]) instead of the offset to derive

the bound, so it did not account for the most likely scenario in which the CNM is

mainly responsible for the variation in Hi column density from which the slope is

derived, whereas the WNM dominates the extra oscillation-induced intensity.

7.5 Discussion and conclusions

The bounds we have derived on |δ| can be translated to a bound on four-fermion

contact operators involving protons and electrons. For instance, [84] considered
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the operator

O1 =
1

Λ2
[p̄cγµ(1 + γ5)e][p̄cγµ(1 + γ5)e] + h.c., (7.18)

and found that δ is related to Λ via

δ =
16

Λ2πa3
, (7.19)

where a is the Bohr radius.

On the other hand, ppee operators can also be constrained by other processes

such as pp→ ee. For instance, results from Super-Kamiokande can be used to set

an upper bound on the proton annihilation rate in oxygen nuclei. For a benchmark

operator

O2 =
1

Λ2
(ip̄cγ5p)(iē

cγ5e) + h.c., (7.20)

this translates to a bound of Λ > 7 × 1014 GeV [345]. If we now assume that the

same cutoff scale can be used in Eq. (7.19) to estimate a bound on |δ|, we find that

|δ| . 10−21 s−1, (7.21)

which is actually four orders of magnitude more stringent than the bound that we

have obtained from γ-ray observations.

It is unlikely that choosing a different region for γ-ray observations can give an

improved bound on |δ| that is just as competitive, so it is worth speculating whether

a terrestrial laboratory-based oscillation experiment might do better. For instance,

if a falling H atom oscillates partially into an H̄, the experiment can attempt to

detect γ-rays from annihilation when this atom comes into contact with a solid

surface. Compared to measurements based on the ISM, the advantages are that

annihilation no longer relies on chance encounters with other atoms, and that the

γ-rays background can potentially be controlled. If there are N H atoms each
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with a characteristic flight time t before reaching a solid surface, then the absence

of γ-rays indicate a crude bound of (|δ|t)2 . 1
N
. Unfortunately, even obtaining a

bound close to that from the ISM is unlikely to be feasible. For instance, a bound

of |δ| . 10−16 s−1, assuming a flight time of t = 1 s, will require about 108 mol of

atomic hydrogen, a very large number. In addition, there are practical concerns

about how rarefied the H atoms should be so that they do not start to interact,

and the cryogenics required so that thermal motion does not substantially reduce

the flight time.

To conclude, we have updated the bounds on H-H̄ oscillations based on

oscillation-induced γ-ray emission in the ISM. Suppression from elastic collisions

turn out to be more significant than assumed in previous work, and using a multi-

phase ISM model as well as updated parameter values and γ-ray data, we show

that the upper bound on |δ| is about 6× 10−17 s−1, one order of magnitude weaker

than previously thought.

7.A More details about the H-H̄ oscillation model

7.A.1 Elastic scattering

The model we used in this work was originally derived in [347] somewhat heuris-

tically based on the notion of a classical sum over different “histories”, where in

each infinitesimal time interval δt, the atom may undergo either elastic scattering

or quantum time evolution. We have been able to re-derive the model on a more

rigourous basis as follows.
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The atom is originally described by a density matrix in the product space

HA⊗HB, whereHA is associated with the atom’s identity, andHB with momentum

degrees of freedom (for simplicity we neglect atomic level and spin; including them

simply increases the number of Wigner functions). We then extend the impurity-

scattering formalism described in [367] to derive quantum kinetic equations for

the 2× 2 Wigner functions. By making a number of assumptions before and after

integrating over momentum space (equivalent to tracing out HB), we finally obtain

the same kinetic equation for the reduced 2× 2 density matrix ρ(t) as [347].

We now examine the various assumptions made in this derivation.

• The derivation of the Wigner function kinetic equations assumed that the

mean free path be much larger than the de Broglie wavelength, and that

quantum degeneracy as well as two-body correlation between atom and target

can be ignored. These are probably reasonable assumptions for an atom in

the ISM.

• In further reducing these kinetic equations to the one for ρ(t), two further

assumptions are made. First, we take the classical limit of the scattering

terms, which requires that memory effects be neglected, again a reasonable

assumption given that the momentum relaxation time of an atom is much

shorter than our timescale of interest (the quasi-steady rate of change). Sec-

ond, as mentioned in Section 7.2.1, in order to close the kinetic equation for

ρ(t), we assume that moments in momentum and other degrees of freedom

can be replaced by products of ρ(t) with the relevant expectation values.

While some errors are introduced in doing so, they are not expected to be

very significant.

• The impurity-scattering formalism assumes that the targets are immobile,
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certainly not true for real targets in the ISM. Nonetheless, this can be ad-

dressed by replacing v and p, not by the r.m.s. values in the lab frame, but

rather the r.m.s. values evaluated in the two-particle centre-of-mass frame

comprising the atom and a target particle (hence this also involves averaging

over the target velocity distribution). Only E should still be the lab frame

value.

• Finally, the impurity-scattering formalism assumes that the atom and target

are distinguishable particles. This is clearly violated if we consider scattering

with other H atoms. Both f(θ) and f(π−θ) will then contribute to the same

H-H scattering process, and one must also be careful not to double-count the

phase space. This is probably the biggest source of error (possibly up to a

factor of 2) in the model, at least for the CNM and WNM. However, there

is not much point in trying to derive a more accurate treatment due to the

lack of accurate scattering data.

7.A.2 Inelastic processes

In Section 7.2.1, we only considered inelastic processes where the H/H̄ atom “dis-

appears”, e.g. H2 formation or H̄ annihilation. These processes cause the state to

leave the Hilbert space HA and can hence be represented by imaginary diagonal

contributions to the effective Hamiltonian. However, there are other processes

where the atom does not disappear but are nonetheless inelastic. We now explain

why they can be neglected.

First, we consider processes like H/H̄(1S) + X → H/H̄(1S) + Y , where

the H/H̄ atom remains in the 1S state but the target is collisionally ex-
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cited/ionised/dissociated. As far as the H/H̄ atom is concerned, these processes

are not very different from elastic scattering, and so enters the model in a similar

manner (except without a forward scattering contribution). However, we expect

them to be less important than elastic scattering off the same target X since the

rates are usually Boltzmann-suppressed in comparison, even in the warm phases.

Next, we consider collisional and photo-excitations of H/H̄ to n ≥ 2 atomic

states. These processes (together with collisional and radiative decays) are re-

sponsible for maintaining the quasi-steady distribution of atomic levels. However,

if the transition amplitudes for H and H̄ are different, then one also needs to ex-

amine how they might directly affect the oscillations. Collisional excitations can

again be neglected since they are Boltzmann-suppressed compared to elastic scat-

tering. For photo-excitations, the electric dipole transition amplitudes for H and

H̄ do indeed differ by a sign; however, there is hardly any time for the HA part of

the state to evolve (except by an overall phase) before the atom undergoes radia-

tive decay that undoes the sign change. Therefore, the net direct effects are also

unimportant.

The arguments above do not apply to 1S hyperfine transitions. In particular,

collisional excitations to the higher-energy hyperfine state are not Boltzmann-

suppressed. However, since these processes involve electron spin flips, they are

either magnetic in nature and hence have smaller cross-sections, or rely on electron

exchange (e.g. when the target is e- or other H atoms) and hence already included

in conventional elastic scattering data. Photo-excitations can also occur via dipole

transition to nP states followed by decays to the higher 1S hyperfine state, but as

explained above the net direct effects are unimportant due to sign cancellation.
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7.B Phases of the ISM

The ISM comprises a number of phases that accounts for most of its mass and

volume. Parameter values are taken from [349–352].

• Neutral atomic gases: There are two phases that contain predominantly Hi.

The CNM comprises Hi clouds typically of size O(10) pc, number density

20−50 cm−3, temperature 50−100K and volume filling factor O(0.01). The

WNM comprises diffuse intercloud Hi, typically with a lower number density

0.2 − 0.6 cm−3, and higher temperature 5000 − 10000K and filling factor

0.3 − 0.4. Locally, a simple model for the vertical Hi distribution (filling

factor incorporated) is given by

nH(z)/cm−3 = 0.40e−( z
127 pc)

2

+ 0.10e−( z
318 pc)

2

+ 0.063e−
|z|

403 pc , (7.22)

where the first term corresponds to the CNM, and the second and third terms

the WNM.

• Warm ionised gases: Radiation from O and B stars cause almost-complete

ionisation of nearby clouds, so most of the hydrogen are in the ionised form

Hii. These Hii regions, typically of size O(1) pc, are generally very dense

and hot, with number densities up to O(105) cm−3, temperatures 8000 −

10000K, and negligibly small filling factors. Besides these dense regions,

there also exists a diffuse warm ionised phase called the WIM. This phase has

comparable temperature, but much lower number density ∼ 0.1− 0.5 cm−3,

and much higher filling factor 0.05− 0.25. A simple “two-disk” model for the

vertical Hii distribution is given by

ne(z)/cm−3 = 0.015e−
|z|

70 pc + 0.025e−
|z|

900 pc , (7.23)
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where the first term represents the collection of localised Hii regions as a

“thin-disk”, and the second term the WIM as a “thick disk”.

• Coronal gases: Besides the WIM, there is another diffuse ionised phase re-

ferred to as coronal gases, because the temperature and ionisation state

are believed to be similar to that of the solar corona. This phase is

much hotter and rarefied, with temperature O(105− 106)K, number density

0.003− 0.007 cm−3, and filling factor 0.2− 0.5. The vertical profile depends

on the measurements used (e.g. choice of spectral lines) but usually fits a

large scale height of 3 kpc (assuming exponential distribution) or above.

• Molecular clouds: These comprise gravitationally-bound clouds, typically of

size O(10) pc with H2 as the dominant species. They are typically very cold

and dense, with temperature 10− 20K, number density up to O(106) cm−3,

and negligible filling factor. Vertically, they tend to be concentrated near the

galactic disk, with a Gaussian scale height around 70− 80 pc.

While the main constituents in these phases are H, H2, H+ and e-, also present

are other gaseous elements and dust.

• Other gaseous elements: From photospheric and meteoritic measurements,

the cosmic composition in terms of number density are as follows: He 10%,

C 0.03%, O 0.05%, and all other species individually each below 0.01% (com-

bined ∼ 0.03%). There is also evidence that a significant fraction of these

elements might have been locked up in dust and hence depleted in the gaseous

form.

• Dust: Dust grains are generally well-mixed with the gases in the ISM, with

a dust-to-gas mass ratio believed to be around O(0.01). The dust grains are
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primarily composed of heavier elements like C, N, O, Mg, Si and Fe, with

a typical specific density of 3 g cm−3. A popular model for the grain-size

distribution (based on the extinction curve) is the Mathis-Rumpl-Nordsieck

model. In the model, the dust grains are assumed to graphite and silicates,

and the distribution given by

ni(a)da = AinHa
−3.5da, (7.24)

where a is the grain size, and Ai is 7.8 × 10−26 and 6.9 × 10−26 cm2.5 for

silicates and graphite respectively. This relation holds over the range 50Å <

a < 2500Å. Besides large dust grains, it is also believed that there exists

a population of large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules, with an

relative abundance of O(10−5)%.

Having described the phases of the ISM, we now argue that we only need to

consider oscillation-induced γ-ray contributions from the CNM, WNM and WIM.

For instance, consider the dense molecular clouds. Looking at Eq. (7.12), since

most contributions to ε′, ω̄I and ω̄ann scale roughly with the gas density, this means

that the emissivity per H atom is much smaller than in the more rarefied phases.

While the gas column density may be very high along lines of sight passing through

the clouds, only a tiny fraction of the gas is Hi, so this is unlikely to compensate

for the lower emissivity per H atom. In addition, [346] specifically mentions that

large molecular clouds are known to be absent in the sector of interest. Similar

types of arguments can also be made for the dense Hii regions and the coronal

gases to explain why they can be neglected.
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7.C Parameter values

We present here a summary of the contributions from both elastic and inelastic

processes to the parameters ε′, ω̄I and ω̄ann. Properties of the three phases are

assumed to follow the nominal values given in Section 7.3.1.

7.C.1 Elastic scattering

From Eq. (7.7), recall that the contribution of elastic scattering to ε′ from target

species i is given by

∆ε′ = nivi

{
−
∫
dΩ
|fi,pi−f̄i,pi |

2

2
+ i

[
2πRe[fi,pi (0)−f̄i,pi (0)]

pi
+

∫
dΩIm(f̄ ∗i,pifi,pi)

]}
.

(7.25)

We now calculate this contribution for different target species.

e- as targets

It is useful to begin with elastic (H/H̄)-e- scattering for the WNM and WIM (we

neglect the CNM due to its extremely low ionisation fraction). First, amplitude

data are available for both H and H̄. Second, e- may potentially be the dominant

target species, since the much lower reduced mass (around me) implies a higher

speed of approach v and smaller centre-of-mass momentum p, hence boosting ∆ε′.

For H-e- partial wave phase shifts, we use [353, 354, 360], while for H̄-e- phase

shifts, we use [355,357,359,362]. At the warm phase temperature (about 1 eV), we
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find that
1
4

∫
dΩ |fs−f̄ |

2

2
+ 3

4

∫
dΩ |ft−f̄ |

2

2
' 13Å2

,

1
4

2πRe[fs(0)−f̄(0)]
p

+ 3
4

2πRe[ft(0)−f̄(0)]
p

' −11Å2
,

1
4

∫
dΩIm(fsf̄) + 3

4

∫
dΩIm(ftf̄) ' 3.8Å2

,

(7.26)

where fs and ft and are the electronic singlet and triplet H-e- amplitudes. To

check that the first value makes sense, we note that the elastic H-e- singlet and

triplet cross-sections (39Å2 and 15Å2) are much larger than the H̄-e- cross-section

(1.6Å2). This suggests that fs, ft � f̄ , in which case the first value should be

approximately half the spin-averaged H-e- cross-section. This gives a reasonably

close value of 11Å2.

For an r.m.s. speed of approach v =
√

3kT
me
' 6× 107 cm s−1, we obtain

• WNM: ∆ε′ ' (−2− i)× 10−9 s−1.

• WIM: ∆ε′ ' (−2− i)× 10−8 s−1.

H+ as targets

Next, we consider elastic (H/H̄)-H+ scattering, again for the WNM and WIM.

Here, a number of issues arise. First, a much larger number of partial waves are

required to accurately reconstruct the scattering amplitudes, since the centre-of-

mass momentum p is now much higher. For H-H+ scattering, while phase shifts

for nearly 200 partial waves are available [368], we found that they are nonetheless

insufficient for the forward scattering amplitude2. Second, we have not been able

to find scattering data for H+-H̄ scattering. Therefore, unlike the previous case,

here an accurate calculation is not possible. The approach we adopt is as follows.
2Recall that for partial wave amplitudes al, f(0) involves a summation of (2l+1)al as opposed

to (2l + 1)|al|2 for the total cross-section, hence implying a slower convergence.
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[361] claims that the elastic H-p̄ (charge-conjugate of H̄-H+) cross-section is

comparable to the re-arrangement cross-section (11Å2 from [356]). Should this

indeed be the case, this implies that the elastic H̄-H+ cross-section is much smaller

than that of H-H+ (160Å2 from [363] after nuclear-spin averaging). If we then

assume that f̄ � f , we can drop f̄ in the expression for ∆ε′, giving

∆ε′ ' nv

{
−
∫
dΩ |f |

2

2
+ i2πRe[f(0)]

p

}
, (7.27)

so only H-H+ data is required. The first term requires the nuclear-spin averaged

cross-section, and the second term the averaged forward scattering amplitude.

Instead of the phase shifts from [368], we mostly rely on the averaged dif-

ferential and total cross-sections from [363], since the latter is more recent and

includes a larger number of partial waves (more than 500). To extract the av-

eraged Re[f(0)], we first note that the nuclear singlet and triplet amplitudes are

given by fs,t(θ) = fd(θ)±fe(π−θ), where fd and fe are the “direct” and “charge ex-

change” amplitudes had the nuclei been distinguishable [363]. At energies & 1 eV,

both fd(θ) and fe(θ) become so forward-distributed that fs(0) ' ft(0) ' fd(0),

while the overlap between fd(θ) and fe(π−θ) become so small that the singlet and

triplet total cross-sections become identical. We then use the optical theorem to

estimate Im[fd(0)] from the spin-averaged cross-section, which in turn can be used

to estimate |Re[fd(0)]| from the spin-averaged differential cross-section at θ ' 0.

We only use the phase shifts from [368] to fix the sign of Re[fd(0)] and to check

the validity of the assumptions above. We find that∫
dΩ |f |

2

2
' 81Å2

,

2πRe[f(0)]
p

' 74Å2
,

from which we obtain
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• WNM: ∆ε′ ' (−4 + 4i)× 10−10 s−1.

• WIM: ∆ε′ ' (−5 + 4i)× 10−9 s−1.

These ∆ε′ values are smaller than that of (H/H̄)-e- scattering, mostly due to the

much smaller speed of approach v.

H as targets

Finally, we consider elastic (H/H̄)-H scattering for the CNM and WNM (we ne-

glect the WIM due to its high ionisation fraction). We have not been able to

find amplitude-level data, and even differential cross-section data is only limited

to the WNM. Therefore, we will only perform a crude estimate of ∆ε′ using total

cross-section data. We use [363] and [365] for H-H and [364] for H-H̄ cross-sections.

Actually [364] only covers up to 0.27 eV, a few times lower than the WNM temper-

ature. However, since the cross-section appears relatively constant near 0.27 eV,

the cross-section should not differ significantly between 0.27 eV and 1 eV.

For H-H scattering, the CNM electronic singlet and triplet cross-sections are

around 130Å2 and 60Å2, and the WNM spin-averaged cross-section 50Å2. For

H-H̄ scattering, the CNM cross-section is 90Å2, and the WNM 60Å2. Based on

these cross-sections, we now assume that −Re(∆ε′) ' |Im(∆ε′)| ' nv(100Å2
) for

the CNM, and nv(50Å2
) for the WNM. We then obtain

• CNM: ∆ε′ ' (−1± i)× 10−7 s−1.

• WNM: ∆ε′ ' (−5± 5i)× 10−9 s−1.
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Other targets

While other neutral targets such as He and H2 may offer slightly larger cross-

sections than H, nonetheless their much lower abundances mean that their con-

tributions to ε′ can be ignored. The same can be said for other charged targets

compared to H+ or e-.

7.C.2 Inelastic processes

For inelastic processes, we consider H̄ annihilation, ionisation of H/H̄, as well as

chemical reactions involving H. Keep in mind that ωI only enters Eq. (7.12) as

ωI + ω̄I , so even the dominant contribution to ωI can be ignored if it turns out to

be much smaller than ω̄I .

H̄ annihilation with H

We use the semi-classical calculations of the rearrangement cross-section from [358].

Note that while there are fully-quantum calculations of the annihilation cross-

section that include both rearrangement and annihilation-in-flight [369–372], they

only include the s-wave component and hence give values that are much smaller.

We now discuss each phase in turn.

• CNM: The cross-section is σ ' 60Å2, corresponding to a rate coefficient

of 〈σv〉 ' 10−9 cm3 s−1. The contribution to ω̄I is given by nH〈σv〉 ' 6 ×

10−8 s−1.

• WNM: The cross-section is σ ' 8Å2, corresponding to a rate coefficient
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of 〈σv〉 ' 2 × 10−9 cm3 s−1. The contribution to ω̄I is given by nH〈σv〉 '

8× 10−10 s−1.

We ignore this for the WIM due to the high ionisation fraction.

H̄ annihilation with H+

We again use semi-classical calculations from [356], since more updated cross-

sections are either again for s-waves [369], or do not fully cover our energy range

of interest [373, 374]. (In any case, we note that discrepancies between [356] and

[373,374] where they do overlap are rather small.)

We ignore this for the CNM due to the extremely low ionisation fraction. For

the WNM and WIM, we find a cross-section of σ = 10Å2, corresponding to a rate

coefficient of 〈σv〉 ' 2× 10−9 cm3 s−1. Hence we obtain the following results.

• WNM: The contribution to ω̄I is nH+〈σv〉 ' 6× 10−11 s−1.

• WIM: The contribution to ω̄I is nH+〈σv〉 ' 7× 10−10 s−1.

Other H̄ annihilation processes

One might expect e--H̄ annihilation to be important (especially in the WIM) since

the relative speed v is much higher. However, the annihilation cross-section turns

out to be much smaller, due to the 6.8 eV energy threshold for re-arrangement, and

that direct annihilation-in-flight in this case involves the electromagnetic interac-

tion as opposed to the strong interaction [372].
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Finally, annihilation of H̄ with any other neutral or charged species is expected

to be less important than with H or H+, due to their much lower abundances.

Ionisation

Ionisation in the Hi phases proceeds mainly via CR ionisation, at a rate per

atom of order 10−16 rms−1 [351, 352]. For the WIM, photo-ionisation plays the

more important role [351]. A reasonable ionisation rate per atom in the WIM is

O(10−13− 10−12) s−1, consistent with the degree of ionisation given typical recom-

bination rates, as well as estimates of the ionisation parameter based on spectral

measurements. Nonetheless, we see that in all three phases, the ionisation rates

are much smaller than the contributions to ω̄I from H̄ annihilation.

Chemical reactions

Many chemical reactions involve H and may contribute to ωI . However, all the

rates are much smaller than ω̄I , either because they involve species with very low

abundances, or that they have very small rate coefficients. We discuss a number

of examples here. The rate coefficients are taken from [351].

• Neutral reaction H + CH → C + H2 has a rate coefficient k = 1.2 ×

10−9
(

T
300K

)0.5
e−

2200K
T . Even in the warm phases where the exponential sup-

pression (from the activation barrier) becomes insignificant, the rate per H

atom remains small due to the low abundance of CH.

• H2 formation through H + H− → H2 + e- has a high rate coefficient k =

1.3× 10−9 cm3 s−1, but the H- abundance is very low.
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• Radiative association H + e- → H- + γ has a very low rate coefficient k =

10−18 T
1K cm3 s−1.

• Radiative association H + H → H2 + γ has a very low rate coefficient k .

10−23 cm3 s−1.

• Accretion of H on dust grain surface (an important catalytic reaction for

H2 formation) occurs at a very low rate of roughly 10−17
(

T
10K

)0.5
nH s−1 per

atom. (The nH dependence comes from the assumption of a constant dust-

to-gas mass ratio.)
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